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ABSTRACT
This study is an examination of the Norwegian Confederation of Sports’ (NIF) Sport for
Development and Peace (SDP) engagement in Tanzania and Zimbabwe from its inception in
the early 1980s until 2000. The main research question is: How can the Norwegian
Confederation of Sports’ involvement in SDP from the early 1980s to 2000 be understood?
Through two different cases, Tanzania and Zimbabwe respectively, I show how NIF has
argued for its SDP engagement, through analysing the formal discourses of the projects
The dissertation consists of four papers. Paper I investigates the underlying motivation for
NIF to become involved in SDP in the early 1980s. Through the empirical data several
motives for involving in SDP were identified. The protagonists argued that NIF was in a
forward position in sports compared to the situation in the developing world and therefore
had something to offer. They also emphasised that such an initiative would contribute to
sports by showing the positive sides of sports rather than the negative aspects that were often
highlighted. Other dominating arguments included the anticipated potential for societal
development inherent in SDP, and the building of a welfare state with a special emphasis on
health benefits. The main reason that NIF was able to implement Sport for All seems,
however, to have been the current changes in Norwegian development aid strategies focussed
on neo-liberalism that made funds available for private organisations with development
projects. Further, public aid priorities were more or less fixed, and thus were required to be
met by the new aid actors. This was reflected in the public documents: the rhetoric used in the
SDP discussions was clearly in line with the development aid jargon at the time. Hence, also
an SDP project could see the light of day.
Paper II discusses the donor–recipient relationship in an SDP context, and identifies potential
dilemmas occurring when aiming to give aid on the recipient’s terms which was stated to be
one objective of the project in Tanzania. It was pointed out that a common understanding of
the role of the aid actors is necessary in donor–recipient relationships which aim to be on the
terms of the recipient, and showed that the uncertainty of the participant’s role essentially
affected the outcome of the Sport for All project in Tanzania. Through two different examples
it was demonstrated that as an aid donor, NIF’s role varied slightly. However, on a general
basis, NIF was clearly in control of the Tanzanian project throughout its various phases.
There was support for this through interviews with Tanzanians where Sport for All was
perceived as a Norwegian project in Tanzania rather than as a project managed by the
Tanzanians themselves. Thus, it was argued that a contradiction between the discourse of
equality and the actual practice was evident. It was further demonstrated that donor–recipient
relationships are power relationships which are complex and unclear to the involved parties,
and shown that NIF’s role was shaped through a web of power relationships. Finally, it was
concluded that in the case of NIF’s project in Tanzania, although it had a mass sport
philosophy and operated at the grass roots level, an association with the state authorities was
unavoidable as its Tanzanian counterpart the National Sport Council (NSC) was closely
connected to the state. Meeting the requirements of the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (Norad) and simultaneously the demands of NSC was an apparent challenge, but
of crucial importance to NIF. Together, the resources, the lack of aid experience, and NIF’s
own ideology were factors that constrained it as an efficient aid agent on the terms of the
recipient.
Paper III addresses the issue of emphasising women in development aid (which was part of
the aid jargon at the time) and thus one of the main aims of the Norwegian project in
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Tanzania. It was argued that aiding women through Sport for All was a creation of needs as
there was a conception within NIF that Tanzanian women needed SDP. It was further
indicated that SDP would essentially liberate Tanzanian women. Reference to Norwegian
policies and priorities became evident here as discussions as to whether this focus fitted
Tanzanian society at the time was not an issue. Tanzanian interviewees indicated that the
emphasis on women was somehow unfamiliar in Tanzanian society at the time, and pointed
out that the need for sports somehow seemed more important from a Norwegian than a
Tanzanian point of view. Further it was discussed whether sport was a suitable tool for
reaching the women of Dar es Salaam. It was demonstrated that on several occasions NIF
organised activities which were considered unfitting for women in Dar es Salaam, and thus it
was argued that it may not have been a suitable tool at the time. Finally, it was suggested that
when two apparently progressive liberal and democratic Western ideals were transferred to a
society unfamiliar with them, they generated a cultural clash. The discrepancy between the
ideals of recipient orientation and emphasis on women was questioned, and it was
demonstrated that in the case of the Sport for All, NIF acted with a certain naïvety.
Paper IV studies NIF’s production of discourse in their cooperation with the Sport and
Recreation Commission of Zimbabwe (SRC). Discourses represented NIF’s SDP reality,
gave meaning to their SDP engagement and set fundamental conditions when they developed
and implemented their SDP policies. In the analysis, two power-effects arising from the
discourse formation produced by NIF throughout the Zimbabwean project were identified.
The first, manageable development, meant that NIF viewed SDP through the lens of a
Norwegian sports model and hence neglected alternative knowledge and solutions (to the lack
of sports development). The second, temporal segregation, meant that NIF described SRC on
a different temporal stage than its own and consequently de-politicised the underdevelopment of sports. These are power-effects because NIF positioned itself to define
possible and valid solutions to develop sports in Zimbabwe. It was also demonstrated that
throughout the Zimbabwean project, the formal discourse changed from a top-down to a
bottom-up discourse. Despite this, trusteeship was present throughout the Zimbabwean
project since it was NIF which set the terms of the aid and that it was NIF’s own ideas,
politics and intentions that were being reproduced in the formal discourse. Eventually it was
argued that it might be insufficient only to analyse the formal discourse in development
interventions as development policies and language does not necessarily reflect development
practice. Therefore, it was suggested that SDP research in the future needs to relate to the
structure versus agency debate within development studies and examine how development
policies developed by the donor are translated and given meaning by the recipients in the
local context where they are being implemented.
On the basis of the above, the study concludes that throughout the period of my study, NIF
had clear ideas and visions about its SDP engagement. This was evident when it came to
defining what the SDP should entail, which areas and target groups were important to
emphasise and prioritise, and how the sports organisations were best managed. Consequently,
NIF acted as trustees in regard to the Tanzanian and Zimbabwean recipients, which from the
outset had little choice but to accept the terms that were given by the Norwegian donors.
Subsequently, the central topic of the dissertation has been to illuminate the challenges of
SDP projects dealing with different sides of a relationship which, from the outset, is
asymmetrical in terms of power.
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PREFACE
My journey towards this dissertation started back in 2000. Triggered by the desire to travel
and eager to change a small bit of the world, I ended up in Bapong, a village in the Northwest province in South Africa. My assignment, commissioned by the Norwegian Olympic
and Paralympic Committee and Confederation of Sports (NIF) in cooperation with the South
African non-governmental organisation (NGO) Sport Coaches’ OutReach (SCORE) was as
easy as it was difficult: to make sure that Physical Education (PE) was being implemented
and taught in the primary schools of Bapong and, together with local volunteers, to organise
afternoon activities for the children. As I had a two-week’s experience of working with
people with disabilities, I was given the additional responsibility of running activities in a
special school, at a juvenile penitentiary and in an old-peoples home (!). Needless to say, the
task was challenging. Being a twenty-two year old white Norwegian girl in spandex, with
knowledge of sport but with minor formal pedagogical skills, working in an environment
with black African teachers, most of them twice my age with minor or no interest (or skills)
in PE, proved difficult. Several times a week I found myself alone in the sports ground with
the children, who participated in whichever activities I initiated, with the greatest enthusiasm.
However, the interests of the teachers and the local volunteers, my target groups, seemed to
be close to nil. Although I was frustrated with the lack of engagement from the teachers at
times, I could easily see that there were other, presumably more important priorities to be
dealt with in Bapong. Unemployment, school drop-outs, poverty, the ugly face of racism,
violence, crime, sexual abuse and alcoholism were all every-day challenges to be dealt with.
Slowly, being an evangelist of sports felt rather odd. Not because sports or the children were
less meaningful to me, but because my naïvety met the realities of Bapong. Maybe it took
more than me and a football to change the world after all?
Ultimately, the experiences and questions I brought home were a lot more extensive
than what I suspect that I left in Bapong. Coming home, I was fortunate to be given the
chance to study the phenomenon of which I had been a part. Although the topic was
sometimes dismantled, the core questions stayed the same. What is development? Why
sports? Who decides what constitutes good sports development? Where is the politics in this?
And why is this important? In this lies the rationale for this study. My aim has never been to
thoroughly evaluate NIFs engagement in Africa. Nor do I intend to criticise the genuine work
of individuals who, like me, hoped to change a little part of the world through sports.
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CHAPTER 1 – SPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENT AGENDA
During the course of the last decade there has been growing interest among a variety of
governmental (GO) and non-governmental (NGO) organisations on the area of Sport,
Development and Peace (SDP). This interest stems from the anticipated ability of SDP to
positively influence the lives of individuals and groups in different societies, and a key
feature of the field is thus the belief that in simple, low-cost and effective ways sport has the
ability to influence a broad range of development objectives with strong links to the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).1 The United Nations (UN) has been credited for
accelerating the SDP sector as from the year 2000.2 This was particularly evident after 2005,
declared by the UN to be its International Year of Sport and Physical Education.
Consequently, large international organisations such as UNICEF and the Red Cross, sports
organisations such as FIFA and the International Olympic Committee (IOC), multinational
corporations such as Adidas and Nike, and smaller private organisations are all concerned
with SDP.3 At the time of writing, there are 438 organisations registered on the International
Platform on Sport and Development,4 the total having nearly doubled in only two years.5
As SDP has established and expanded in practice, interest of researchers in various
academic disciplines seeing the analytical potential of SDP is growing accordingly. As the
papers in this dissertation illustrate, the recent attraction of SDP issues in academia has made
the literature evolve from comprising of analyses of contemporary situations and projects to
include more critical analyses of SDP, particularly in theoretical literature regarding sport and
social interventions.6 An important contribution to SDP as a research field was the
1

United Nations Inter-Agency Task Force on Sport for Development and Peace, Sport as a Tool for
Development and Peace: Towards Achieving the United Nations Millennium Development Goals, 2003.
Accessed October 23, 2012. Available at: http://www.un.org/sport2005/resources/task_force.pdf
2
In 2001, a Special Adviser on Sport for Development and Peace was appointed and assisted by the United
Nations Office of Sport for Development and Peace (UNOSDP). This provided an entry point to the UN system
with regard to SDP. In the following year, the UN Secretary General convened a United Nations Inter-Agency
Task Force on Sport for Development and Peace with the objective of reviewing activities involving sport
within the UN system, resulting in the 2003 report.
3
Elaborated in Roger Levermore and Aaron Beacom, "Sport and Development: Mapping the Field," in Sport
and International Development, ed. Roger Levermore and Aaron Beacom (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,
2009). Also in Anders Hasselgård and Solveig Straume, "Utvikling til Idrett eller Idrett til Utvikling: NIF som
Bistandsaktør," in Norsk Idrett: Indre Spenning og Ytre Press, ed. Dag Vidar Hanstad et al. (Oslo: Akilles,
2011)
4
International Platform on Sport and Development, All Organisations, 2012. Accessed October 25, 2012.
Available at: http://www.sportanddev.org/en/connect/organisations/organisations_list/
5
In a study report to the UN-Habitat it was found that 231 organisations were registered at the sport and
development platform in October 2010. In: Prisca Bruno Massao and Solveig Straume, Urban Youth and Sport
for Development (Nairobi: UN-Habitat, 2012)
6
For instance: David R. Black, "The Ambiguities of Development: Implications for 'Development through
Sport'," Sport in Society 13, 1 (2010); Fred Coalter, "Sport-for-development: Going Beyond the Boundary?,"
Sport in Society 13, 6 (2010); Simon C. Darnell, "Playing with Race: Right to Play and the Production of
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publication Sport and International Development edited by Roger Levermore and Aaron
Beacom in 2009.7 This treatise had the objective of placing 'sport-in-development on the map
in the development literature, and to position it within the larger international development
debates',8 where sport has traditionally been largely absent. The idea of placing SDP with the
wider international development movement has been an issue for several researchers, as was
seen for instance through a 2011 special issue of Third World Quarterly edited by Simon C.
Darnell and David R. Black, entirely devoted to mainstreaming sport into international
development studies.9 Nevertheless, most research on SDP takes place within established
sport forums (mostly sport journals within the social sciences). Levermore and Beacom
postulates that the time is ripe to move beyond 'mapping the territory'10 of SDP. An important
contribution in doing so is Simon Darnell's 2012 publication Sport for Development and
Peace: A critical sociology.11 Darnell draws on recent empirical literature, analyses social
and political implications of tying sport to development, and questions the perception that
sport offers a solution to enduring development issues. Additionally, two 2012 publications
add to the expanding SDP literature mostly by continuing, however, to map the territory of

Whiteness in "Development through Sport"," Sport in Society 10, 4 (2007); Simon C. Darnell, "Power, Politics
and "Sport for Development and Peace": Investigating the Utility of Sport for International Development,"
Sociology of Sport Journal 27 (2010); Simon C. Darnell, "Sport, Race and Bio-politics: Encounters With
Difference in "Sport for Development and Peace" Internships," Journal of Sport and Social Issues 34, 4 (2010);
Simon C. Darnell and Lyndsay Hayhurst, "Hegemony, Postcolonialism and Sport-For-Development: A
Response to Lindsey and Grattan," International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics 4, 1 (2012); Richard
Giulianotti, "Human Rights, Globalization and Sentiment Education: The Case of Sport," Sport in Society 7, 3
(2004); Richard Giulianotti, "Sport, Transnational Peacemaking, and Global Civil Society: Exploring the
Reflective Discourses of "Sport, Development, and Peace" Project Officials," Journal of Sport and Social Issues
35, 1 (2011); Andrew M. Guest, "The Diffusion of Development-Through-Sport: Analysing the History and
Practice of the Olympic Movement's Grassroots Outreach to Africa" Sport in Society 12, 10 (2009); Douglas
Hartmann and Christina Kwauk, "Sport and Development: An Overview, Critique and Reconstruction," Journal
of Sport and Social Issues 35, 3 (2011); Lyndsay M. C. Hayhurst, "The Power to Shape Policy: Charting Sport
for Development and Peace Policy Discourses," International Journal of Sport Policy 1, 2 (2009); Iain Lindsey
and Alan Grattan, "An 'International Movement'?: Decentring Sport-For-Development within Zambian
Communities," International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics 4, 1 (2012). Also the relatively recent
publication, Routledge Handbook of Sports Development edited by Barrie Houlihan and Mick Green, (London:
Routledge, 2011) shows the tendency of the emerging interest in the field as five papers are dedicated to
analyses of SDP interventions.
7
Roger Levermore and Aaron Beacom, eds. Sport and International Development (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2009).
8
Lorna Read and Jerry Bingham, preface to Sport and International Development, ed. Roger Levermore and
Aaron Beacom (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), xiii.
9
Third World Quarterly 32, 3 (2011)
10
Roger Levermore and Aaron Beacom, "Reassessing Sport-For-Development: Moving Beyond 'Mapping the
Territory'," International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics 4, 1 (2012): 125.
11
Simon Darnell, Sport for Development and Peace: A Critical Sociology (London: Bloomsbury Academic,
2012)
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SDP and aiming to provide an insight into what may be achieved through sport interventions
in developing societies.12
Nevertheless, despite its current popularity, the field of SDP has a considerably longer
history. As Andrew Guest argues in his analyses of the Olympic Movement's development
engagement: 'the idea of using sport as a tool for international development has an appeal that
has endured in varying forms for more than a century'.13 Through this dissertation I aim to
illuminate one part of this history, by investigating the Norwegian involvement in SDP from
its beginning in the early 1980s till the end of the century.
I continue this chapter by outlining the historiography of SDP, and thereby identify
gaps in the research which this dissertation aims to address. Further, I proceed to discuss the
aims and limitations of the dissertation, including periodization and the research questions. I
then go on to highlight some key concepts utilised in the dissertation before concluding the
chapter with an outline of how the dissertation is organised.

Historiography of Sport for Development and Peace (SDP)
In Norway, the historical field of development aid has traditionally comprised a substantial
body of research, mostly in the form of MA and PhD theses.14 Also in the recent years,
several works concerning the history of development aid post-World War II have been
published.15 When narrowing this down even further, such as to the area of SDP, related
literature is scarce. So far, most of what has been written on the field of SDP in Norway

12

Robert J. Schinke and Stephanie J. Hanrahan, eds. Sport for Development, Peace, and Social Justice
(Morgantown WV: West Virginia University, 2012) and Keith Gilbert and Will Bennett, eds. Sport, Peace and
Development (Champaign, Illinois: Common Ground Publishing, 2012). The latter publication particularly
emphasises the role of sport in peace making and reconciliation projects.
13
Guest, "The Diffusion of Development-Through-Sport": 1336.
14
Jarle Simensen, “Writing the History of Development Aid; A Norwegian Example. Some Reflections on
Methods and Results”, Scandinavian Journal of History 32, 2 (2007). Among the pioneering contributions on
Norwegian development aid was the PhD thesis' of Arne Martin Klausen, "Kerala Fishermen and the IndoNorwegian Pilot Project," (PhD diss., University of Oslo, 1968) and Helge Pharo, "Hjelp til Selvhjelp: Det
Indisk-Norske Fiskeriprosjektets Historie 1952-72," (PhD diss., University of Oslo, 1988).
15
For instance, a comprehensive three-volume work on the history of Norwegian development aid Norwegian
Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad) and published in 2003: Jarle Simensen, Norsk Utviklingshjelps
Historie 1; 1952-1975; Norge Møter den Tredje Verden (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget, 2003); Arild Engelsen Ruud
and Kirsten Alsaker Kjerland, Norsk Utviklingshjelps Historie 2; 1975-1989; Vekst, Velvilje og Utfordringer,
(Bergen: Fagbokforlaget, 2003); Frode Liland and Kirsten Alsaker Kjerland, Norsk Utviklingshjelps Historie 3;
1989-2002; På Bred Front, (Bergen: Fagbokforlaget, 2003). As well as a two-volume publication edited by
Helge Pharo and Monika Phole Fraser, The Aid Rush: Aid Regimes in Northern Europe during the Cold War,
(Volume I and II), (Oslo: Unipub, 2008). Historian Terje Tvedt also has several publications regarding the
history of Norwegian development aid. For instance: Terje Tvedt, Bilder av "de Andre": Om Utviklingslandene i
Bistandsperioden (Oslo, Universitetsforlaget, 1990); Terje Tvedt, Angels of Mercy or Development Diplomats:
NGOs and Foreign Aid, (Oxford: James Curry Ltd.: 1998); Terje Tvedt, Verdensbilder og Selvbilder. Om
Utviklingslandene i Bistandsepoken. 3rd ed. (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 2002); Terje Tvedt, Utviklingshjelp,
Utenrikspolitikk og Makt: Den Norske Modellen, 2nd ed. (Oslo: Gyldendal Akademisk, 2009).
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comprises of a few MA theses' with more or less historical content.16 In literature concerning
the history of general Norwegian development aid sport is largely absent.17 Neither is SDP
particularly emphasised in Norwegian sports history literature.18 Internationally, a few
researchers have addressed SDP issues from a historical point of view. Among these are
Aaron Beacom's analysis of the motives behind sport and development assistance,19 John
Bale and Joe Sang's book about Kenyan running which also touches upon foreign sports
aid,20 Henning Eichberg's analysis of the Danish sport assistance to Tanzania in the 1980s
and 90s,21 Andrew Guest's analysis of the Olympic Movement's grassroots outreach to
Africa,22 and Ian Henry and Mansour Al-Tauqi's analysis of the development of Olympic
Solidarity.23
Although as a research field SDP is expending rapidly, there is still a research gap
regarding its history. Consequently, this gap, or lack of historical literature 'creates the
impression that [sport] development interventions are a relatively recent phenomenon and
misses long established characteristics of the process that help to explain its current
challenges, in particular, the management of relations between the donors and recipients'.24
This dissertation addresses this research gap by investigating the Norwegian Confederation of
Sports' involvement in SDP in Tanzania in the 1980s and in Zimbabwe in the 1990s.
In the papers I argue that SDP interventions can be traced commencing in the interwar
period, with a special emphasis on the sports aid given in the Cold War period. However, a
broader definition of SDP reveals a long history of development initiatives involving sport
16
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Programmes" (Master thesis, Norwegian School of Sport Sciences, 1994)
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rooted in the colonial experience (particularly the British Empire) and in international
relations. As Beacom points out, such a broad definition shows that SDP has played a
significant role in establishing international sports competitions, particularly with reference to
the Olympic Movement.25 Consequently, I find it useful to divide the history of SDP in
different phases. First, the utilisation of sports in the colonial scene in the 1800s and 1900s;
second, SDP as a means to establish international sports competition in the early 1900s
onwards; third, SDP as political strategies during the Cold War; forth (and overlapping the
former) SDP as part of the social development agenda from the 1980s onwards; and finally
SDP as a more or less established actor on the international development agenda in the 2000s.
It is, however, important to emphasise that although it may be useful to divide the history of
SDP into different phases, such a coarse division may potentially be reductionist. Although I
do not make local distinctions in the following text, I do not rule out the fact that there have
been local differences in how sport was implemented, exported or adopted. I am, of course,
also aware that African sport, its institutional environments and stratifications are marked by
diversity. This is evident throughout the continent, between countries in the same regions,
and even locally. Thus, it is fallacious to speak of Africa and African sport as homogeneous
groups. It is important to be aware of this diversity in the following discussion and
throughout this dissertation. With this in mind, I will continue presenting the history of the
(broad) SDP field.
Several historians and social scientists have investigated the relationship between
colonialism and the diffusion of modern sports.26 As Maguire states, 'the diffusion of sport
out of its British/European heartland was closely connected to an intensified global spurt
(1870–1920). Its standardisation, organisational development and global diffusion reflected
and reinforced the global processes that were being powered by the West'.27 A common
justification of colonialism was the perception that such intervention contributed to the
organic growth of international society, and therefore, the colonial experience served to
25

Beacom, "A Question of Motives"
For instance: Allen Guttmann, Games and Empires: Modern Sports and Cultural Imperialism (New York:
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27
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civilise and modernise the colonies. As James A. Mangan points out with reference to the late
British author Phillip Mason: 'The Victorians believed that they had something to offer the
world: "they were all missionaries in a sense (…) bringing something which would 'improve
the native"'.28 The same rhetoric was evident in the context of sports where colonialist
practices attempted to replace what was perceived as barbaric and uncivilised forms of local
customs by civilised forms of Western modern sport practices which, it was believed, would
essentially influence the entire development of man.29 As Richard Giulianotti sharply puts it:
'Cultural genocide arose in the deliberate supplanting of non-Western body cultures with
imperial games'.30
Although it can be argued that the Olympic Movement has been much more focused
on the development of rather than development through sport, it has been credited for
accelerating the field of SDP. This has been particularly evident in recent years and events
where SDP issues (such as the London 2012 international sports legacy program,
International Inspiration31) have been brought onto the agenda. However, the SDP
engagement of the Olympic Movement may be traced much farther back.32 Since its
inception in the late 1800s, the Olympic Movement has ambitiously endeavoured to 'place
sport at the service of the harmonious development of humankind, with a view to promoting a
peaceful society concerned with the preservation of human dignity'.33 The founder of the
modern Olympics, baron Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937), was a French aristocrat of his
time, and although 'he was far more cosmopolitan than most of his countrymen (…) [he]
believed that France had a "civilizing mission" in Africa',34 and that sports could be an
instrument to accomplish this sacred mission. Guttmann states that to Coubertin and the
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Olympic Movement, Africa was a persistent point of interest in order to achieve its ambitious
goals to promote Olympism as a universal ideal.35 In the early 1920s, Coubertin took the
initiative to appoint a committee that was to investigate ways in which the modern Olympic
Games could be brought to the continent.36 In order to do this, it was assumed that Africans
needed to be brought modern sports, and so it was decided to initiate the biennial African
Games. Attempts to host the African Games both in Algiers in 1925 and in Alexandria, Egypt
in 1929 were made by Coubertin in cooperation with the Egyptian International Olympic
Committee (IOC) member Angelo Bolanaki. However, for the Algiers Games, massive
financial and organisational problems were an obstacle to the Games, and in Egypt the
Games were vetoed by British and French colonial administrators. As Baker points out such a
'large gathering of black Africans seemed both too expensive and potentially explosive'.37
Colonial powers were wary of the idea, suspecting the unifying aspect of sport among
African people would cause them to assert their independence. Although several related
sports competitions (often arranged by the respective hosts' colonial administrators) were
held throughout the continent in the years to come, only after independence in the 1960s, did
the African Games take place in its 'original' form.
A direct effort from the IOC to aid the developing countries in sports matters was the
establishment of the Olympic Solidarity programme in 1973. Olympic Solidarity was
committed to distribute financial and technical aid to national Olympic committees of
developing countries, particularly those with the greatest needs so that they could develop
their own sport structures and accelerate in international sports.38 The initiation of aid in the
shape of sports in the Olympic Movement was a direct result of pressure from the Soviet
Union in the late 1950s as a countermeasure to the dominating role played by the
conservative Western elites in the IOC. A resolution by the Soviet Olympic Committee in
1961 proposed helping the development of amateur sports in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
When the IOC chose only to adopt a recommendation of the resolution to form an Olympic
35
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Aid Fund, the Soviet Olympic Committee responded with intensifying its own aid, mostly by
sending coaches and sports experts to developing countries.39 Thus, it joined the 'trend' of
post-World War II initiatives where the use of sports in development aid became 'a tool in the
Cold War battle for the hearts, minds, and political and economic support of the newly
independent post-colonial states in Africa and Asia on the part of the USA and USSR'.40
These initiatives of politically motivated aid41 continued to escalate. As
decolonization increased throughout the African continent in the 1960s, so did aiding
initiatives involving sports. The reasons for this were that the sports arena was believed to
provide a particular opportunity to exercise influence in these newly independent states. In an
era of the Cold War and ideological struggle, any effort to spread ideology was useful, and
states on both sides tried to exert such influence in the midst of the conflict.42 As Riordan
illustrates in regard to the Soviet assistance to Africa it clearly had a political agenda: 'Much
of this aid (…) is said to be given free of charge. Sometimes the sports contact is used as a
prelude to political contacts. After all, "Sporting ties are one way of establishing contacts
between states even when diplomatic relations are absent"'.43 And further; 'Communist
leaders evidently regard sport as an important weapon in "the battle for people's minds" (…)
such sporting aid is seen as an effective means of demonstrating the possibilities of "the
socialist path of development"'.44 Similarly, US sports aid to African countries was largely
politically motivated. Mostly it was undertaken by the Peace Corps, a philanthropic
organisation founded in 1961, shaped by a cold war mentality.45 Bale and Sang point out that
although the initiators of sport programmes through the Peace Corps consisted of wellmeaning amateurs, the director was well aware that sport programs 'possess a unique ability
to transcend political differences and thus gain access in countries with which official
relations are strained or even non-existent'.46
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These early SDP initiatives were to a large extent oriented towards the elites. Sending
top coaches and instructors to recipient countries to assist in developing talented athletes as
well as offering training in high standard facilities in the donor countries for these athletes
was common practice. Over the years, an extensive focus on facility-building in the recipient
countries prevailed, and in the developing world one could eventually find top modern
stadiums and arenas for the benefit of elite sports and for public state events.47 This was
clearly in line with general development practices at the time which, as seen in Chapter 3, to
a large extent emphasised modernisation and infrastructure.
In A survey of the needs of sports development cooperation in Africa from 1987,
Puranaho and Vuolle found that by and large, modern African states requested assistance in
the form of training, coaching and material aid, and that the development of competitive
sports was emphasised strongly by the respondent.48 Thus, the focus on elite sports outlined
above seems to have been consistent with the expectations of modern African states. As the
papers in this dissertation show, when NIF entered the field of development aid it clearly
opposed the type of sports assistance that had previously been given as it embraced a
different type of SDP, focussing on grass root initiatives and sport for all, meaning that SDP
was meant to benefit the entire population, and not just a few talented athletes.49

Aims and Limitations
The focus of this dissertation is on how Norwegian involvement in SDP commenced and
evolved in the 1980s and 1990s. More specifically the focus is how NIF first got involved in
SDP in Tanzania and its rationales for choosing to emphasise SDP. Since the focus has been
on NIF, I have not studied other Norwegian SDP projects or programmes initiated during this
period,50 and hence, when referring to the Norwegian involvement, I mean specifically NIF's
involvement in SDP, with support from the Norwegian government.

47
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Additionally, simultaneously to the first Norwegian SDP initiative, Sweden and
Finland initiated Sport for All projects in Tanzania similar to the Norwegian project.
Denmark was also initiating projects in Tanzania, but in contrast to the other Nordic
countries, Danish assistance took the form of specific cultural cooperation, or as Henning
Eichberg illustrates, a cultural barter, at the local level.51 Although a comparison of the
Nordic projects (and specifically between the Norwegian/Swedish/Finnish projects versus the
Danish project) would be interesting, it is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Periodization
The period of my study is from the early 1980s until approximately 2000. It is useful to
further divide this period in two phases, from 1980 to 1990 and from 1990 to 2000. The
choice of the early 1980s as a starting point is self-explanatory as this was when NIF started
their cooperation with the Tanzanian National Sport Council (NSC), and thus the very
beginning of Norwegian involvement in SDP. The cooperation between NIF and NSC lasted
until 1990. The period 1980-1990 is hereafter referred to as the first period. The second
period, 1990-2000, concerns the first decade of the cooperation between NIF and the
Zimbabwe Sports and Recreation Commission (SRC).
While the period 1980–2000 is the focal point of the dissertation, the main discussion
at the end of the dissertation nevertheless involves topics that are currently debated within the
SDP field.

Research questions
The aim of the study has been to analyse in a systematic way which motives and
argumentations were present within NIF for initiating and being involved in SDP in Tanzania
and Zimbabwe. Therefore, the main research question is:
How can the Norwegian Confederation of Sports' involvement in SDP from the early 1980s to
2000 be understood?
In investigating the main empirical issue, I have posed relevant sub-questions such as: What
were the causes of the NIF interest in development? Who had the idea of using sport in
51
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development? How and why did NIF select the countries and projects that it did? What were
the aims of the involvement? What did NIF plan to contribute with? What did it, in fact,
contribute? How were the recipients included in the planning of the projects? How were the
recipients included in the implementation of the projects? How long did the aid-cooperation
go on for? What were the strategies when NIF moved its SDP engagement to Zimbabwe?
Specifically, this dissertation addresses issues concerning how an SDP intervention
initiated by the donor is perceived by the recipient, and which power relations may become
visible in SDP. Each of the papers in the dissertation addresses questions related to this. The
specific research questions associated with each of the papers are as follows:
-

Paper I:
-

What characterized the arguments for NIF to initiate an SDP project in Africa
in the 1980’s?

-

Paper II:
-

What is the nature of the dilemmas arising in donor–recipient relationships
that aim to be on the terms of the recipient?

-

What are the possibilities and constraints of civil society organizations
(CSOs) as agents for SDP?

-

Paper III:
-

Which conceptions of Tanzanian women were manifest within NIF as donors
of the SDP?

-

Why was sports considered a suitable tool in reaching the women of Dar es
Salaam?

-

Which dilemmas may occur when aiming to create social changes – like
specifically emphasising women in sports activities – in an environment with
considerable contrasts to the donors?

-

Paper IV:
-

Which power-effects arise from the discourse formation produced by NIF
throughout the project?

-

How did changes in the formal discourse throughout the project affect the
notion of trusteeship?
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Key concepts
Sport history teaches us that the concept of 'sports' has meant different things to different
people at different times and in different cultures and societies. 52 Literature concerning the
characteristics of the phenomenon of 'sports' and its various meanings has been put forward
by a variety of researchers, ranging from historians such as Allen Guttmann and James A.
Mangan,53 social scientists such as Joseph Maguire,54 and philosophers such as Johan
Huizinga.55 In the context of international development, the concept of sport needs to be
broadly defined 'to include all types of organized physical activity that may serve as a tool for
development and peace'.56
Sport for Development and Peace (SDP)
A pet child has many names, as has also been the case when speaking of sport and
international development. Over the years rhetoric has shifted from 'sports development aid',
'sports aid' and 'sports development assistance', to 'sport through development', 'sport-indevelopment', 'sport for development', 'sport and development' and, more recently, 'Sport for
Development and Peace' (SDP). As the field has grown considerably in recent years, the need
to establish a common conception has risen. Consequently, the latter of the above concepts,
Sport for Development and Peace, or SDP, seems to be the term mostly used.57 In my papers
I have shifted from using 'sports development aid' or 'sports aid' (in Papers I, II and III) to
Sport for Development and Peace. My rationale for this is that at the time of the Tanzanian
programme 'sports development aid' or 'sports aid' were the common terms in use. However
as there seems to be a consensus about the common denominator in the field today, in the
final paper and the dissertation I use the term 'Sport for Development and Peace' with its
abbreviation SDP.
Building on this, it is useful to distinguish between 'sport development' and 'sport for
development'. The former implies the development and diffusion of sport itself, or
'programmes designed to assist those engaged in organized sport – athletes, coaches, officials,
52
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administrators – and to strengthen the infrastructure of facilities and institutions within which
organized sport takes place'.58 The latter implies using sport as a tool in development work as
'it seeks out those who are not already involved, and it is unconcerned about whether
participants ever become involved in organized training and competition'.59 Fred Coalter
makes similar distinctions and identifies these respectively as 'sport plus' (sport development)
and 'plus sport' (sport for development) projects:
Sport plus programmes, gives primacy to the development of sustainable sports
organizations, programmes and development pathways. However, even within
organizations sport is also used to address a number of broader social issues. (…) plus
sport programmes give primacy to social and health programmes where sport is used,
especially its ability to bring together a large number of young people, to achieve
some of their objectives. Short-term outcomes (e.g. HIV/AIDS education and, much
more ambitiously, behavioral change) are more important than the longer-term
sustainable development of sport.60
It is important to keep in mind that although these two approaches (sport development/sport
plus and sport for development/plus sport) can be distinguished from each other and have
differences in their focus, scope and impact, they relate to each other and are likely to occur
simultaneously.
The developing world
Rhetorical change has also been evident in the development aid discourse. From 'developing
country' (U-land in Norwegian), 'developing world' or the 'Third World' being legitimate
descriptions, one is now better off talking about the 'Partner' or the 'cooperating country'.61
Also, the term 'Global South' is commonly used, applying both to geographical (the southern
hemisphere) and socio-economical divides between nations. Some writers, in order to 'remind
us that the economically less developed countries make up the majority of the world's
population, and possess rich cultural traditions that are far more widely upheld than those of
westernized states'62 used the terms the 'Majority' – or 'Two-Thirds World' as opposed to the
'Minority World'. Thus, a wide range of potential terms occur within the field of developing
studies.
58
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Throughout the dissertation I have consistently used the term 'developing country',
'developing world' or the 'Third World'. I have done this for the same reasons as the above, as
this is a historical analysis, and also that these were the common terms in use at the time of
the interventions in my study.
Donor vs. recipient
As indicated above, in development aid rhetoric the terms 'donor' and 'recipient' are
somewhat outmoded and now replaced by the more politically correct term 'partnership'. In
Norway, this transition towards use of the term 'partnership' came in the late 1990s, and was
intended to show in a direct manner that the aid relationship was one with equal partners.63
Throughout the dissertation I have chosen to use the terms 'donor' and 'recipient' when
referring to the parties of development aid interventions. I do not use the word 'partnership' as
it somehow downplays the power inequalities present in the relationship. I am aware that the
term 'recipient' somehow denotes passivity and inactivity but I still choose to use this term,
since, at the time of the cases presented in this study, the conceptual pair 'donor' and
'recipient' were the common terms in use.64

The organisation of the dissertation
The dissertation is organised as follows: In Chapter 2, the methodology of the study and its
analysis is outlined. Issues relating to the field of historical ethnographic studies are discussed
with particular emphasis on understanding ‘the other side’ of an aid relationship. Chapter 3
provides an outline of theoretical perspectives on ‘development’ as well as aid strategies, and
how development aid is framed within what seems to be a common understanding of what
‘development’ is or should be. Chapter 4 provides the results of the study and opens up a
broader reflection based on the analyses. Finally, in Chapter 5, I present my conclusion and
final remarks.
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The complexity of the donor–recipient relationship is further discussed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2 – METHODOLOGY
This chapter is structured in the following way. First, I discuss issues related to the field of
historical ethnographic studies, with an emphasis on understanding ‘the other side’ of an aid
relationship. Second, I outline the execution of my particular research project. Last, I discuss
the analytical approach and some ethical considerations.

Historical ethnography
How is it possible for an outsider to understand how someone who experiences the world in a
different way than your own, think, feel and perceive? Is it possible that from my Norwegian
perspective, I can understand how the SDP was experienced by people in Dar es Salaam way
back in time? To answer questions such as these, anthropologist Clifford Geertz distinguished
between analytical concepts which he termed 'experience-near' and 'experience-distant'. An
'experience-near' concept was one which someone 'might himself naturally and effortlessly
use to define what he or his fellows see, feel, think, imagine and so on, and which he would
readily understand when similarly applied by others'.65 Geertz argued that people use the
'experience-near' concepts naturally and unconsciously without even recognizing that they are
concepts as 'ideas and the realities they inform are naturally and indissolubly bound up
together'.66 He went on to state that the ethnographer cannot 'perceive what his informants
perceive. What he perceives, and that uncertainly enough, is what they perceive "with"'.67
'Experience-distant' concepts on the other hand were 'one that specialists (…) employ to
forward their scientific, philosophical or practical aims'.68 or in other words, how we, as
researchers view their ways of life through our 'experience-distant' concepts. Geertz argued
that it was at the meeting point between the two concepts, through applying hermeneutic
principles and interpretation, that one could begin to understand 'the native’s point of view'.
Important concerns in this regard are raised by the Tanzanian historian Hamad S.
Ndee in his criticism of the inadequacies of researchers without having sufficient knowledge
attempt to analyse 'alien' cultures. As he states:
studies of the history of sport in Africa are, more often than not, written from the
'European' (Western) perspective, that is, from the point of view of modern members
of the former colonizing powers (…) it does remain a fact that however sympathetic
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and sensitive the modern Western observer might wish to be, he or she remains
'trapped' to some degree within a specific ethnocentric cultural perspective.69
In line with this, cultural historian Peter Burke argues that no matter how culturally relativist
one attempts to be, we cannot avoid looking at the past from a particular point of view.
Although the history itself is objective, the researcher is subjective, and thus the ideal of
objective historical writing is an illusion.
Our minds do not reflect reality directly. We perceive the world only through a
network of conversations, schemata and stereotypes, a network which varies from one
culture to another.(...) [for instance] our understandings of conflicts is surely enhanced
by a presentation of opposite viewpoints, rather than by an attempt (...) to articulate a
consensus.70
In relation to studying development aid, historian Jarle Simensen argues that in working with
the source material, one will find that single interviews and reports are not always
representative of the aid. Development aid is a relationship between a donor and a recipient,
and, he claims, this imbalance will also characterise the source material. 'The one who
receives a gift is careful with criticism, and the donor needs to take diplomatic precautions in
order not to harm the good cause'.71 Similarly, historian Terje Tvedt states that the field of
development aid politics in Norway rests on a peculiar foundation: 'It vegetates on the
system's ability to present itself as a guardian of the poor'.72 Further, Norwegian development
aid has been characterised by what he defines as the 'Goodness Regime', meaning that giving
aid is an expression of acts or policies that are believed to be inherently good, which in turn
has made it extremely hard to criticize.73 Tvedt further claims that the history of development
aid is based on an institutionalisation of the interaction between acting subjects and objects
that mainly has common stated goals.74 Since development aid is normative, it is insufficient
only to base one’s findings on the acting subjects’ sources, since these will, he claims, say
little about – no less avoid – real problems on the ground. Tvedt thus reasons that in order to
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understand what development aid is really about, one must combine historical source studies
with different types of ‘cultural studies’ on how the development apparatus works. 'One
cannot escape the type of knowledge that historians with a blind faith in source criticism
rarely understands the value of – the knowledge and ability to observe the social conventions,
codes and identity markers of the system'.75
My own role
Working with this study, aiming to understand the rationale of the Norwegian involvement in
SDP, and in particular attempting to understand the recipient side of the aid, it has been
important for me to keep the above perspectives in mind. Although the ideal of objective
historical writing has been an aim, it is evident that the end product is a result of my
interpretations of a reality based on sources available.

The research process
The aim of this study has been to investigate how Norwegian SDP engagement can be
understood. I have attempted to illuminate this by asking questions such as why NIF initiated
an SDP project in Tanzania in the 1980s, and later in Zimbabwe in the 1990s, and how the aid
was perceived by the recipients. When how and why questions are posed, and when the focus
is on contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context, case studies is generally the
preferred method.76 My study is within the field of sports history, however dealing with
relatively recent events. As Yin points out, historical methods and case studies may intersect:
The distinctive contribution of the historical method is dealing with the 'dead' past –
that is, when no relevant persons are alive to report, even retrospectively what
occurred, and when an investigator must rely on primary documents, secondary
documents, and cultural and physical artefacts as the main sources of evidence.
Histories can, of course, be done about contemporary events; in this situation, the
method begins to overlap with that of the case study.77
This study reports two individual and supplementary case studies that cover Norwegian SDP
from 1983 until 2000. Case I covers the first Norwegian SDP engagement in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. A project, known as Sport for All ran from 1983 to 1990, during which time NIF
aimed to implement common ideas rooted in the Norwegian sports movement. Throughout
the project, NIF had a team of so-called sports experts deployed in Dar es Salaam. In cooperation with the Tanzanian National Sport Council (NSC) these sport experts were
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supervising the project, training local personnel, further developing the already existing
Tanzanian sports organisation, providing new and used sports equipment imported from
Norway to Tanzania, and making sure that the target groups (women, children and disabled)
were reached. During the period of the Tanzanian project an estimated 12 million NOK had
been granted, of which Norad contributed 80 per cent and NIF the remaining 20 per cent. 78 In
Case I, I asked why NIF saw the necessity of starting an SDP project in Tanzania, how this
initiative was perceived by the Tanzanian recipients and whether the Sport for All was a
suitable approach in reaching the Tanzanian target groups at the time.
After reducing activity in the Tanzanian Sport for All project in 1989–90, NIF moved
its engagement further south, and in 1991 it commenced support for the Zimbabwe Sport and
Recreation Commission (SRC) through an SDP project. The NIF/SRC cooperation, which in
fact is still operative, can be divided in two phases – 1991 to 1999, and 2000 to date.79 It is
the first phase that forms the basis of Case II. As in Tanzania, a Norwegian sport expert was
working in Zimbabwe with the objective that together with SRC, of contributing to the
development of mass-sport structures and systems throughout the country, and to implement
the idea of 'sport for all'. Within the concept of 'all', the emphasis was on children, women,
the disabled, refugees and other disadvantaged groups, especially within the black majority
community. In the long-run, the project was intended to contribute to broader social
development such as a focus on democracy, human rights and gender issues. Hence, the focus
of the cooperation was both the development of and through sport. During the period of the
Zimbabwean Sport for All project, 80 per cent – approximately 6, 5 million NOK – had been
granted by Norad.80 In Case II, we asked how NIF implemented the project in Zimbabwe,
how the concept of 'sport for all' corresponded with Zimbabwean ideas, and also how the
initiative was perceived by the Zimbabwean recipients. A particular emphasis in Case II was
put on the relationship between the NIF and the Zimbabwe Sports and Recreation
Commission (SRC), especially when it came to the development of policies.
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In case study research, a distinction is often made between 'intrinsic' case studies,
which seek a better understanding of a unique case, and 'instrumental' case studies that
provide insight into an issue or refinement of theory.81 Both cases in this study fall into the
latter category since they seek to identify central dilemmas within SDP that are relevant
outside the context of the specific case. As individual case studies, no explicit comparison is
made between the two, or with other cases. Also, the two cases studied here were framed
within specific historical and national contexts. Nonetheless, the two cases constitute the
early history of NIFs SDP engagement, and consequently they are related.
Although empirical results of this study cannot be generalised to other contexts, the
use of single cases does not, however, exclude generalisation. For case study research 'the
mode of generalization is analytic generalization [as opposed to statistical generalisation], in
which a previously developed theory is used as a template with which to compare the
empirical results of the case study'.82 The use of theoretical propositions particularly
concerning the dynamics of power in the donor–recipient relationship guided both the data
collection and the analysis of the data. Thus, with this in mind, although the dilemmas
brought up in the study may be relevant outside the context of the specific cases,
generalisation has not been the objective of the study.
Written sources
One of the main tasks in historical research regard the selection of primary evidence. As
Polley explains: 'Unless we have evidence from the time that we are studying, we cannot
conduct historical research'.83 According to sport historians Gary Osmond and Murray
Phillips, the large body of historians has traditionally relied heavily on written evidence and
regarded non-written material as extras and peripheral to the discipline.84 However, the
centrality of primary written sources, they argue, 'is sweating under the spotlight of critical
re-evaluations of the traditional empirical-analytical model of history production'.85 This
includes embracing other sources, primary and secondary, such as written documents, oral
information, visual representations and audio-visual materials. In effect, Osmond and Phillips
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postulate, (sports) history 'will be richer, closely connected to other academic disciplines, and
more engaging for a larger readership'.86
This study was carried out through a combination of archives and documentary
research, supplemented by a series of interviews. Additionally, media articles from selected
periods of the Norwegian SDP engagement were used.
Archive material
Public archives at Norad, at the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Dar es Salaam and at the Royal
Norwegian Embassy in Harare were visited and scrutinised and form the empirical base of
the study. None of these held much information about NIFs SDP engagement despite the fact
that it had been supported over a substantial period. This was particularly evident in the early
days of NIF’s engagement the 1980s. However, as NIF became a more professional aid actor
throughout the 1990s, the written document material grew accordingly. The lack of
information in the official archives is interesting as it illustrates the general lack of discussion
of the SDP in the Norwegian public sphere.87 An additional explanation is that the aid project
was carried out through an NGO, NIF, and therefore Norad did not have all that much to do
with it apart from providing the funding and carrying out some form of review at some
points.88
An important source of written material has been the comprehensive archive at NIF.
Although not formally systematised89 the NIF archive held a variety of material from the
beginning of the SDP discussions in the early 1980s, through the Tanzanian project, and of
the Zimbabwean project to date. The majority of written sources comprised policy
documents, project plans, applications to Norad and project reports written by the
representatives in the field. Minutes from meetings, personal and formal correspondence as
well as official brochures and information material concerning the projects comprise a large
part of the archive sources.
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As Simensen points out, from the African side the state archives are not easily
accessible.90 There are both practical reasons for this as well as problems with research
permission. For this reason I did not try to obtain access to any African archives. However,
both the archives of the Norwegian embassies and the NIFs archives held material relating to
local authorities and the recipients. This was particularly evident in the NIF archives through
material produced by NIF representatives in Tanzania.
Newspapers
For Case I magazine and newspaper articles from selected periods have been utilised. These
date from the time of the first Norwegian SDP seminar in the Norwegian city of Trondheim
in September 1980, an article series, Idrett og u-land (sports and developing countries) in the
liberal daily newspaper Dagbladet in April 1981, and publications during the week of the
Norway Cup91 in July 1981. The newspaper articles were stored on microfilm at the library of
the Norwegian School of Sport Sciences (NIH). Also, I undertook article searches through
the Retriever database92 using several combinations of the key words: sport, development aid,
Tanzania, women, girls and NIF.
The archives of the NIF included a collection of newspaper articles. These contained
featured articles from several Norwegian newspapers.93 Material from Daily News, a
Tanzanian newspaper in English was found in the NIF archives and collected by the NIF
representatives in Dar es Salaam. Most of the articles were from the initial days of the pilot
project (March and April 1983). The official launch of the Sport for All in March 1984, when
a Norwegian delegation including Crown Princess Sonja and the NIF General Secretary Ole
Jacob Bangstad were visiting Dar es Salaam, was included in this material. Additionally
material from April 1987 when NIF extended its cooperation with the NSC was also found.
Most of the magazines that had featured articles regarding Norwegian SDP engagement in
Tanzania were sports related.94
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Oral sources
As historian Richard T. Griffiths points out it is 'unlikely that research in the archives of
Western donors will offer too much to the debates on the impact of aid on the recipients'.95
Therefore, oral sources have been of crucial importance to this study. Oral sources have the
advantage of being close to the subject of study and consequently provide information that
does not appear in the written material. Hence, they can complement written sources. They
are also helpful in tracking down other sources, both oral and written, and thus be important
sources of knowledge.96 As Simensen points out in regard to development aid studies,
'interviews provide the main direct intake to the local point of view for a foreign researcher'.97
However, obvious methodological problems can appear in the interview situation. Firstly, this
concerns the subject’s memory especially in regard to normative attitudes and opinions in the
past. Secondly, it concerns the interaction between the interviewer and the informants, their
roles, and how these may influence the conversation.98
The latter issue is evident in the study of development aid, and particularly in
interviewing recipients. Simensen points out that a recurrent dilemma in interviewing these is
that of representation. 'A special problem in aid interviewing is that the informants, especially
government officials, will have in mind the effect on future grants'.99 Consequently, the
interviews are characterised by the informants saying what he or she thinks that the
researcher wants to hear in order to be given grants later.
This dilemma was experienced several times during interviews where I had to
explicitly emphasise my role as a researcher and not as a representative, neither of NIF nor
any other development organisation. A few times I experienced that informants started out as
extremely positive towards the Norwegian SDP engagement because they thought that I
represented NIF. However, as my role as researcher was clarified characteristics were less
positive. This possible source of error was taken into consideration when utilising and
analysing the interviews in this study.
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The informants and interviews
During the research project, two field trips to Dar es Salaam and one to Harare were carried
out. All field trips resulted in several interviews with people involved in the Norwegian SDP
engagement. A combination of sampling procedures was employed to assure the inclusion of
relevant perspectives both by recipients and donors. This included purposive selection and
snowball sampling.100

Case I
The trips to Dar es Salaam were carried out during two weeks in June 2007, and for four
weeks in April/May 2009. This resulted in 13 interviews with persons who had been involved
in the Sport for All programme from the Tanzania. Interviews were conducted with people
who had been programme participants and administrators during the Sport for All, previous
and current employees at the NSC, netball and football sports officers, a previous minister at
the Ministry of Culture and Youth, and a university professor. Most of the interviewees had
been involved in Tanzanian sports since the early 1980s and were still involved at the time of
the interview. Many had held different positions in Tanzanian sports, and hence provided
valuable information as they were able to view the Norwegian involvement from different
angles. For instance, one informant who had been involved with the Sport for All as a
programme participant at a teacher training course held a high position in the NSC at the time
of the study.
It is important to emphasise that in my study these informants represent the recipient
group of the aid. Consequently, the informants are at the official rather than grass roots level.
As Griffiths points out, in aid relations, conflicts may occur defining actors, and
'"marginalised groups" were unlikely to be among the movers and shakers of local power
hierarchies, upon whose cooperation the viability of the project often depended'.101 Thus,
although the grass roots supposedly were the main recipients of the Norwegian SDP to
Tanzania, these were not the ‘movers and shakers’ of the aid. When speaking of the
Tanzanian recipients in Case I, these are mainly represented by the NSC or by people of
other public institutions.
The informants were mostly identified on the basis of the archive sources. A few were
also identified through other informants and interviewed during my stay in Tanzania. As the
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Sport for All was initiated almost 30 years ago, I was curious as to whether I would be able to
track down people that had been engaged in the programme. At times it was hard to get in
touch with potential informants. However, with assistance from Tanzanian friends and other
informants I was able to get in touch with several people relevant to the study.

Case II
A one-week field trip to Harare was undertaken by Anders Hasselgård and myself in
February 2012. This resulted in 16 interviews with Zimbabwean informants who had been or
still were involved in the NIF/SRC cooperation. The Zimbabwean informants ranged from
people in the SRC leadership, other staff at the SRC head office, province coordinators,
community coaches, some who had been involved in the SRC/NIF cooperation in its initial
days as well as representatives from the Zimbabwean Football Federation and Zimbabwe
National Paralympic Committee. We were able to get in touch with the SRC leadership
through the NIF, which also provided us with several names of other potential informants.
Subsequently, further informants were identified by snowball and purposive sampling.
As the main foci of the interviews in Zimbabwe was on how the SDP discourse was
being translated, given meaning, and consequently implemented in Zimbabwe, it was
important to interview a variety of people involved in the project. The voices of coaches and
district coordinators involved in the practical implementation of the project thus provide
important perspectives. These were supplemented with interviews with Norwegian volunteers
working with the SRC in the practical implementation of the projects as is described below.
The Norwegian informants
In Norway, 18 people were identified and interviewed. In regard to Case I, interviews were
conducted with staff from NIF who had been in the lead of initiating the project in Tanzania,
as well as those who had held leading positions in NIF at the time of the project. Further,
people who had worked with the Sport for All in Tanzania were interviewed as well as some
employees from Norad and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ that had been working in
Tanzania at the time of the project. Concerning Case II, particular important Norwegian
informants included the head of the Department of Development Cooperation in NIF as well
as people who had a particular knowledge of the cooperation between NIF and the SRC.
Some of these had been working in Zimbabwe in the 1990s. As mentioned above, in
Zimbabwe we also interviewed five Norwegian volunteers working with the SRC in or
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around Harare. These informants provided important information with their hands-on
experiences in working with the recipients.
Norwegian involvement in SDP is represented by relatively few people. Hence, much
of the information from the interviews was relevant for both cases. The Norwegian
informants were initially identified through archive sources and further through snowballing.
The interviews
A semi-structured format was utilised in all interviews in Tanzania and Zimbabwe. This way
common themes and topics could be taken up in the interviews, allowing for flexibility in
discussing issues that were brought up as the research progressed. All interviews with nonNorwegian informants were conducted in English. Consequently both the informants and
myself used our second language. This could result in constraints regarding translations from
Swahili, Shona or Ndebele and Norwegian to English respectively. I chose not to use native
speaking translators for the interviews. First, both the Tanzanian and Zimbabwean informants
spoke English fluently. (In Tanzania English is the second official language spoken in higher
education, in Zimbabwe English is one of three official languages). Secondly, I wanted to
avoid possible misunderstandings that could have occurred if a third party was to translate.
Thus, English was the natural choice as it was a common denominator in terms of language.
Interviews lasted between 15 and 140 minutes, and all were recorded in full with permission
from the informants, and later transcribed. Formal analysis of data was conducted as the
transcriptions were completed. I had a holistic approach to the data analysis, since a central
issue related to how the interview data could supplement the written sources.
Analytical approach
In analysing the documentary sources I utilised the core principles of external and internal
source criticism elaborated in Kjeldstadli.102 These include inquiries such as: How was the
source located? What type of source is it? When was the source produced (date)? Where and
by whom was it produced (localization and authorship)? What was the intention of the source
in its present time? What does it say (interpretation)? and finally What is the evidential value
of its contents (credibility)?
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The Papers
Two of the four papers in this dissertation have been co-authored with colleagues. Paper II
was written in collaboration with Kari Steen-Johnsen. I carried out the data collection and
wrote the first draft of the paper, while Kari Steen-Johnsen contributed greatly in the
conceptualisation and analysis of the paper. Hence, I am first author and mainly responsible
for the result. Paper IV was written together with Anders Hasselgård, a fellow PhD-student
working with issues on SPD at NIH. Our cooperation is a result of an effort to combine our
projects in this relatively new field of research.103 The data collection and the analysis of the
data and the writing process were carried out by both authors, in close collaboration.104
The sources for each paper are as follows:
-

Paper I is based on archive material, in particular NIF documents and newspaper
articles.

-

Paper II is based on documentary material as well as interviews with people on the
recipient side in Tanzania.

-

Paper III is based on documentary material and interviews both with people on the
recipient side in Tanzania and from the Norwegian donor side.

-

Paper IV is based on documentary material as well as interviews both with people on
the recipient side in Zimbabwe and from the Norwegian donor side.

Ethical considerations
In my study, ethical considerations mainly regard the interview situation. However, as Kvale
and Brinkmann point out, ethical considerations are not only limited to the interview per se,
but are integrated into each part of the research situation.105 The easiest part of this is how to
attain the confidentiality of the informants; the hardest concerns the effects of the research
process and the knowledge produced through analyses.
Any recorded material of this study has been handled with care. Further, I have
recognised the need for anonymity, not because of any irregularities regarding the formal
order of the projects, but rather due to the agreements made with the informants in order to
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have the privilege to interview them. Rather than names, I refer to my informants in terms of
the positions they currently hold, or held during the time of the projects. All organisations are
denoted by their original names.
In addition, ethical considerations regarding the role of the researcher in ethnographic
studies (such as the issue of clarification of roles) must be raised.106 This relates particularly
to the interpretations of the collected data, at the meeting point between the 'experience-near'
and 'experience-different' concepts.107
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CHAPTER 3 – THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES AND AID STRATEGY
This chapter commences with a discussion of the issue of using theories in historical studies.
It proceeds with an outline of theoretical perspectives on ‘development’, and how
development aid is framed within what seems to be a common understanding of what
‘development’ is or should be. Simultaneously, I contextualise general aid strategies from
their emergence at the end of World War II until the 1990s, and place the two (theoretical and
historical contexts) in relation to each other. (With a special emphasis on Norway as an aid
donor to Tanzania, as this was where the first Norwegian SDP initiative was carried out).
This is done in order to create an understanding of the complexity of the development
apparatus, and to show how closely the theoretical and practical sides of development are
intertwined.

Theories and historians
For many historians, theory is a contentious subject. Douglas Booth argues that the reason for
this is that some 'conceptualize history as an a-theoretical discipline in which historical
phenomena are unique configurations and one-off occurrences'.108 Historians critical of using
theories see them as threats, as abstract constructs developed in the present that may help
explaining general trends, but are inadequate when it comes to dealing with the complex
historical reality. 'Theories are mistrusted because they make historians look only for the
evidence that will help them make their point'.109 Historian Knut Kjeldstadli states that if such
is the matter, theories operate as cages rather than keys. 110 Nevertheless, and some would say
fortunately, the scepticism towards theories is gradually toned down among historians. Some
twenty years back cultural historian Peter Burke argued that the trend where social historians
picked up the ‘theoretical turn’ and social scientists the ‘historical turn’ was very welcome.
'Without the combination of history and theory we are unlikely to understand either the past
or the present'.111 Therefore the usefulness of theories, as they may operate as keys, is
increasingly recognised. As Booth points out:
Although few historians employ the historical record to construct formal theories or
set out to apply, test or confirm theories, many sports historians incorporate theories
108
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into their work as ‘frameworks of interpretation’ (...) theory helps frame the questions
practitioners ask, direct them to particular sources, organizes their evidence, and
shapes their explanation.112
It is in this sense, as 'frameworks of interpretations', I have applied theories in my study of
SDP.
As Simensen points out, development or Third World studies have been marked by
sharply opposing theoretical positions, characterised as ‘schools’ or even ‘paradigms’. These
have been influential both in defining the West’s general view of the Third World, as well as
having influenced and shaped aid strategies to a certain degree.113 In order to create an
understanding of the complexity of the development apparatus, and to show how closely the
theoretical and practical sides of development are intertwined, in the following I will explore
the concept of ‘development’, and how the various schools or paradigms, and aid strategies
have evolved.

Conceptualising development
In the development classic, Doctrines of development, Michael Cowen and Robert Shenton
demonstrates that the term ‘development’ can be understood in multiple ways, and hence
seems to defy definition.114 In attempting to conceptualise the term development though, it is
useful (as they do) to distinguish between ‘immanent’ and ‘intentional’ development.
Immanent development is characterised by a 'transformation that moves towards an ever
more perfect form',115 that unfolds over time, and thus is ‘natural’. There is a long tradition of
considering the evolvement of history as linear and similar for all societies as an immanent
process.116 Intentional development on the other hand, is characterised by an active
intervention to create desired change to a society or a situation. Cowen and Shenton draw the
historic line of the idea of intentional development to the mid-1800s, and claim that it is
necessarily Eurocentric as it was 'in Europe that it was hoped to provide the constructivist
means to compensate for results of the development of capitalism'.117 Development was
intended to create order in a society marked by social disorder due to poverty, rapid urban
migration and unemployment. Consequently, one could speak of intentional development
aiming to solve the problem of population surplus caused by industrialization. However, a
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premise for intentional development intervention was that it necessarily needed to be
governed by someone familiar with the development goals, thus already developed. 118 Cowen
and Shenton define this paradox as the logical problem of development and argues that 'the
nineteenth-century resolution of the development problem was to invoke trusteeship. Those
who took themselves to be developed could act to determine the process of development for
those who were less-developed'.119 As Nustad sums up, 'It was when development in the
immanent sense was seen as creating problems that could be solved by active intervention,
that intentional development was created'.120
Although the term 'development' in the aid context may be traced considerably farther
back historically, as an enterprise and as a scholarly discipline it is common to understand
‘development’ as it was defined in the early post-World War II period.121 As Escobar states,
this understanding is characterized by the effort to pave the way for countries in the lessdeveloped states in the South to replicate the conditions that characterized the more
economically advantaged nations in the West: 'Industrialization, high degrees of urbanization
and education, technification of agriculture, and widespread adoption of the values and
principle of modernity, including particular forms of order, rationality and individual
orientation'.122 The early post-World War II period saw the evolvement of several
interventions to improve poor countries’ material and financial conditions. Bull argues that
the background for these interventions were primarily threefold. First, a majority of former
colonies in Africa and Asia achieved independence. Second, during the Cold War, the superpowers were racing to influence these newly independent non-aligned states. Third and
consequent to the above, several bilateral and multilateral agencies were created to channel
and administer aid to poor countries.123 As economist and development aid critic Dambisa
Moyo put it:
Post-war aid can be broken down into seven broad categories: its birth at Bretton
Woods in the 1940s; the era of the Marshall plan in the 1950s; the decade of
industrialization of the 1960s; the shift towards aid as an answer to poverty in the
1970s; aid as the tool for stabilization and structural adjustments in the 1980s; aid as a
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buttress of democracy and governance in the 1990s; culminating in the present-day
obsession with aid as the only solution to Africa’s myriad of problems.124

The birth of development aid
In July 1944 a conference was held at the Mount Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire, USA, as delegates from some 44 allied nations aimed at creating a framework for
a global system of rules, institutions and procedures of financial and monetary management.
With the memory of the Great Depression of the 1930s in mind, the architects of the Bretton
Woods Agreement anticipated that if post-World War II Europe were to re-establish to the
level it was on prior to the War, considerable funds had to be injected into the European
society. The discussions led to the establishment of three institutions that were to secure the
global financial system: the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (commonly known as the World Bank) and the
International Trade Organization.125
Founded by the allied nations in 1945, the United Nations (UN) soon became the
major forum for the promotion of development assistance as the founding governments had
committed themselves to ideals such as promoting
higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social
progress and development (…) solutions of international economic, social, health, and
related problems (…) and universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all.126
Towards the end of the 1940s, the idea of international development aid had become
institutionalised in the UN system, with the establishment of programmes such as the
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and a Special United Nations Fund for
Economic Development.127 However, as historian Olav Stokke point out, regardless of the
fact that the UN played a defining role in the need for assistance promoting economic
development in less-developed countries and regions through assistance from the West onto
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the international agenda, it was the United States that played the leading role in terms of both
development aid ideas and practice.128
The inaugural address by the American president Truman on January 20, 1949 is said
by many129 to mark the beginning of the first development aid interventions, opening up for
the 'era of development'.130 In his speech, President Truman sketched the future of American
foreign politics based on the following four principles: a continued emphasis on the Marshall
aid in rebuilding a war-torn Europe; the establishment of a military defence alliance; the
maintenance of an international system secure by the UN; financial and technical aid be given
to developing countries. In reference to the latter point, which came to be known as the 'Point
Four Program', President Truman drew a picture of the developing countries in a miserable
state, and one in which the United States, with their progressive politics and advantages, was
in a unique position to aid. Truman stated that:
We must embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of our scientific
advances and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of
underdeveloped areas. More than half the people of the world are living in conditions
approaching misery. Their food is inadequate. They are victims of disease. Their
economic life is primitive and stagnant. Their poverty is a handicap and a threat both
to them and to more prosperous areas. For the first time in history, humanity
possesses the knowledge and skill to relieve the suffering of these people. (...) our
imponderable resources in technical knowledge are constantly growing and are
inexhaustible. (…) The old imperialism – exploitation for foreign profit – has no place
in our plans (…) Greater production is the key to prosperity and peace. And the key to
greater production is a wider and more vigorous application of modern scientific
knowledge.131
There are several interesting elements in Truman's quota. First of all this was among the first
times that the term ‘underdeveloped’132 had been used in a formal setting, paving the way for
a thinking based on ‘us’ and ‘them’. Secondly, it claims to have the solution to the ‘problem’
of underdevelopment, and the key to prosperity and peace. Thirdly, it indicated who should
take on the task to develop the ‘underdeveloped’. The political motives for the United States
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to aid the developing countries cannot be underestimated. First, President Truman stated from
the beginning that development aid was particularly important because it provided an
alternative to communism for the developing countries, and thus development aid became
part of the ideological struggle and active foreign policy characterizing the Cold War era.
Another motive was to utilise the development aid to battle the European colonial system in
the developing world.133
Truman’s ideas was later manifested and theorised by the American economist Walt
W. Rostow in The stages of economic growth: A non-communist manifesto from 1960.134
Rostow’s theory entered the tradition of the modernisation school which had a great impact
on contemporary development thinking and practice.

Development as modernisation and industrialisation
The provision of a guiding development manual on how best to apply available resources to
secure development was one of the motivations for the proponents of the modernisation
school.135 The school was based on three main principles: it equated development with
economic growth, industrialisation and modernisation; it viewed development as a linear
process; and it claimed that the developing countries would ultimately follow the same path
of development as experienced by the United States and the Western European countries.136
Thus, the modernisation school viewed development as an immanent process in to which
every society eventually would relate.
Although several writers belonged to this tradition, the most well-known contribution
is by Rostow. In The stages of economic growth, Rostow distinguished between five stages of
economic development on a temporal scale that every society needed to pass through in order
to reach the ultimate goal, 'the age of mass consumption', understood as the modern
society.137 For Rostow, the key motors for driving all societies along this path were
133
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technology, savings, entrepreneurialism and the correct political (non-communist) systems.138
This was clearly manifested in his book, which, in addition to containing the ‘recipe’ for
economic development, explicitly took a political turn in the second part. The most common
feature of The stages of economic growth was Rostow’s argument that since the development
process was universal, countries which began to achieve economic growth later (poorer
countries) could, with the assistance of the already modern societies, fast forward the process
in order to achieve 'the take-off'. Thus, in the immanent process he described, Rostow opened
up of an intentional development which could help solve the problem and increase the
progress of the failed immanent development.139
The modernisation school and specifically Rostow’s work had great political impact.
This could also be seen on the political scene, where social scientists were recruited for
advisory positions for the government. For instance, Rostow served both the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations as Deputy National Security Advisor and National Security Advisor
respectively.140 However, the modernisation school was also severely criticized from several
angles. First, it was deemed ahistorical as it failed to distinguish between countries, regions,
structural conditions and specific historical experiences, ultimately making all poor countries
seem the same. The modernisation school was also labelled ethnocentric and pro-capitalist
and an explicit tool for the Americans in their Cold War battle against communism.
Furthermore, it was criticised for blaming the lack of development on internal conditions in
the respective country, and ignoring important external causes of poverty and
underdevelopment.141
The modernisation school influenced the practical development aid interventions from
the beginning in the early 1950s and throughout the 1960s. Consequently, aid projects largely
synonymous with industrialisation and technical assistance dominated the aid discourse. Such
projects, with economic development as the goal, were believed to contribute to a trickledown effect which would in turn benefit entire societies.
Norway committed to a bilateral aid agreement with India in 1952, marking the start
of a development aid tradition, among some historians characteristically termed 'the aid rush',
which has played a major role in Norwegian contemporary foreign politics. India was the
society. According to Rostow, this stage had its break-through in the United States in the 1913–14 with
Fordism, followed by Western European nations, and then Japan in the 1950's.
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only recipient of Norwegian aid for a decade, and although the idea of expanding aid was
subsequently brought up with the establishment of the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (Norad) in 1962, the following decade was characterised by only modest aid
expansion.142

Development as dependency
Commencing in the late 1950s, a steadily increasing group of Latin American scholars and
planners143 harshly refuting the ideas of modernisation, developed a set of ideas that laid the
foundation for a new development paradigm. The paradigm, which came to be known as the
dependency school, was regarded a neo-Marxist, non-Western alternative and complete
antithesis of the modernisation school. While the ideas of the dependency school were
influencing policy in Latin America already in the 1950s, it was not until the end of the 1960s
that it was noted by a wider audience. The growing interest came as a result of the initiatives
of Andre Grunder Frank, who popularised the dependency theory, drawing on Lenin’s theory
of imperialism and Marx’ analysis of capitalist societies. In a period marked by
decolonization and anti-imperialist attitudes the theory gained momentum, particularly
among the Africanists. Whereas modernisation theorists had placed societies or countries at
different stages on a temporal scale, the dependency theorists described the world as
consisting of two poles where rich countries were the 'centre' and poorer countries the
'satellites' or 'periphery' of the global capitalist system. Dependency theorists postulated that
underdevelopment in the periphery was the direct results of development in the centre, and
vice versa. Where previous development theories had treated capitalism as a homogeneous
force, the dependency theorists focussed on the inequalities generated from international
economic relationships.144 When it came to the solution of the ‘problem’ of dependency, the
dependency theories were divided into two schools. The radical theorists145 claimed that
because of the unfair distribution of goods and resources in the global capitalist system
(governed by the centre that in turn exploited and experienced economic growth on behalf of
the periphery), underdevelopment was a permanent state. The only escape was to strongly
protect their markets from the rich countries by escaping from the entire global capitalist
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system, and promote development based on self-help.146 As Roberts and Hite points out,
these theorists did not really offer any feasible solutions to the development dilemma, and
therein lay the criticism of them.147 The other school, the ‘structuralist’ dependency
theorists,148 attempted to visualise a way out of the dependency state towards a degree of
development within the relationship between the core and the periphery. These theorists
emphasised differences among nations in the periphery, and attempted to ask what
mechanism perpetuated the relationship instead of simply describing a dependency
situation.149 In addition to lacking a feasible solution, the dependency school was criticised
for being deterministic in the sense that ‘modernisation’ was the goal. Not every society or
group fits the format of ‘modernisation’, and thus, the emphasis should be on improving
peoples’ livelihoods based on their own terms. Development, it was stated, 'could be
understood as the fulfilment of local potential, not reaching towards externally defined
goals'.150
As Nustad points out, 'dependency theory was built on a radically new understanding
of the relationship between "development" and "underdevelopment", and this in turn had
obvious consequences for how foreign aid was understood'.151 The radical dependency
theorists criticism and understanding of this relationship influenced foreign aid in the sense
that many of the newly independent states started emphasising the importance of international
relations for their own development. An example of this was the demands from a group of
developing countries, the so-called G-77 countries, of a New Economic World Order (NIEO)
under the auspices of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), after the successful oil boycott actions in 1973-1974. The demands argued for a
change in the global economy and included for instance absolute ownership and control over
own natural resources, a more fair international work division, better market access for poor
countries, regulating the shipping industry for the benefit of the developing countries, codetermination in international financial institutions and curtailing of debt. Although the NIEO
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was abandoned after some time, several rich countries were influenced by the demands. This
could be seen through foreign aid policies where the emphasis was put on fair trade and
‘trade, not aid’.152
As mentioned above, the 1960s was characterised by de-colonisation, and in the
developing world, newly independent states flourished. Thus, 'state building' was a key term
in the development aid rhetoric, as development workers served both as administrative
operators and advisers in the developing world.153 As Simensen points out, 'For donor
countries without a colonial experience [such as Norway154], it served as a means to find a
footing until more large-scale project assistance could be introduced'.155 A country that
benefited from the Norwegian aid rush in the 1960s was Tanganyika (later Tanzania).
Historian Helge Pharo argues that there seems to have been little doubt or even debate in the
Storting [the Norwegian parliament] that the newly liberated African states were next in line
after India in development aid questions: 'There was an extremely strong fascination with the
new African states, epitomised by the almost universal Norwegian admiration for Tanzania
and President Julius Nyerere; such admiration was remarkably persistent'.156 Simultaneously,
there were few international aid donors active in Tanzania, and hence, 'it seemed like a place
where a Nordic effort would be visible and attract attention'. 157 The aid relationship between
Tanzania and Norway was strong, and lasting even in times where the Tanzanian government
implemented a type of politics which was incompatible with Norwegian ideals involving the
one-party state and forced villagisation.158 However, as Simensen demonstrates, it was
political (and personal) motives that drew Norwegian and Nordic interests to Tanzania in the
152
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first place as President Nyerere’s ideology, the African socialism, and its priorities seemed to
fit perfectly with the wishes and ideas of the social-democrats in the North.159 Thus, under
President Nyerere, Tanzania soon became the largest recipient of aid from Norway and the
Nordic countries.
By the beginning of the 1970s the trickle-down effects of the economic growth
policies were observed to have failed, and dependency theories dominated development
thinking. The number of people living in absolute poverty was increasing as was the
unemployment levels and also the gap between the poor and the rich.160 Simultaneously, the
world economy slowed, which in turn affected the developing countries negatively and
ultimately plunged the Third World economic into recession.161 This demanded new
strategies, and in aid policies a shift was made towards a focus on poverty. Under the
presidency of Robert McNamara, the World Bank had become the largest aid donor by the
mid-1970s, and consequently a supplier of conditions on how foreign aid should be
distributed. Through their poverty focus, the World Bank influenced several other donors to
turn their aid away from large infrastructure investments and economic development projects,
and towards social development and a focus on the poor. As a result, allocations to social
development projects crept to over 50% of the total development aid budgets by the end of
the 1970s, compared to less than 10% in the previous decade.162
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Norway joined this trend, and had adopted the idea of social development becoming
part of the aid rhetoric. The social development discourse was followed by ideals of basic
needs, human capital and poverty alleviation. According to Simensen, these ideals appealed
to a greater majority of the (Nordic) population more so than economic growth, and thus
'"economic growth" from then on tended to drop far into the background of aid discourse.'163
The development rhetoric of the late 1960s and 1970s fits with the general radicalisation of
public opinion regarding development aid. This was particularly evident among the younger
generations of 'sixty-eighters'. As Simensen argues, Norwegian aid strategies from now on
focussed on structural changes, and the principle that the aid should benefit countries with an
'equitable social distribution policy'164, as well as singling out specific target groups such as
women and the rural poor.

Neo-Liberalism and Conditionality
In 1982, a debt crisis erupted, as a group of Third World countries announced that they were
unable to meet their debts obligations. This paved the way for neo-liberalism as an economic
prescription for developing countries.165 Neo-liberalist thinking increasingly viewed the
market as the only means to promote development.166 This was also evident for countries in
the South that had few choices but 'to increase their integration within and dependency on the
international market economy in one way or the other'.167 As Harvey comments:
Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political economic practices that
proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual
entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by
strong private property rights, free markets, and free trade. The role of the state is to
create and preserve an institutional framework appropriate to such practices.168
The neo-liberalists, inspired by economists like Adam Smith (1723-1790) and David Ricardo
(1772-1823), thus believed that large states and their dominating roles in domestic economic
politics were the main reasons for the lack of economic growth in developing countries. They
reasoned that governmental management would lead to a lack of compatibility between what
163
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would be advantageous for the individual and what would be beneficial for society as a
whole. They further claimed that state-controlled economy would forge corruption as
bureaucrats and politicians would acquire the opportunity to enrich themselves and their
political supporters. The solution to such problems was to remove government regulations on
the economy, to privatise state-owned enterprises, to avoid monopolies, and thus to
encourage free-market development.169
A series of factors in the early 1980s led to the rise of neo-liberalist thinking in
development. Where dependency theories had emphasised the correlation between external
factors and foreign development aid, the 1980s saw a shift towards an emphasis on internal
factors in poor countries. Nustad argues that this shift in thinking arose 'from the ambiguous
role of the state in developing countries assigned by dependency theory.'170 Where
dependency theorists had explained the world where the ‘core’ (rich states) exploited the
‘periphery’ (poor states), the state itself exploited its own people, and thus acted as ‘core’
within its own system. Nustad points out that the dual aspect of the state in the developing
countries merged at the same time as scepticism towards the state became a common
denominator in Europe and the United States. The leading ideology of market liberalism and
a minimalist state was further consolidated with the conservative parties gaining power in
Great Britain (Thatcher, 1979), the United States (Reagan, 1981) and West-Germany (Kohl,
1982), and laid the premises for reform politics led by the Western powers. Simultaneously,
researchers increasingly questioned the benefits of an interventionist state in development.171
Additionally, the rise of neo-liberalism coincided with new strategies of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank believing that without handling structural distortions
such as rigid government spending and artificially low domestic interest rates, external
imbalances could not be resolved. This was reflected in a growing recognition that achieving
a balance between the internal and external economies of developing countries required
restructuring economic policy over the long-term rather than short-term.172 Consequently, the
IMF and World Bank went from supporting debt- and crisis-ridden Third World countries
with loans for specific projects, to general budget support known as Structural Adjustment
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Programmes (SAPs173). The support did not come without strings attached though, but
depended on the recipient countries’ fulfilment of certain conditions.174 Thus, the period and
its structural politics came to be known as the 'first generation conditionality'. However, as
Stokke points out, 'the recipe was not restricted to the conventional wisdom of domestic and
foreign housekeeping: the mechanisms prescribed reflected a neo-liberal economic
perspective and were therefore highly political'.175 In the second half of the 1980s other likeminded governments also followed suit, and imposed conditions on the recipients who, with
few other sources of income, had no other choice than accepting the conditions.176 Initially
the conditions were given in regard to economic issues, but eventually several other areas
were also subject to donor demands.
Practical development aid also moved towards distrust in recipient states' autonomy
and capability to solve their own development problems. Simultaneously, several donors
began arguing for channelling the aid directly to the poor who were considered as the aid
subjects. Thus, also in development aid politics there was a turn away from the state (that was
eventually under donor guardianship through Conditionality and SAPs) towards an increased
focus on the so-called grass roots level. In practice, this meant channelling resources to
NGOs that were believed to be a counterweight to the state with less formal demands
attached to them, and thought to operate in close association with the recipients. As Pharo
points out: 'The increasing importance of the NGOs was also due to the growing belief –
based on little if any empirical evidence – that they were essentially more efficient
transmitters of aid to the needy than state bureaucracies'.177
Tanzania was one of the countries which was heavily pressurised to accept the strict
regulations postulated by the World Bank and the IMF. Despite this, Norwegian and Nordic
aid to the country persisted, and was particularly substantial in the 1980s. Simensen points to
the biased role of Norway and Sweden as aid donors to Tanzania in this period. On one hand,
they supported the hard line towards the IMF and the World Bank through their
representatives, on the other they continued their soft bilateral line by providing funds for
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Tanzania to hold on for yet some time before they succumbed to the demands for structural
change.178 Norway alone contributed 8.6% of the total development aid to Tanzania from
1982 to 1985.179 In 1986, the peak year of Nordic bilateral aid to Tanzania, this constituted
well 50% of the total international aid to the country.180
According to Bull the most important criticism of neo-liberalist politics and policies
regarded its social consequences to the disadvantage of the poor as they 'suffered directly
from the reduction in subsidies and other social benefits under the structural adjustment
programmes, and neo-liberal policies have often failed to provide new opportunities for the
poorest segments of the population to escape from poverty.'181 This paved the way for new
strategies to understand different development paths, and the state was brought back as an
important actor in development interventions. The end of the 1980s and early 1990s came to
be known as the period of 'second generation conditionality'182, and following this the issue of
‘good governance’ was brought onto the agenda. As Stokke points out, with the dissolution of
the Soviet Union and consequently the end of the Cold War 'pursuance of predominant
Western political norms and interest (...) replaced security policy considerations as the
primary concern.'183 In other words, political conditionality replaced financial conditionality.
Nustad points to the obvious irony in this: 'After trying to deconstruct the state in developing
countries, the donor now decides to make demands to the state'.184
Within the concept of 'good governance' were ‘universal’ ideals such as democracy,
rule of law, and human rights. Further, anti-corruption, peace-making and mediation were
brought onto the development aid agenda of the 1990s. Thus, we see a turn in development
aid towards donors steering the attention to internal causes (for the lack of development in
developing countries), and hence meddling in recipient countries' internal affairs.185
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Rethinking the ‘development project’
In the 1990s neo-liberalism was subject to severe criticism. After four decades of
international development aid, inequalities between poor and rich countries were still
alarmingly high, the world’s poor were still poor, and it became clear that neither the
modernisation school, the dependency theory nor the neo-liberal ideas had lived up to their
promises. This paved the way for a group of scholars known as post-development scholars, or
the post-structuralist critique of development, questioning the concept of ‘development’, and
not only its goals and means, but also the ideas on which the models on development were
structured. Post-development scholars were critical of ‘development’ as it was practiced after
World War II and argued that it was nothing but a constructed term, defined by an apparatus
that reflected Western thoughts and ideals. The discursive formation of ‘development’ was
the centre of attention for post-development scholars who, inspired by Michel Foucault186,
viewed ‘development’ as a powerful discourse 'that orders and creates the object that it
pertains to address'.187 As Sachs stated in his critique of the development discourse in The
Development Dictionary188:
The development discourse is made up of a web of key concepts. It is impossible to
talk about development without referring to concepts such as poverty, production, the
notion of the state, or equality. These concepts first rose to prominence during modern
Western history and only then have they been projected on the rest of the world. Each
of them crystallizes a set of tacit assumptions which reinforce the Occidental
worldview. Development has so pervasively spread these assumptions that people
everywhere have been caught up in a Western perception of reality. Knowledge,
however, wields power by directing people’s attention; it carves out and highlights a
certain reality, casting into oblivions other ways of relating to the world around us.
(...) it has become of paramount importance to liberate ourselves from its dominion
over our minds.189
The way the development discourse had produced a notion about universality and
consequently contributed to a tremendous loss of diversity, was a core issue for many of the
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post-development scholars who questioned the thesis that ‘development’ was a universal
goal, and whether development ‘problems’ defined by the West was experienced as such by
those who were the target groups of development interventions.190 In particular they criticised
President Truman and the modernisation school which had made distinctions between
‘developed’ and ‘under-developed’, and – they claimed – subsequently paved the way for
'arrogant interventionism in the North and pathetic self-pity in the South'.191 Also building on
Foucault, one of the most profiled post-development writers, Arturo Escobar, examined how
what was 'portrayed as neutral knowledge about an object creates that object by establishing a
set of relations between its elements'.192 Consequently this supressed alternative visions of the
world. According to Escobar, the development discourse had 'created an extremely efficient
apparatus for producing knowledge about, and the exercise of power over the Third
World'.193 Thus, the development discourse was presented as 'a unitized homogeneous power
play with the "poor" as the victim'.194 As Nustad sums up: 'the writings directly inspired by
Foucault have served to illuminate the political and power aspects of what was earlier seen as
a neutral and practical problem: how to deliver development to poor people'.195
James Ferguson modified the discursive approach by studying development projects
and their effects produced by development discourses. In his book, The Anti-Politics
Machine, he showed how these effects were a result of developers’ limited conditions. 196 He
explained that development agencies had created a backward logic that the development
discourse built on. Ferguson claimed that development agencies primarily had technical
means at their disposal, not political ones (development agencies could build roads or teach
agricultural expertise, but not intervene in a state’s social policies). Therefore, he argued,
political analyses to approach development challenges were replaced by technical solutions to
the ‘problem’. Because social realities were complex, development agencies could only
comprehend problems that accepted a development project as its solution. Consequently, he
claimed that developers simplified and constructed the realities in such a way that
intervention was possible. Therefore, development agents, who set the terms for development
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policies, often ended up treating the symptoms, rather than the causes of poverty with depoliticisation of poverty as an outcome.
In summary, post-development scholars provided valuable insight into the study of
development aid. They did so by arguing that ‘development’ was a constructed term, created
by the apparatus that intended to solve the development problem. Development, they argued,
was governed by those elites who were already developed and thus knew the development
format. However, in order to offer a solution, development agents needed to constitute – and
often simplify – reality in a certain way. Although poverty and the lack of development were
considered political problems, development agents could not relate to it as such. Only by depoliticising poverty could they offer solutions – mostly technical – to the ‘development
problem’ of the Third World.
Post-development perspectives were never really accepted in the mainstream
development community,197 and were subject to a variety of criticisms. First, they were
criticised for their romanticising of the traditional cultures and societies and overlooking
internal violence and power relations. Further, claiming that development problems were
constructed by a system which set out to solve them and rejecting the idea of universality,
ignored the fact that there were situations that were universally undesirable. As Bull
comments:
While certain concepts of poverty may be relational, thirst, hunger and pain are all
absolute conditions that human beings across time and cultures have attempted to free
themselves from. If development research were only to concentrate on hearing
alternative discourses, little attention would be given to understanding how people can
free themselves from such conditions.198
Similarly, as Black contends with reference to John Sugden: 'Given the scale, importance and
interconnectedness of the global development challenges we face, "doing nothing may no
longer be an option"'.199
The lack of actor-orientation was the main criticism of post-development scholars as
they drew 'a caricature of development discourses as almighty and totally dominating to the
people exposed to them'.200 As anthropologist Ralph Grillo points out, post-development
literature has seen development as 'a monolithic enterprise, heavily controlled from the top,
convinced of the superiority of its own wisdom and impervious to local knowledge, or indeed
197
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common-sense experience, a single gaze or voice which is all-powerful and beyond
influence'.201 This, he argues, underpins what he calls the ‘myth of development’ which
pervades much critical writing and which is 'based on poor or partial history, betraying a lack
of knowledge of both colonialism and decolonization, and throughout it reflects a surprising
ethnocentrism: it is very much a view from North-America'.202 This view of the development
discourse as totally dominant misses the way the discourse is translated in real meetings
between developers and the development subjects. In line with this, post-development was
criticized for its lack of alternatives or pointing to a way forward. However, as Nustad point
out: 'Although the critique in itself does not point to a way forward for development practice,
an extension of the critique to include an examination of how development interventions are
transformed in encounters with target populations might do so indirectly'.203

The post-colonial critique of development
A related criticism of the development project was launched through post-colonial studies.204
However, where post-development scholars aimed to deconstruct the politico-economic
development project of ‘development’, post-colonial scholars were more concerned with
showing how the development project had been followed by a ‘colonisation of meaning’,
how it had affected the former colonised people’s understanding of own identity and
consequently how alternative histories from the colonised people’s point of view could be
written.205 As Pal Ahluwalia points out with reference to one of the most important figures in
contemporary post-colonial studies, Homi Bhabha:
The post-colonial perspective differs from earlier theoretical formulations, such as
dependency and the sociology of underdevelopment. It is a perspective which does
not seek to historicise the post-colonial world by establishing a binary opposition
between the First and the Third worlds. Rather, it ‘resists the attempt at holistic forms
of social explanation. It forces a recognition of the more complex cultural and
political boundaries that exist on the cusp of these often opposed political spheres’.206
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Thus, post-colonial perspectives 'are concerned with the impact of colonial practices on the
construction and representation of identities, the relationship between power and global
capital, and the significance of race, gender, and class for understanding domination and
resistance'.207 Edward Said’s pioneering book, Orientalism, is believed to have inaugurated
the post-colonial critique in which he criticised Western representations of Arabic and
Islamic culture. Said argued that Western writings portrayed the Orient as an unfamiliar,
irrational, weak, feminised other compared to the familiar, rational, strong, masculine West.
He further claimed that a long tradition of false images of these cultures in the West had
served to justify Europe and the United States’ colonial and imperial ambitions.208
Other post-colonial authors were more concerned with hearing the alternative voices,
or letting the subaltern209 speak for themselves rather than letting authors and researchers in
the West speak for them. As Leela Gandhi illustrates, these voices are the 'counter-narrative
of the colonised – politely, but firmly, declining the come-on of colonialism'.210
Like the post-development, post-colonial perspectives was subject to criticism. For
instance, Said was accused of ignoring alternative visions in his study of Western
representations of the Orient. The post-colonialist ‘classics’ were also criticized for being 'out
of touch and mired in abstraction with its concerns of representation, knowledge and
discourse'211 as their concern with multiple identities, hybridity, subjectivity and
epistemological questions 'meant that it has been portrayed as being unable to deal with the
practice of everyday life and the manner in which it affects the lives of Third World
peoples'.212 Current post-colonial studies are developing and evolving rapidly, and the focus
has shifted from colonial discourse analysis to emphasising the relationship and interactions
between modernity, globalisation and the local.213 However, as Gandhi points out
'postcolonialism continues to render non-Western knowledge and culture as "other" in
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relation to the normative "self" of Western epistemology and rationality'.214 Consequently,
the colonial discourse is being reproduced.

The donor–recipient relationship in development aid
As I have shown, post-development scholars were criticized for the lack of actor orientation
in their critique of the development project, and hence overlooked how the development
discourse was translated in meetings between developers (or donors) and the development
subjects (the recipients). The donor–recipient relationship is foundational and gives
development aid interventions its particular character. It is important to emphasize that the
donor–recipient relation has changed over time, both in form and in conceptualisation. In the
history of development aid, the need to create an equal relationship between the donor and
the recipient has been recurrent. This need has been articulated through various buzzwords in
development aid such as 'participation', 'empowerment' and 'ownership', and through
expressions such as 'aid on the terms of the recipient'.215 A fundamental shift came in the
1990s when the donor went from being operational and managing projects, to a role where
the prime focus was to be funders of local institutions and organisations’ initiatives and
activities. 'Partnership' became the mantra in development aid. As Baaz points out 'In contrast
to "participation", the concept "partnership" focuses on the relations between "donors" and
"receivers" – development aid is now conducted between partners'.216 However, the idea of
an equal partnership has proven difficult in practice. Among the reasons for this may be that
although the term functions to mask existing asymmetries in the relationship, it is still
characterised by a receiving and a giving part. Terje Tvedt argues that using the conceptual
pair 'donor' and 'recipient' may work in practical aid, but not in an analytic approach of
development, as it 'simplifies the contrasts in the country where the aid is given'.217 He further
claims that generalising the recipient reduces the complexity of the aid relation as it only
focuses on the aspect of diffusion, and it is important with an analytical approach 'that
captures and analyses in a fruitful way that development aid is a system where values are
negotiated'.218 Peter Burke also draws attention to the problem of stigmatising a recipient
group.
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Who are ’the people’? Are they everyone, the poor, the ’subordinate classes’, as the
Marxist intellectual Antonio Gramsci used to call them? Are they the illiterate or the
uneducated? We cannot assume that economic, political and cultural divisions in a
given society necessarily coincide. And what is education? Is it only the training
handed out in certain official institutions like schools or universities? Are ordinary
people uneducated or do they simply have a different education, a different culture
from elites?219
In analysing the relationship between donor and recipient it is important to keep the above
concerns in mind.220
In his classic essay The Gift (in French, Essai sur le don) from 1925, the French
sociologist Marcel Mauss studied the anthropology of the gift in several archaic societies.
The question that drove his inquiry was 'What power resided in the object given that causes
its recipients to give something back?'221 Mauss argued that there was no such thing as a free
gift and that any gift created a social bond with an obligation to sooner or later reciprocate on
part of the recipient. In this way the exchange of gifts created both social commitments and
continuous bonds between the parties. Mauss distinguished between three obligations. The
first, 'giving', was the necessary initial step for the creation and maintenance of social
relationships. The second was 'receiving', for to refuse to receive is to reject the social bond.
Last was 'reciprocating' in order to demonstrate one's own liberality, wealth and honour.
According to Mauss, the obligation to reciprocate was the normative foundations of societies,
and through reciprocal relationships, societies were being sustained.222 The dilemma of aid
presented as a gift, is common in development aid relations. As Knut Nustad points out in his
book Gavens Makt (The Power of the Gift):
Gifts in the shape of development aid have many of the same qualities as other gifts.
First and foremost they are sustaining the relationship between the giver and the
recipient. But there is also a major difference. These gifts [development aid] are
meant to solve a problem: lack of development.223
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Thus, Nustad claims that the power of the gift lies 'in the ability to define a notion [what
development should be] as true, and suppress other notions'.224 As shown above, development
aid theories traditionally presented development as a one-way transfer from the rich to the
poor countries and as a free gift to solve what they claimed to be the poor countries’ main
problem – the lack of development. Nustad states that Mauss’s argumentation can be a
contribution to the understanding of the importance of connections in the donor–recipient
relationship since, he argues, 'we need images that are capable of showing the connections
between poverty and wealth'.225
Power is relational and is something that needs to be understood in the context of
which it operates. If anything, the development aid process is bidirectional, and thus, power
in the aid relationship is neither constant nor necessarily one-sided. Bruno Latour argues that
power is not something you have, but rather something you do, in interaction with others.226
He encapsulates what he calls the problem of power in the following paradox: 'When you
simply have power – in potentia – nothing happens and you are powerless; when you exert
power – in actu – others are performing the action and not you'.227 Further; 'If the notion of
"power" may be used as a convenient way to summarise the consequence of a collective
action, it cannot also explain what holds the collective action in place'.228 Power, he claims,
'may be used as an effect, but never as a cause'.229 This understanding of power may be
relevant in the context of development aid. Because, as Nustad points out, what makes power
in aid relationships so efficient is that it postulates freedom as 'the subject that is being
dominated has an opportunity to make choices which are consequently limited by the power
relation'.230 A parallel can be drawn to Allen Guttmann’s analysis of ludic diffusion where he
draws on the concept of 'hegemony'231 advanced by Antonio Gramsci ('whose interest in sport
was close to nil'232):
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Relationships between the ruler and the ruled cannot be characterized as simply the
result of absolute domination by the former and absolute submission by the latter. (...)
the strong (who are never all-powerful) have their way after the weak (who are never
completely powerless) have their say.233
Consequently the donor–recipient relationship in development aid is conceived as inherently
complex. Peter Burnell illustrates this complexity when he writes that there are several
different kinds of aid relationships to be found in reality.
The parties to a particular relationship may not share identical views of the nature of
that relationship, and outside observers could have their own understandings, different
again. (…) The fact that the conduct of aid relationships is a process, perhaps
proceeding by way of several distinct stages, adds further complexities, and the
relations may be dynamic over time. Donors undertake a commitment after first
making an offer; prior to that, there will be an indication that an offer might be made.
This could arise in the context of a set of expectations that have been generated within
an established aid relation. The maintenance of a commitment and, conversely, threats
to consider suspending aid deliveries, the withholding of aid, abandoning a
relationship and excluding a possible recipient from further considerations are all
opportunities to attempt to exercise power. Aid recipients too take initiatives. For
instance, on occasions a particular relationship has been terminated contrary to the
donor’s wishes.234
Therefore, because the aid relations are complex and the roles negotiable, a nuanced
discussion is required in order to describe the roles of power within the donor–recipient
relationship.

The use of the theoretical perspectives in the papers
In the four papers of this dissertation, the following theoretical perspectives are utilised:
-

Paper I – Descriptive analysis – it is argued that one may frame SDP within
International Relations literature

-

Paper II – Power perspective in the donor–recipient relationship

-

Paper III – Cultural Imperialism and consequently power perspectives

-

Paper IV – Draws on development theory to establish the field, post-development
critique of development and power-effects.
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CHAPTER 4 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter I present the results of the study by means of a short summary of each paper
which constitute the core of the dissertation. Although the four papers of this dissertation
illuminate different sides of the Norwegian SDP235 engagement in the 1980s and 1990s it is
still possible to extract some common denominators that characterise NIF as a donor of SDP.
Following these summaries, I set out to move the discussion one step ahead to the main
research question posed in Chapter 1: How can the Norwegian involvement in SDP from the
early 1980s to 2000 be understood?

The papers
Paper I
Paper I, '"Sport is in lack of everything here!" – Norwegian Sport for All to Tanzania in the
early 1980s', is sole-authored. This paper is an investigation of the underlying motivation for
NIF to become involved in SDP. As outlined in Chapter 1 the main research question of the
paper was: What characterized the arguments for NIF to initiate an SDP project in Africa in
the 1980s?
Through the empirical data I identify several motives for involving in SDP. The
protagonists argued that NIF was in a forward position in sports compared to the developing
world and that it therefore had something to provide. They also argued that such an initiative
would contribute to sports by showing that sport was more than hooliganism, violence, black
money and the emerging number of doping scandals that characterised international elite
sports. Other dominating arguments included the anticipated potential for societal
development inherent in SDP, and the building of a welfare state with a special emphasis on
health benefits. Nonetheless, the main reason that NIF was able to implement Sport for All
were the changes in Norwegian development aid strategies towards neo-liberalism that made
funds available for private organisations with development projects. As I conclude in Paper I,
public aid priorities were more or less fixed, and thus needed to be met by the new aid actors
such as NIF. This was reflected in the public documents: the rhetoric used in the SDP
discussions was clearly in line with the development aid jargon at the time. Hence, also an
SDP project could see the light of day.
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Paper II
Paper II, 'On the terms of the recipient? – Norwegian sports development aid to Tanzania in
the 1980s', is co-authored with Kari Steen-Johnsen. It discusses the donor–recipient
relationship in an SDP context, and identifies potential dilemmas occurring when aiming to
give aid on the recipient’s terms. This was stated to be one objective of the project in
Tanzania. As outlined in Chapter 1, the main research questions of Paper II were: What is the
nature of the dilemmas arising in donor–recipient relationships that aim to be on the terms of
the recipient? and What are the possibilities and constraints of civil society organizations
(CSOs) as agents for SDP?
We point out that a common understanding of the role of the aid actors is necessary in
donor–recipient relationships who aim to be on the terms of the recipient. Further we
demonstrate that the uncertainty of the participant's role essentially affected the outcome of
the Sport for All project in Tanzania. Through two different examples we show that as an aid
donor, NIF's role varied slightly. In areas where NIF claimed to have expertise (such as mass
sport development), this organisation clearly advanced its own ideas, and the recipients were
disregarded. On the issue of equipment however, it lacked expertise and was open to listening
to the recipients. We argue that on a general basis, NIF was clearly in control of the
Tanzanian project throughout its various phases. We found support for this through
interviews with Tanzanians where Sport for All was perceived as a Norwegian project in
Tanzania rather than a as project managed by the Tanzanians themselves. Consequently, we
argue that a contradiction between the discourse of equality and the actual practice was
evident. It is further demonstrated that donor–recipient relationships are power relationships
that are complex and unclear to the involved parties, and showed that NIF's role was shaped
through a web of power relationships. Finally, in regard to the second research question, we
conclude that in the case of NIF's project in Tanzania, although it had a mass sport
philosophy and operated at the grass roots level, an association with the state authorities was
unavoidable as its Tanzanian counterpart the National Sport Council (NSC) was closely
connected to the state. Meeting the requirements of Norad simultaneously to the demands of
NSC was an apparent challenge, but of crucial importance to NIF. Together, the resources,
the lack of aid experience, and NIF's own ideology were factors that constrained it as an
efficient aid agent on the terms of the recipient.
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Paper III
Paper III, 'Norwegian naivety meets Tanzanian reality: The case of the Norwegian sports
development aid project, Sport for All, in Dar es Salaam in the 1980s', is sole-authored. It
addresses the issue of emphasising women in development aid, which was part of the aid
strategy at the time, and thus one of the main aims of the Norwegian project in Tanzania. As
previously outlined, the research questions of Paper III were: Which conceptions of
Tanzanian women were manifest within NIF as donors of the SDP? Why was sports
considered a suitable tool in reaching the women of Dar es Salaam? Which dilemmas may
occur when aiming to create social changes – like specifically emphasising women in sports
activities – in an environment with considerable contrasts to the donors?
I argue that aiding women through Sport for All was a creation of needs as there was a
conception within NIF that Tanzanian women needed SDP. It was further indicated that SDP
would essentially liberate Tanzanian women. Reference to Norwegian policies and priorities
became evident here as discussions as to whether this focus fitted Tanzanian society at the
time was not an issue. I show that Tanzanian interviewees indicated that the emphasis on
women was somehow unfamiliar to Tanzanian society at the time and that it was pointed out
that the need for sports somehow seemed more important from a Norwegian than a Tanzanian
point of view. Further, I discuss whether sport was a suitable tool for reaching the women of
Dar es Salaam. It is demonstrated that on several occasions NIF organised activities which
were considered unfitting for women in Dar es Salaam, and thus I argue that it may not have
been a suitable tool at the time. Finally, it is suggested that when two apparently progressive
liberal and democratic Western ideals were transferred to a society unfamiliar with them, they
generated a cultural clash. The discrepancy between the ideals of recipient orientation and
women emphasis is questioned, and I demonstrate that in the case of the Sport for All, NIF
acted with a certain naivety.
Paper IV
Paper IV, '"They need to get the feeling that these are their ideas": Trusteeship in Norwegian
Sport for Development and Peace to Zimbabwe', is co-authored with Anders Hasselgård.
Through this paper we aimed to contribute to an on-going debate in International Journal of
Sport Policy and Politics regarding structure and agency in development interventions. In the
paper we study NIF's production of discourse in its cooperation with the Sport and Recreation
Commission of Zimbabwe (SRC). As argued in the Paper 'a discourse' is understood as a
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particular way of speaking of and understanding the social world (a system of expressions
and practices). Discourses construct the reality of its carriers and have a certain amount of
regularity in a set of social relations.236 Because different discourses single out different
actions as possible, logic and relevant given a certain situation, the discursive understanding
has social consequences since these define what is considered to be the truth and knowledge,
produce meaning, and hence constitute the basis for our understanding of the world and how
we think and act.237 Thus, discourses represent NIF’s SDP reality, give meaning to its SDP
engagement and set fundamental conditions when it develops and implements its SDP
policies. Further, we aimed to see this in the light of the concept of 'development'. As
outlined in Chapter 1 the main research questions of the paper were: Which power-effects238
arise from the discourse formation produced by NIF throughout the project? How did
changes in the formal discourse throughout the project affect the notion of trusteeship?
In our analysis we identify two power-effects arising from the discourse formation
produced by NIF throughout the Zimbabwean project. The first, 'manageable development'
means that NIF viewed SDP through the lens of a Norwegian sports model and thereby
neglected alternative knowledge and solutions (to the lack of sports development) than its
own. The second, 'temporal segregation' means that NIF described SRC on a different
temporal stage and consequently de-politicised the under-development of sports. These are
power-effects because NIF positioned itself to define possible and valid solutions to develop
sports in Zimbabwe. We also found that throughout the Zimbabwean project, the formal
discourse changed from a top-down to a bottom-up discourse. Despite this, trusteeship was
present throughout the Zimbabwean project since NIF set the terms of the aid and that this
was NIF's own ideas, politics and intentions that were being reproduced in the formal
discourse. Eventually we argue that it might be insufficient only to analyse the formal
discourse in development interventions as development policies and language does not
necessarily reflect development practice. Therefore, we suggest that future SDP research
needs to relate to the structure-versus-agency debate within development studies and examine
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how development policies developed by the donor are translated and given meaning by the
recipients in the local context where they are implemented.239

How may Norwegian involvement in SDP be understood?
As outlined in Chapter 3, the development apparatus is complex, and theoretical and practical
sides of development are closely intertwined.240 As Levermore points out, international
development as an academic field
is characterised by often intense debates between competing perspectives which
influence debate and therefore strategy and policy in the international development
policy-making field (…) This is an important thing to note for those operating in, or
assessing, sport-in-development because they occasionally need to engage with these
debates in order to better understand how sport-in-development might be perceived,
especially in highlighting its potential weaknesses and limitations.241
As discussed in Chapter 1, in recent years the SDP sector has established and expanded both
in the practical field and as a research area. Consequently, the literature has evolved from
analyses of contemporary situations and projects to also including more critical voices of
SDP, particularly in theoretical literature regarding sport and social interventions. Lyndsay
M. C. Hayhurst demonstrates the wide range of theoretical and methodological approaches in
SDP including perspectives such as functionalism and instrumentalism, managerial
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) approaches, feminist and gender-based approaches, rightbased standpoints, international relations theories, globalisation approaches, postcolonial and
critical race theories, socio-political and peace-studies, and neoliberal and social movement
theory.242
On the basis of the previous chapters of this dissertation and the summaries of the
papers, in the following discussion I look at some issues that illuminate the main research
question: How can the Norwegian involvement in SDP from the early 1980s to 2000 be
understood? Obviously, the answer to such a question is complex. It consists of a variety of
factors, ranging, for instance, from national and international trends, politics and priorities to
more or less formal encounters between different actors. However, in order to explain the
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phenomenon of the early Norwegian SDP, it is useful to view it in a broader sense and to
utilise theoretical perspectives together with historical explanations.
Dominant perspectives in development: SDP as modernisation and neo-liberalism
The two theories or paradigms that have especially dominated international development
policy-making are modernisation and neo-liberalism.243 Writing in 2004, McKay found that
neo-liberalism was the most influential paradigm characterising development policy.244
Additionally, in accordance to SDP, Darnell argues that 'neoliberalism as a political
philosophy and approach to international development remains central, if not hegemonic, in
the twenty-first century and in turn is intimately connected to the SDP sector'.245 As I have
shown in Chapter 3, both the modernisation and neo-liberal paradigms are characterised by a
strong donor or interventionist part which knows in what direction development should take
in order to secure economic and consequently social progress. As Hayhurst points out in
regard to neo-liberalism and SDP:
SDP is perhaps an ideal policy landscape for neoliberalism to infiltrate as it is already
largely deregulated (who governs this movement?) and privatised (with sport
corporations such as Nike creating its own 'sport for social change' policies and
projects).246
Neo-liberal perspectives further highlight certain actions to be taken in order to reduce the
power of possible corrupt governments in the developing countries. Structural adjustments in
order to be granted loans as well as encouraging global actors to become involved in the
development process are two of these. Levermore points out three ways in which SDP might
be linked to the goals of modernisation and neo-liberalism: first, through strengthening
physical infrastructures; second, through creating socio-economic development through
employment and other life skills and investments; and finally through encouraging business
and private investments through SDP.247
Although current SDP interventions seem tailor-made to fit the above descriptions,
also NIFs SDP engagement in Tanzania and Zimbabwe in the 1980s and 1990s can be
viewed in the light of these perspectives. In regard to modernisation, as discussed in the
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papers, in both the Tanzanian and the Zimbabwean projects NIF had clear ideas about what
the SDP should be. The ideal of sport for all and facilitating mass sports were fundamental.
This resembled the ways in which sports were prioritised and valued in the Norwegian
society. Ultimately NIFs own standards or – in modernisation language – stage, seems to
have been the measure of what direction the SDP should take. This was pointed out in Paper
IV where it is demonstrated that the reproduction of modernisation theory rhetoric where
poor and rich countries were at different evolutionary stages was evident as NIF presented the
developing countries as being at a pre-industrial stage when it came to sport and claimed that
they were lagging behind and that intervention was necessary in order for them to catch up
with the West. Consequently, the authors argued, the power effect 'temporal segregation' was
manifest through the formal discourse of the Zimbabwean project. The Tanzanian case
reports similar findings, and as Paper I in particular shows, it was evident that the Norwegian
sports organisation perceived itself as being in an superior position in sports compared to the
developing countries, especially in areas regarding infrastructure, equipment, sport
leadership, coaching and organisational structures. Thus, it joins the general development aid
logic, which in the word of Terje Tvedt has been 'a state financed project to spread western
values to non-western areas'.248
As pointed out, this superiority was also reflected in the Norwegian press where the
situation for Tanzanian sports was presented in pitiful manner. (See Figure 1 below.)
Subsequently, as shown in Paper II, NIF had clear ambitions to contribute with sports
equipment and possibly help building physical infrastructures in Tanzania.
As Levermore and Beacom points out there is a variety of reasons for the recent
increase of SDP initiatives. These include
The need to find new ways to facilitate and promote developmental goals, especially
to areas/communities affected by well documented concerns over the effectiveness of
the state (and other mainstream actors) to improve conditions for their citizens (…).
The appeal of sport to reach communities, particularly young people, largely excluded
from substantive traditional development activity is an argument put forward by many
advocates of sport-in-development.249
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Figure 1: In the Norwegian liberal daily newspaper Dagbladet the situation for Tanzanian sports were presented as old
fashioned and lagging behind Norway in almost every way. Headings such as "Sport is in lack of everything here" and "I
would like to have a ergometer exercise bicycle – says Tanzania's only sports doctor", was clear evidence that Norwegian
aid was needed. This was reinforced by pictures such as to the above left featuring a young boy in lack of a proper ball,
goal or even shoes with the caption: "This boy had painted a pumpkin so that it looked like a football, and kicked it off
barefoot." Source: Dagbladet April 13. and April 14. 1981.

These reasons links to neo-liberal ideologies, and is often manifested through the rising
number of NGOs working on the field. As Levermore further points out an argument often
proposed by SDP advocates is that SDP NGOs 'increase capacity-building, strengthen
empowerment, generate investments (…) and establish a stable political environment for the
economy and market to operate in',250 as opposed to the developing states governments often
considered unstable. The link between SDP and neo-liberal politics is further brought up by
several scholars investigating SDP and particularly SDP NGOs. For instance, in analysing six
key SDP policy documents251 Hayhurst finds a clear neo-liberal narrative as each document
emphasises the importance of collaboration between different NGOs and the private sector so
that the SDP field may expand. Further, she states that 'there is a clear neoliberal ideology
underpinning SDP policies, one that places the onus on individuals to be responsible for their
welfare, "healthify" and help the state to cut expenses by participating in these projects'.252 In
a broader view of sport, Hayhurst argues that
250
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It has been well-documented that the traditional lure of elite sport (focusing on
performance, individualism and selectiveness) tends to pair well with the increasingly
neoliberal agendas of contemporary governments (…) it is no surprise that SDP
initiatives are embedded in inherently neoliberal practices located in sport itself. The
techniques of neoliberalism are especially evident in each document, where terms
such as 'cost-effectiveness', 'building programming evidence' and aligning SDP
'within MDG [Millennium Development Goals] targets and guidelines' are
abundant.253
Similarly, in analysing the discursive formation produced by young Canadian SDP
volunteers, Darnell argues that the 'reliance upon sport as a tool of leadership and
responsibility – and development as a process of formulating individualized notions of
success and achievement – suggests a form of neo-liberal citizenship of which sport
participation can play a formative role'.254 Also in his recent book, Darnell points to the link
between SDP and neo-liberalism as 'discourses of individual rights as the basis for success,
upward mobility and positive development are supportive of a neoliberal approach to
development, which views the development challenge primarily as one of facilitating the
basis for "fair" competition'.255
As I have shown, the Norwegian involvement in SDP coincided with the rise of neoliberalism 'taking over' the development political scheme. I have pointed out in the papers
that much of the reason why NIF could initiate SDP was the fact that they were given the
chance to, by the changing developing apparatus emphasising NGOs over government
institutions. The rhetoric of universal human rights (and in this case sports' relatively new
found status as a human right)256 and individual sovereignty were both concerns of the
NGOs, and NIF actively used this rhetoric in their argumentation for SDP. This rhetoric
corresponds to a neo-liberal view of the world stressing individual rights and the limited
scope for state intervention. In relation to the neo-liberal orientation of collaboration between
NGOs and the private sector, both my cases illustrate that attempts to such collaboration were
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made both by the NSC and the SRC in order to expand its SDP programmes.257 As I pointed
out in Paper I, NIF aimed simultaneously to contribute to building the Tanzanian welfare
state, both through educating teachers, and facilitating individual development with an
emphasis on health benefits and through organisation building and management. In doing so,
it cooperated with the NSC, which in turn had strong links to the state (as shown in Paper II).
Consequently, the argument that NIF as an NGO avoided cooperation with the recipient state
is not entirely correct. The same is the case with NIF's SDP engagement in Zimbabwe since,
in cooperating with the SRC, it indirectly cooperated with the Zimbabwean state which
ultimately was the head of the SRC.258 In this respect, it is important to note that NIF itself
had (and still has) strong links to the Norwegian state. According to Enjolras, Seippel and
Waldahl it may be useful to distinguish between two types of sports organisation or state
relations in Europe.
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The 'liberalist' relationship (seen for example in Norway, Great

Britain, Sweden and Holland) is characterised by the sports organisations which more or less
develop and govern themselves (as long as they operate within politically and socially
accepted frameworks). The state only intervenes in limited terms through legislation, but
subsidies the sports organisation in, for instance, the building of sports facilities. The other
type of sports organisation or state relation is the 'interventionist' relationship. This means
that sports is considered as a public matter, and that the state is involved to a higher extent in
the development, administration and legislation of the sports organisation. (This is the case in
France, Spain and Portugal, for instance).260 According to Wladimir Andreff, in many
developing countries, the government is the main sponsor and patron of sporting activities.261
About 80% of African least-developed countries subsidise their respective sports
organisations, although the subsidies are too low to secure activities throughout the year. As
Andreff points out, in developing countries, 'regardless of governments' policy declarations,
sport is neither a top priority in the state budget, nor a pillar of the country's education
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system'.262 This corresponds with the findings from Tanzania where I demonstrated (in Paper
II) that the main reason for the discontinuation of the Sport for All seems to have been the
lack of funds as more urgent needs had to be prioritised. As a former principal secretary of
the Tanzanian Ministry of Information and Culture pointed out in an interview: 'With the
limitations in funds and other more pressing priorities, you see healthcare and schools and so
on, these other priorities received these funds, and therefore the project went down'.
In summary, viewing Norwegian involvement in SDP from the dominating
development perspectives of modernisation and neo-liberalism may be useful, and help to
explain the motivations behind the involvement. This is particularly evident as we can argue
that the SFD was 'a product of its time', and hence influenced by current trends in
international development. However, the dominant perspectives of modernisation and neoliberalism assume that development follows a more or less linear path with particular stages,
relatively unaffected by cultural differences. Hence, they may not fully explain NIF's
involvement in SDP.
Critical perspectives on SDP
Critical perspectives263 on SDP are necessary and important, and as Levermore points out, are
seen to oppose 'the overly-optimistic and one-dimensional pronouncements made on sport-indevelopment and the failure to highlight how sport carries particular divisive and
dysfunctional traits that can extenuate unequal power relationships'.264 Similarly, Darnell
argues that the study of SDP rests 'on the critical study of relations of power as they are
mobilized in and through sport'.265 As the papers of this dissertation illustrate, the main focus
throughout the project has been to illustrate the relationship between the donors and the
recipients in aid interventions. I have argued that this relationship has been marked by
unequal holdings of power, which again affected the projects in one way or the other.
Nonetheless, power manifests itself in many ways and in many perspectives. In the following
I illuminate some of these in order to provide a better understanding of the Norwegian
involvement in SDP in Tanzania and Zimbabwe from the early 1980s to 2000.
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Norwegian SDP as cultural imperialism or homogenisation?
Cultural aspects and considerations have been a recurrent theme in this dissertation. I have
posed questions such as: Did the Norwegian SDP fit the society in which it was
implemented? Was the NIF engagement an attempt to spread the gospel of 'sport for all' to
Africa? And consequently whether NIF as an SDP actor was, as Houlihan stated in regard to
international governmental organisations' (IGOs) promotion of ‘sport for all’ in Europe; 'a
force for the homogenisation of sport policy and sport practice or whether they have the
capacity and sensitivity to protect and promote diversity of interests in sport'.266 These
questions have in common the underlying assumption that we are dealing with unequal
partners in the aid relationship, and that the Norwegian donors, or NIF, are those who set the
terms of the aid. In Chapter 1, I argued that the history of SDP could be divided in different
phases, from the diffusion of sports and the role sport played on the colonial scene in the
1800s and 1900s, to SDP as an established actor on the international development agenda in
the 2000s. The aspect of colonial practices and sports' diffusion may be useful in
understanding the SDP also in the 1980s and 1990s. This may be particularly relevant in
regard to the claim that SDP might be culturally homogenising267 which was a criticism
advanced by early commentators of SDP. A related critique was put forward by researchers
such as John Bale, Henning Eichberg and Johan Galtung who, concerning the diffusion of
sports, argued that what was at stake was the spread of a Western cultural and sporting
'ideology', rather than merely sporting codes and traditions.268 For example in his study of
Olympism, Henning Eichberg postulated that: 'In it [Olympism] a social pattern materializes
which forms everyday life above and beyond sport – the everyday culture of the western (and
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east European) industrial society.'269 Bale claimed that 'such sports-colonisation was at the
expense of indigenous movement cultures and as cultural imperialism swept the globe, sports
played their part in westernising the landscapes of the colonies'.270 Similarly, Galtung
rhetorically asked:
What happens when there is massive export of sports, radiating from Western centers,
following old colonial trade and control lines, into the last little corner of the world,
leaving cricket bats, soccer fields, racing tracks, courts of all sorts and what not
behind?271
Galtung claimed that sports was probably 'one of the most powerful transfer mechanisms for
culture and structure ever known to humankind',272 and in answering his own question he
argued that 'sports like anything else carries the sociocultural code of the senders (…) sports
from the West serve as fully fledged carriers of the combination typical for expansionist
occidental cosmology'.273 In regard to the Norwegian SDP in the 1980s and 1990s, I have
shown that it certainly carried the socio-cultural code of NIF.
Utilizing dependency rhetoric, Galtung further pointed out that Western sports were
considered 'universal', meaning that the Center, or West, had managed to get Periphery
acceptance. Universal sports, he then argued, 'are ways of occidentalizing the world. Far from
bearing the imprint of universal values, whatever that is, Western values and norms are
propagated through sports'.274 The idea of 'universal' values and principles stemming from
Western sports institutions is also brought up by Andrew Guest in his more recent (2009)
analysis of the Olympic Movement's grassroots outreach to Africa. Guest states that this
outreach has 'implicitly relied upon the assumption that development benefits from exposure
to these "universal" principles'275 and that it 'assumes that sport possesses universal values
regardless of cultural context'.276 In relation to NIF's SDP engagement in Tanzania and
Zimbabwe, the inevitable question is thus: Was NIF's agenda to intentionally spread its own
sports ideology, legitimised through language of sports' universality? 277 As we show in Paper
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IV, in its SDP engagement NIF also seems to have been driven by the idea of universalism,
both in regard to sport, but also how an SDP project could be utilized to achieve 'universal'
goals also outside sports. As pointed out, when NIF argued with ideals such as democracy,
independence and human rights, it seems to have met little resistance from the Norwegian
development aid community. The 'universal rights' rhetoric has traditionally been among the
main arguments for Norwegian development politics, which have consequently been
considered inherently good and therefore extremely hard to criticize.278 Terje Tvedt uses the
term 'the narcissistic cosmopolite' when he illustrates the dominating logics of (Norwegian)
development politics. These logics, he claims, have mistaken own values with universal
values, and thus while insisting on describing the real world, its complexity is only described
through a few simple, moral dichotomies.279 Subsequently, we showed that in the
Zimbabwean project, NIF revealed that it operated with a universal understanding of SDP in
the developing countries and that through its presumed superior Norwegian model, it
positioned itself to define what SDP should be and how this could be achieved.
A central point in the initial criticisms of sports as a tool in development relates to the
above assumption that the developing world is in need of something that can be remedied by
the West. As Harald Dubberke stated in his critical remarks regarding (elite) sports aid to
developing countries: 'it is not right to state that an economically poor country is
automatically a developing country in sports',280 and hence, he argued, cultural cooperation in
the shape of sports aid could potentially be 'imperialistic and dangerous and another type of
colonialism'.281 Similarly, Eichberg raises another concern related to the dominance of
Western sports in an SDP context as he postulates that when modern Western ideals and
sporting forms are being introduced through SDP programs, they often collide with local
traditions and sport practices, and hence Western non-recognition of local sports practices
may create cultural poverty: 'neo-colonial hegemony tends to make the "others" poor by
generously giving them "sport development aid" – and applying a policy of non-recognition
that the 'universal' discourse has in many ways been part of legitimising SDP. This again, as I have shown, has
not been unproblematic in regard to the donor–recipient relationship in particular.
278
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(...) Poor are those practices which the power refuses to recognise'.282 The latter point was
brought up in Paper III where I argued that in relation to the Tanzanian project, such nonrecognition seems to have been evident. As shown in Paper I, when launching the idea of a
Norwegian engagement in SDP in the early 1980s, a warning was given concerning Western
sports practices, which, it was claimed, were on their way to becoming a product of science,
and quite the contrary to the developing countries’ sports practices which were romanticised.
As a response to potential criticism and cultural imperialist labelling, it was emphasised that
Norway could assist the developing countries in preserving their sports traditions, and that
Norwegian sports could assist the developing countries in shaping a sport policy closely
adapted to the citizens’ needs for physical education, cultural identity and traditions. This
must be viewed in the light of general development rhetoric at the time, which was
characterised by a warning against cultural imperialist attitudes and practices. In relation to
the Norwegian SDP it was argued that sports (which was indeed cultural in its expression)
was subject to potentially becoming cultural imperialist in its nature.283 However, in their
eagerness to aid Tanzania in the area of sports, NIF directly transferred sport practices and
ideas such as aerobics, 'sport for all' and TRIM,284 that worked well in Norway, but which
were unfamiliar in Tanzania. This also corresponds to the findings from the Zimbabwean
case where NIF continued and even strengthened its emphasis on bringing the Norwegian
sport model and 'sport for all' onto the Zimbabwean sporting agenda. This is illustrated in
Figure 2 below, where it is evident that NIFs own ideas and ideals are put into practice.
Hence, I have shown that through their SDP engagement, NIF transferred and attempted to
implement its own ideas and perceptions of sports to Tanzania and Zimbabwe respectively.
Despite good intentions and apparent awareness of the importance of sports diversity, it
accommodated the homogenization of sports. Consequently a cultural imperialist labelling
might have been difficult to avoid.
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Figure 2: Through its SDP engagement, NIF transferred its own ideals and principles to Tanzania and Zimbabwe. This is
exemplified with the above illustrations. To the left is NIFs logo from the Norwegian TRIM campaign in in the 1970s,
featuring the characteristic mascot Trimian. The middle illustration features Trimian in a Tanzanian context, with the Swahili
translations of Sport for All – Michezo Kwa Wote. The logo to the right features Trimian in the Zimbabwean project, with
Sport for All translated to Shona: Mitambo Kunavose.

However, claiming that the Norwegian SDP engagement in Tanzania and Zimbabwe was
only an act of cultural imperialism is a simplification. Throughout this dissertation I have
shed light on the power dynamics in the donor–recipient relationship in Norwegian SDP
which, I have argued, is neither constant nor necessarily one-sided.
Norwegian SDP as hegemony or post-colonialism?
In his book on the invention and diffusion of modern sport, Games and Empires, Allen
Guttmann suggested that 'cultural imperialism' might not be an appropriate term when
explaining the process of ludic diffusion. Rather than cultural imperialism, Guttmann uses the
aforementioned term 'cultural hegemony'285 to explain the process. Guttmann concedes that
the cultural hegemony concept 'provides more than a merely cosmetic improvement over the
concept of cultural imperialism because Gramscian theory correctly stresses the fact that the
cultural interaction is something more complex than the domination by the totally powerful
of the entirely powerless'.286 Further, in order to avoid reductionism Guttmann argues that in
analysing ludic diffusion one should seek to be sophisticated and 'neither crediting the
"colonialists" [or in our case NIF] with diabolical powers nor denying all agency to the
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"colonized" [in our case the Tanzanian and Zimbabwean recipients of SDP]'.287 Darnell and
Hayhurst take this further: 'Hegemony does not presume a completely dominating ideology,
conspiracy or economic system'288 and neither is power or dominance regarded as static, but
'mobilized and implemented through socially negotiated processes of authority and
consent'.289 Darnell argues that in critical SDP research, the theory of hegemony is
particularly useful as it 'reminds and illustrates that the social organization of sporting
practices and the social and political meanings ascribed to sport are particular and the result
of negotiation between actors within relations of power'.290
An on-going claim of this dissertation, pointed out in all four papers, has been that
although NIF emphasised the importance of recipient agency, it was in the lead of the aid
from its very inception and throughout the period of my study. This was evident both through
the document analysis and in the interviews. In Papers II and IV it was demonstrated that we
understood 'power' in the aid relationship as something one does in interaction with others,
rather than something one has per se. We also argued (in Paper II) that what makes power in
aid relationships so efficient is that it postulates freedom. As Nustad contends: 'The subject
that is being dominated has an opportunity to make choices, however limited by the power
relation'.291 This is supported by Guttmann: 'The strong (who are never all-powerful) have
their way after the weak (who are never completely powerless) have their say',292 or, applied
to my cases, NIF has its way, after the NSC or SRC have had their say. Although the analyses
in Paper IV revealed NIF as trustee in regard to the Zimbabwean SRC, the interviews in
Zimbabwe disclose a more active or participatory recipient than in the Tanzanian case. There
is reason to believe that this was a result of several factors, for instance that general
development aid policies at the time emphasised participation and bottom-up development,
and that NIF as an aid actor had matured and become more professional. On the other hand,
the point of recipient 'agency' in the development aid relationship must not be overlooked,
and obviously plays a crucial part in any SDP project (or instances of ludic diffusion for that
matter). This is supported by sport research, both past and present. For instance, several
historians has shown that in many of the colonies, colonial sporting practices met resistance
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by the locals, and was translated and converted into a tool to subvert colonial rule.293 As
Boria Majumdar pointed out: 'The colonial mission of importing sport as a civilizing tool is
successfully turned on its head'.294 Also Guest's study of the SDP programme in Angola
supports this when he claims that 'global ideas such as Olympism, are always resisted and
reshaped by local communities'.295 Guest shows how the universal language of sport
discourse is translated into practice and demonstrates that the community residents did not
uncritically adopt the discourses and the solutions prescribed to them by the donors. The
residents 'participated in sport and play on their own terms and employed their own
meanings'296 thus demonstrating local agency. Further, in their critique of 'the instrumental
and hegemonic perspectives that are strongly represented in the sport-for-development
literature',297 Lindsey and Grattan show that in their case studies of two SDP organisations in
Zambia, the evidence suggested that local agency was exerted to a higher degree than was
often presented by the portrayals of Northern hegemonic power over SDP projects in the
developing world.298
A complementary criticism of hegemony may be found in post-colonial perspectives.
As outlined in Chapter 3, the focus of post-colonial studies has shifted from colonial
discourse analysis to emphasising the relationship and interactions between modernity,
globalisation and the local.299 Nonetheless, non-Western knowledge and culture is still
rendered as different from the normative ‘self’ of Western rationality, and thus, a
'colonisation of meaning' may take place as the colonial discourse is being reproduced.300
Applied to sports, Bale and Cronin claim that sports 'per se is an eminently postcolonial
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phenomenon'301 since it is evident that it played a central part of the colonial experiment, as I
have shown above. In studies of SDP the post-colonial perspective may be relevant as 'they
emphasize the agency of the marginalized in "carving out" identities, while also
demonstrating that development is never experienced homogenously by subalterns in the
Global South'.302 This latter point strongly relate to my argument above regarding recipient
'agency' in the development aid relationship. As Darnell points out, in critical studies of SDP,
post-colonial perspectives are called for,
not only in recognition of the colonial history of global sport itself, but also, and
perhaps more importantly, as a means of analysing how notions of 'the power of sport'
in support of development may serve to depoliticize the relationship between sport
and post-colonialism.303
More specifically, he postulates that 'historical myopia of sport and colonialism, even in the
well-intentioned support of cultural and political agency, depoliticizes the ways in which
contemporary development initiatives potentially align with colonial logic or constitute a
neocolonizing practice'.304 In her discourse analyses of a number of key SDP policy
documents Hayhurst maintains that 'a postcolonial framework ensures that the themes of
power, global inequalities and identities are understood within the intersecting oppressions of
race, class and culture, with a focus on "issues of difference, agency, subjectivity, hybridity
and resistance"'.305 Thus, in studies of SDP (or any study of the development aid apparatus
for that matter) the post-colonial perspective is relevant because of its attempts to uncover or
recover the alternative voices of the subaltern, or the recipients of an aid intervention.
Throughout my dissertation, the focus has been on attempting to uncover how the
Norwegian SDP was perceived by Tanzanian and Zimbabwean recipients, and in this regard
the post-colonial perspective may be useful. Whereas articles I and IV focus on the written
policy discourse of the Norwegian SDP, the voices of the recipients have particularly been
the subject of articles II and III. However, as I have illustrated in Chapter 2, Methodology,
attempting to understand the recipient side of an aid relationship is challenging. Adding an
historical aspect further strengthens this argument. Nevertheless, the post-colonial
perspective can be useful in attempting to understand the Norwegian involvement in SDP
from the early 1980s until 2000, and particularly how its 'superior' position in and knowledge
301
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of sport seems to have been tacitly accepted and even reproduced by its recipients,
particularly in the Tanzanian case. As Darnell and Hayhurst point out, an understanding of
such processes would essentially help to 'uncover its responsibility in the material and
discursive processes that still regularly constitute the Global South in an inferior, dependent
and racialized relationship with the Global North'.306 Thus, post-colonial perspectives may be
beneficial for attempting to locate the power webs of SDP relations as they emerged and was
manifested in the early Norwegian SPD in the 1980s and 1990s, and also, how these continue
to play a role in maintaining SDP (power) relationships.
In this discussion I have shed light on the Norwegian SDP to Tanzania and Zimbabwe
from the 1980 until 2000 through the lenses of a variety of theoretical perspectives such as
modernisation, neo-liberalism, cultural imperialism, hegemony and post-colonialism. The
various theoretical perspectives all relate to each other, and ultimately underlines the
challenges of SDP projects dealing with different sides of a relationship which, from the
outset, are asymmetrical in terms of power. Essentially, perspectives of power have been this
dissertations recurrent theme. As John McKay concludes in his reassessment of development
theory; 'Development is certainly about power, and the poor have, as always, little or no
power either to set their own goals or to mobilize the resources needed to achieve them'.307 A
general topic of this dissertation has been to elucidate and understand this (power)
relationship between the Norwegian donor and the Tanzanian and Zimbabwean recipient
sides of the SDP intervention. I have argued that most of the theoretical perspectives shown
in this discussion may help to explain the rationale for the Norwegian SDP, and as such may
provide us with useful 'frameworks for interpretation'.308 However, historical dissertations
such as this, where the answers to the research questions are found in the past, benefit form
combining theoretical and historical explanations. This may be particularly evident in work
regarding development aid since this is one field where theoretical and practical sides have
traditionally been closely intertwined.
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS
This study examined the Norwegian Confederation of Sports' (NIF) SDP engagement from
its inception in Tanzania in the early 1980s until 2000. Through two different cases, Tanzania
and Zimbabwe respectively, I have shown how NIF has argued for its SDP engagement,
through analysing the formal discourses of the projects. I have concluded that throughout the
period of my study, NIF had clear ideas and visions about its SDP engagement. This was
evident when it came to defining what the SDP should entail, which areas and target groups
were important to emphasise and prioritise and how the sports organisations were best
managed. Consequently, NIF acted as trustees in regard to the Tanzanian and Zimbabwean
recipients, which from the outset had little choice but to accept the terms that were given by
the Norwegian donors (NIF and Norad).
It is important to reinforce that as my dissertation reports two separate case studies, no
claims are made that my findings are generalizable to other communities and SDP projects.
That being said, challenges in relation to for example, asymmetrical power relationships and
the transfer of own ideas and solutions to development problems which consequently leads to
cultural clashes are likely to be discovered in a variety of aid projects, both within and
outside SDP.
A central topic of this dissertation has been to elucidate the recipient side of an aid
relationship between Norwegian donors and their recipients. This was particularly
emphasised in the Tanzanian case, where in the interviews with Tanzanian recipients I
specifically asked questions such as how they experienced the SDP 'given' to them by
Norway and whether the aid was on their terms. Similar to the formal discourse, in the
implementation of the Tanzanian project it was evident that it was Norwegian terms that were
the foundation for the SDP. As one informant expressed 'the people were made to believe that
this was a gift from Norway. They were made to be the recipient, with no other role than to
say "thank you"'. Consequently, Sport for All was perceived to be a Norwegian project in
Tanzania, rather than a Tanzanian project. Data from the Zimbabwean case reports similar
tendencies in the formal discourse. However, in the practical implementation of the SDP,
empirical data revealed Zimbabwe to be a more active and participatory recipient than in the
Tanzanian case. I have considered that the reasons for this was that the general development
aid policies at the time moved towards emphasising participation and bottom-up
development, as well as the fact that NIF, as an aid actor, had matured and become more
professional, having had experiences with SDP for more than a decade.
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However, it is important to bear in mind that the aid system is one in which values are
negotiated. The relationship between donors and recipients is not unambiguous, neither is the
apparent donor and recipient only a donor and a recipient. Nevertheless, their roles are
defined by the aid relationship. Thus, an important point emerging in the papers is that in
regard to the Norwegian SDP engagement in Tanzania and Zimbabwe, several power
relationships were manifest at different levels, and thus the complexity of aid relations was
evident.
The main research question of this dissertation has been: How can the Norwegian
Confederation of Sports' involvement in SDP from the early 1980s to 2000 be understood? I
have highlighted this question through the four papers. Additionally, in this discussion I have
brought up various theoretical perspectives that can be utilised when answering a question of
such complexity. The various theoretical perspectives all relate to each other, and ultimately
underlines the central topic brought up above – the challenges of SDP projects dealing with
different sides of a relationship which, from the outset, are asymmetrical in terms of power.
Recently SDP has gained significant prominence, both in terms of policy, practice and
as an academic research field. Although I have shown that the link can be brought back to
colonial practices and the diffusion of sports in general, as a historical field SDP (from a
narrow point of view) is nonetheless relatively un-explored. Beacom stated that this lack of
historical literature 'creates the impression that [sport] development interventions are a
relatively recent phenomenon and misses long established characteristics of the process that
help to explain its current challenges, in particular, the management of relations between the
donors and recipients'.309 It has been my intention throughout this dissertation, to address this
gap in historical research on SDP. My study however, only explores a small part of the SDP
from 1980 onwards. It would be interesting in the future to see historical research
(particularly if this research originated from the South) on SDP continuing to address issues
that uncover how recipients of SDP have perceived and adapted SDP policies prescribed to
them by their donors. Similarly, more historical research to uncover the well-established SPD
field prior to the mushrooming of SDP projects from 2005 onwards is required.
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Introduction
The idea of providing development aid to developing countries1 emerged in
the Western world subsequent to World War II. Various sectors of recipient
societies were singled out as objects of development projects and granted a
considerable amount of funds for years to come. Norway joined this international trend in the early 1950’s, when a project to modernize fishing was started
up in Kerala, India. Norway have since then tried to establish herself as a relatively substantial actor in the field of development aid, a field which has expanded thoroughly in regards to priority countries and areas of which one is the
area of sports.
The first Norwegian sports development aid initiative was carried out in
1982, when the Norwegian Confederation of Sports (NOC) attempted to investigate the opportunities for help building sport structure in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. The NOC considered the opportunities promising, and building on this, a
sports development aid project, Sport for All, was started up in the same area in
1983. Hence, a relationship was established where one relatively small country,
Norway, (approximately 4 mill inhabitants) provided aid to another country,
Tanzania, (approximately 20 mill inhabitants) in a field where none of them
had proved to be major international actors.2 The relationship was however
characterized by asymmetric positions; Norway was a relatively affluent country situated in the internationally dominant Western world, Tanzania was
among the world’s poorest countries placed in what previously had been defined as the 'under-developed' part of the world.
The main research question of this article will be; what characterized the arguments for the Norwegian Confederation of Sports to initiate a sports development aid project in Africa in the 1980’s? As it is the Norwegian debate I aim
to illuminate, the way the sports development aid may have been perceived on
the recipient side will not be dealt with in this paper.
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Methodology
Although a few researchers have addressed the sports development aid field
from a historical perspective there still is a research gap concerning this issue.3
As stated by Beacom:
''This [lack of historical literature] is an error in the sense that it creates the impression that development interventions are a relatively recent phenomenon and misses
long established characteristics of the process that help to explain its current challenges, in particular, the management of relations between the donors and recipients''4

This article hopes to add to the historical literature on sports development
aid.
As both Keys and Levermore and Budd points out also on the field of international relations (IR) sports’ significance somehow seems to have been played
down.5 This was particularly evident in the early works of sports and IR literature where a common perception seems to have been, in the words of Lowe,
Kanin and Strenk that ''sport is safe because of its peripheral to the international
system''6. Further they stated that sport was important in IR because ''as an
activity, it has no intrinsic political value''7. However, in recent years, the field
of sports and IR has grown considerably, and an increasing body of literature
''argues that sport […] plays an important role in 'building' nations, nation states
and national identity''8. Amongst these are for instance Barrie Houlihan’s Sport
and international politics,9 Lincoln Allison and Tony Monningston’s 'Sport,
prestige and international relations',10 Roger Levermore and Adrian Budd’s
Sport and international relations: An emerging relationship11 and the recent
publication 'International relations' by Barbara Keys.12 In this context of IR
literature sports development aid may fit in, as sports generally and sports development aid initiatives specifically has been credited with being useful, and
at first sight non-political vehicles in the development policy-making processes.13
From a Norwegian point of view there is also little research regarding the
history of the sports development aid. In the general Norwegian development
aid literature sport is not at all given space,14 neither is it particularly emphasised in Norwegian sports history literature.15 A few master theses’ has been
written on the subject, most of whom has had an evaluating character.16 Project
reports from both internal and external parts serves as background to this study,
as well as magazine and newspaper articles from selected periods of importance to the early sports development aid.17 In-depth archival studies at the
NOC, the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD)18 and
the Norwegian Royal Embassy in Dar es Salaam has also been conducted and
are the empirical base of this study together with the previously mentioned
project reports and media articles. The NOC archive situation from this period
is relatively comprehensive. The NORAD and embassy archives however, do
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not hold much material on the Sport for All project despite having supported it
for a sufficient period of time.19
The written sources have been supplemented by extensive interviews with
key actors involved in the first Norwegian sports development aid project, both
within the NOC, the NORAD and the Tanzanian National Sport Council
(NSC).

Historical context
In 1952 Norway committed to a bilateral aid agreement with India, and this
marked the start of a development aid tradition, amongst some historians characteristically termed the aid rush, which has played a major role in Norwegian
contemporary foreign politics. India was the only recipient of Norwegian aid
for a decade, and although the idea of expanding the aid picked up with the
establishment of NORAD in 1962, the following decade was characterised by
modest aid expansion.20 However, one country that did benefit from the Norwegian aid rush in the 1960’s was Tanganyika (later Tanzania). Historian
Helge Pharo argues that there seems to have been little doubt or even debate in
the Storting (the Norwegian parliament) that the newly liberated African states
were next in line after India in development aid questions:
''There was an extremely strong fascination with the new African states, epitomised
by the almost universal Norwegian admiration for Tanzania and President Julius Nyerere; such admiration was remarkably persistent.''21

Thus, under President Nyerere, Tanzania eventually became the largest recipient of aid from Norway and the Nordic countries, and in the mid 1980’s the
Nordic aid constituted a good 25 per cent of the total international aid to the
country. Norway alone contributed 8,6 per cent of the total development aid to
Tanzania from 1982 to 1985.22 It was in this context of persistent fascination
with Tanzania that the NOC was given the possibility to execute a sports development aid initiative in the country in 1982.

The 'sport for all' idea
In the early 1960’s 'sport for all' policies emerged in Germany and the Nordic countries. The idea of these policies was that the health and well being of
the citizens was a governmental concern, and needed to be emphasised in order
to facilitate social development. The 'sport for all' policies fit with a European
society experiencing social challenges caused by industrialisation, and thus
they were eventually adopted by a number of European governments whose
heavy investments yielded increased sports participation in the 1960’s and 70’s.
Thus, a changed perception of sport’s role in the society marked the decade
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characteristically called ''the 'golden age' for sport for all policies'' 23. As Houlihan shows, since the mid 1970’s the number of international governmental
institutions involved in sports both at the global and the regional levels increased significantly.24 In regards to the 'sport for all' policies, institutions like
the Council of Europe (COE) and UNESCO are particularly interesting as they
adopted the 'sport for all' idea, emphasising the need for sport and physical
education and affirming that sport was a human right that should be encouraged
in all societal levels. This was formalised in the International Charter of Physical Education and Sport which was adopted by UNESCO’s General Conference in 1978. The idea of 'sport for all' became an ongoing phrase within these
institutions as it specifically aimed at being a means to achieving greater unity
between the member countries, and to safe-guard the ideals and principles they
had in common to facilitate economic and social development.25
In Norway the idea that everybody should be able to and encouraged to participate in sports activities had been promoted for some time. In the early postwar years, the Norwegian sports movement was in close cooperation with the
state in sport matters especially through the Government office of sport, Statens
Idrettskontor (from 1950 STUI)26 established in 1946, and its prominent leader
Rolf Hofmo.27 The STUI emphasised the principle of universality, meaning
that everybody, no matter where one lived in the country, should have the same
right and opportunities to the merit good. In particular the sports propaganda
was health related, often with doctors as authorities for promoting sports for
health benefits.28 As historian Matti Goksøyr points out, from the mid 1960’s
the sports propaganda went from mainly focussing on health, to also include
issues like well-being, contentment and enjoyment of the activity.29 Bringing in
more reasons for doing sport made it even more relevant for the masses. Following this, the perception of what sport should be, was changing in the Norwegian society. In a Report to the Storting from the Ministry of Cultural Affairs
from the centre coalition government in 1973, sport was included in an extended concept of culture. The Report stressed on building an organization that
should make its mark on public cultural politics in which all cultural groupings
in the society should be included. Further it stated that the cultural concept
should include more than high culture, and sport, voluntary organisations, bodily cultures, hobbies and outlook on life was added to the concept.30 Clearly it
stirred the general ideas of what culture was, and to some extent created conflict between popular and high culture. The Report stressed the importance of
'sport for all', and stated that achieving this was a public matter. Hence, public
authorities should to a greater extent fund the building of sport facilities and
financially support voluntary organisations that were to be responsible for the
actual sport activities. Further, it underlined the importance of 'sport for all' by
expressing scepticism to elite sports. It was stressed that elite sports was legitimised in the Norwegian society, but public authorities should not be expected
to primarily fund the elites as it would negatively affect large groups of people
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excluded from the elite. However, in a supplementary Report to the Storting
from the newly elected Labour government in 1974 it was emphasised that in
the 'sport for all' concept, there should be room for the elites as well, and although one from the governments’ side still expressed scepticism, this argument
followed the elite sports debate in Norway in the coming years.31
In the Report to the Storting, Kulturpolitikk for 1980-åra, (cultural politics in
the 1980’s) from the Labour Ministry of Education and Church Affairs (KUD)
in 1981, sports issues were given space. The KUD recognised the intrinsic
values sports had both as physical activity and as cultural expressions, and
emphasised that sports could play an important role in personal development
for the citizen. It was further stated that sports could create a climate for social
practice and community integration, and through sports clubs, democratic participation and organisation could be exercised. However, again there was a
general perception that the development of sports was worrying, especially
regarding elite sports. Commercialisation and professionalism was a serious
threat to fundamental sports– and cultural political values, and a debate on how
to decelerate this development was needed. Hence, sports’ international affairs
were thoroughly discussed, and KUD especially acknowledged UNESCO and
the COE’s work in shaping the charter in 1978.32
The NOC clearly followed the rhetoric of the time, and took a great interest
in the 'sport for all' idea. Thus, as we shall see, when the NOC eventually initiated a sports development aid project in Tanzania it followed in the same tracks
as the sports development emphasised at home, with the 'sport for all' idea as its
main denominator. In regards to the international organisations previously
mentioned Houlihan points out that one must consider whether these are
''a force for the homogenisation of sport policy and sport practice or whether they
have the capacity and sensitivity to protect and promote diversity of interests in
sport.''33

Similar questions can and will be raised in regards to the NOC as a development aid actor in the 1980’s.

Early sports development aid initiatives
The idea of using sports in development work was not new. As a number of
researchers have shown, already in the interwar period several actors initiated
sports development aid projects in the developing world, initiatives that escalated particularly after World War II and persisted into the Cold War era.34
Further, as decolonisation increased across the African continent in the 1960s,
so did the sports development aid initiatives as the sports arena became one of
which the urge to influence these newly independent states was carried
through. Political implications can not be overlooked. In an era of Cold War
and ideological struggles, any effort to influence and spread ones ideology was
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useful, and tried executed by states on both sides in the midst of the conflict. As
Henry and Al-Tauqi express, the sports development aid became a tool
''in the Cold War battle for the hearts, minds, and political and economic support of
the newly independent post-colonial states in Africa and Asia on the part of the
USA and USSR in the post-war era.''35

The early sports development aid was elite oriented. Sending top coaches to
recipient countries to assist in developing talented athletes was common practice, as well as offering training in high standard facilities in the donor countries for these athletes. Also, over the years an extensive focus on facility building in the recipient country prevailed, and in the remotest corners of the world
one could eventually find top modern stadiums and arenas for the benefit of
elite sports in the developing world.36
When Norwegian sport entered the field of development aid they clearly opposed the sports development aid that had previously been given as they – as
well as other Nordic countries37 - embraced a type of sports development aid,
focussing on grass root initiatives and ‘sport for all’, with the clear idea that
sport could help induce social order and even promote economic development.

Norwegian sports entering the development aid field
In the influential daily newspaper Dagbladet (liberal), a feature article written by NORAD employee Erik Berg, was published on July 29’Th 1980. The
article, titled Norwegian sport and the developing countries,38 focussed on the
potential role Norwegian sport could play in the developing world and encouraged a debate about the direction that Norwegian sport took, specifically in
relation to the developing countries. During a business trip to Kenya and Tanzania in 1979, Berg had met with several sports leaders and discussed the situation of sports in East Africa. He was struck by the lack of resources and a consistent sport policy. Hence, he called on the Norwegian sport movement to
connect with the growing sport federations in the developing world, and urged
them to actively support the developing countries’ demands of influence in
international sports organisations. He referred to the new international sport
order,39 an expression first adopted by African states at UNESCO’s First International Conference of Ministers and Senior Officials responsible for Physical Education and Sport in 1976. Within the Western dominated IOC and
Commonwealth organisation, developing countries had had negligible influence. In 1976 however, this position was challenged as it was the year of the
first successful, or at least noticeable, effective African boycott of the
Olympics. Such positioning and political statement may have given African
leaders confidence on the field, and hence the courage to make demands in
international forums regarding sport issues. The new international sport order
was a result of such demands, and tempted to promote the interest of the devel180

oping world in forums like the IOC and Commonwealth organisation, and obtain their influence in discussions regarding international sport structures. The
conference led to the foundation of several sport funds that should supplement
IOC’s support fund, under the protection of UNESCO. Further, UNESCO requested that more countries should, through bilateral agreements, support the
developing world in sport matters, and that the IOC should in particular support
these countries to a greater extent than what they had previously done.40 Houlihan points out that although the western representatives may have reacted with
surprise, this offensive had to be seen in the light of the continuing conflict
regarding the democratisation of the Olympic movement.41 This emphasis to
promote sport corresponded with the increased attention sport had been given
in UNESCO and the COE and it seems to have been a useful approach for an
international medium to also include and emphasise the developing world.
Berg’s arguments went hand in hand with the requests of UNESCO and thus
provided a solid argument for the Norwegian sport movement to act on the
request.
Consequently to Berg’s article, the Norwegian football federation (NFF) in
cooperation with the NORAD and the United Nations Association of Norway
organised a seminar, Norwegian sport and the developing countries, in Trondheim in September 1980. The NFF had several reasons to engage in the matter.
After a period marked by elite- and result orientation with a rather traditional,
conservative NFF administration, a new generation, with former football player
Eldar Hansen as president, took over and wanted to reform Norwegian football.
Football should go from being a personal hobby to something that regarded the
whole society, hence; bringing football to the masses and focussing on girl’s
inclusion were amongst the new approaches of the NFF.42 As part of this reform policy of the 'new' NFF, sports development aid was believed to fit perfectly. As Eldar Hansen wrote in a report from the seminar:
''Norwegian sports leaders often emphasises the social impact of sports to our society. This is done too often without thoroughly discussing sports’ role and tasks in relation to the local community, sports’ national significance and its engagement in
the international society.''43

The purpose of the seminar was to create a discussion within the Norwegian
sport organisations and the sports press on the role of Norwegian and Western
sport in the world society. Could sport lead to social development for the masses, and if so, how could Norwegian sport contribute? From which principles
should one cooperate with the developing countries? What could Norway learn
from the developing countries, and what could one offer? But maybe most
importantly, ''can Norwegian sport retrieve a social engagement nationally and
internationally – through a broad cooperation with sport in the Third world?''44
During the seminar it was soon evident that Tanzania stood out as the core
country with which to cooperate. Tanzania, having been in an exceptional position for Norwegian development aid cooperation since 1962, was thus believed
to meet the demands from the Norwegian donor with regards to political goals
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and human right issues. Aiming for a country in which one already operated,
where the aid could be included in the regular aid budget could also be practically beneficial. Thus, without further ado, when speaking of sports development aid, one spoke of sports development aid to Tanzania.
In a note to several central sport leaders regarding the NFF seminar in
Trondheim, the NOC chairman Ole Jacob Bangstad spoke enthusiastically
about the idea of sports development aid stating that ''the idea is brilliant! […]
we should pick up the gauntlet!''45 He further wrote that he, as a member of the
Norwegian national UNESCO committee, had requested that Norway should
financially support the promotion of sports in the developing world. He
claimed to have met certain recognition from the Ministry of Education and
Church Affairs (KUD) whereas one in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (UD)
was sceptical. Allegedly, he claimed, ''in danger of 'blotting' development
grants.''46 Bangstad questioned this scepticism.
''I can not understand that Norwegian development aid does not recognise what important task it is […] to contribute to improving the health and contentment of the
population […] in particular countries.''47

As this topic was so interesting it should, he argued, despite any scepticism,
be taken further, and hence in October the same year, the NOC invited to a
seminar, Norwegian sports’ international role and responsibility in the 1980’s,
where sports development aid was one of the issues on the agenda.
On the NOC seminar several conclusions were drawn and next steps suggestions discussed. However, there is little documentation of any actions taken in
the months to follow, and few sources discussing the idea of sports development aid. This is also supported by a note from chairman Bangstad to the NOC
board in August 1981 where he reports of scarce follow-up of the ideas from
the fall of 1980. The exception is a joint initiative by the NFF and the NORAD
to invite the Tanzanian team, Mwenge Stars, to participate in the annual football tournament Norway Cup held in Oslo in July 1981, which led to informal
meetings between representatives from the NOC, the NFF and the NORAD.48
However, during the fall of 1981 the sports development aid was thoroughly
discussed in several forums, and culminated in a pre-project to investigate the
opportunities to contribute to sports in Tanzania, starting up in the fall of 1982.

Presumed contribution and scepticism to the sports aid idea
At the NOC seminar in October 1980 there seems to have developed a general perception of the importance of assisting the developing world in sports
matters in the NOC leadership. However, the content of the aid was subject to
disagreements. Outspoken sports leaders like Hans B. Skaset49 had previously
been criticised for mixing sport and politics and for allegedly insinuating that
one should try to follow in the tracks of the Eastern block countries in order to
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influence the developing world.50 However, as the discussion evolved, his
statements were de-emphasized, and at the NOC seminar he stressed that such
influence would depend on whether one was able to build trustful relations to
the developing countries.51
Chairman of the Norwegian Handball Federation and long-standing sports
leader Carl E. Wang referred to previous development projects, and thus recognised the sports development aid field in his speech at the NOC seminar:
''A relatively new, none the less interesting field of activity is the industrialised
countries and their relationship to the developing countries. We have all seen how
great and strong sports nations have developed bilateral connections to selected developing countries. DDR runs sports development aid in Cuba, evidently with outstanding results. Soviets endeavours are multiple and not easily described, however,
it is activities from definite deliberate conducts. France has a particular grip on one
of its former colonies in Africa […] Sweden has also shown a certain development
engagement in Africa.''52

There seems to be a certain admiration of the work carried through by strong
and powerful sporting nations like the DDR and the Soviet Union, even though
their efforts were mainly directed towards the development of elite sports, and
not sport for the masses. For a small country like Norway it may also have been
unrealistic to compare with such nations. As the first of the Nordic countries to
initiate sports development aid, Sweden somehow created a Nordic sports development aid trend in the early 1980. A Swedish assessment of the needs for
Tanzanian sport was conducted in 1978, with the result that the Swedish Sports
Confederation (RF) initiated cooperation with the Tanzanian sports authorities
in the Arusha region in 1980. The possible influence the Swedish initiative had
on the Norwegian debate should not be underestimated, especially given the
strong link that traditionally had been between the Nordic countries both in
sports and in development aid matters.53 Thus, in the light of Sweden’s engagement Wang claimed that a comparison may be suitable. Wang pointed out
that Norway also should engage in such development work, stating that it was
''[n]ot because we should aim to develop colonial attitudes (or retrieve Viking mentality!) But simply because we, as an industrialised country in regards to sport have
certain things to contribute to the development of sport in Tanzania, Sri Lanka and
other places.''54

Within the sports organisation itself there seems to have been a perception of
Norway as a developed country in regards to sport. Similar statements are reflected from other people where it is emphasised and ''raised above all doubt
that Norwegian sport generally has something to offer''.55 What this something
was, was not always elaborated in more detail, but obviously perceived as a
general understanding. This is supported in several written sources, where it is
evident that the Norwegian sports organisation perceived themselves as being
in an superior position compared to the developing countries, especially on
areas regarding infrastructure, equipment, sport leadership, coaching and organisational structures. This superiority is also reflected in the Norwegian written press. In April 1981 the liberal daily newspaper Dagbladet published a
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series of articles, Idrett og u-land (sport and developing countries), in connection with the sports development aid debate. Tanzanian sports was presented as
being old fashioned and a hundred years behind the Norwegian sports movement, operating with the establishment of the sports federations in both countries. Headings like ''Sport is in lack of everything here!'', ''Tanzania only have
eight sports fields'' and ''Wish I had a stationary bike – says Tanzania’s only
sports doctor'' clearly gave evidence to the needs of sports development aid to
the Tanzanian society. Norway, it was argued, could contribute in a positive
way to get a Tanzanian sport organisation in total lack of voluntary contributions on the right track financially and organisationally.56 Norwegian aid, money and equipment were pictured to be the solution for a system described in
rather pitiful ways.
However, although there seems to have been a general perception of the importance of sports development aid in Norway, debates on whether or not to
engage in sports development aid did occur. The argument of Norway being an
industrialised country in regards to sports was contradicted, and it was argued
that Norway, with a lack of money to build arenas and sports grounds and a
massive voluntary contribution in order to make ends meet, was itself in many
ways a developing country when it came to sport. Norwegian sport was facing
so many challenges on its own that one should try to solve before expanding to
the rest of the world. Further, many of the different sports’ national federations
struggled financially and hence, were expected to oppose the sports development aid, given the fact that the NOC was likely to cover at least 20 % of the
expenses.57 Inside the NFF, when the idea was first launched, the views on the
sport development aid were divided. From the conservative former NFF administration it was argued that sports development aid was inconsistent with the
priority areas of the NFF, and Norwegian football should solve problems at
home before starting dealing with everybody else’s.
Simultaneously, outside the sports organisation and sports press, the idea of
using sports in development aid was questioned, as other priorities, and specifically relief work, were emphasised as more important. As one newspaper put it;
''Let us concentrate our aid to the ones that needs it. Let us prioritise children
with polio that are learning to walk rather then healthy children that are able to
run''58. Sports organisations, it was argued, should focus on what they knew,
sport, and development aid should be a public matter.59 Obviously critique like
this was legitimate and needed to be taken seriously. However, there seems to
be no breeding ground for such arguments, and although the idea of using
sports in development aid was also questioned later no real debate seems to be
present neither within the NOC nor in the public sphere as such.
The NFF president Eldar Hansen seems to have had a clear idea on how
Norwegian sports could contribute in the developing world:
''experiences unilaterally points in the direction that one can not acquire development in a country unless the social, cultural and economic development parallels.
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Hence, it is as part of the culture that football and other sports can contribute in the
developing countries.''60

It is evident that given that sports were part of the cultural concept in Norway, the sports development aid obviously was to be funded through the cultural budget from the Ministry of Education and Church Affairs (KUD). At the
time, sports in Tanzania were administered through the youth section in the
Ministry of National Culture and Youth.61 Hence, there seems to have been a
clear link in which culture was the natural field of cooperation. However, Tanzanian and Norwegian sports obviously had its differences, not only on the
organisational and institutional level, but also when it came to the actual practicing of sports. This was particularly conveyed in the intersection between the
traditional and the modern. When launching the idea of sports development aid,
Erik Berg warned about the Western sports practices, which he claimed was on
their way to becoming a product of science, ''mechanised, specialised and professionalised'',62 and quite the contrary to the developing countries’ sports practices which he characterised in rather romantic ways as ''natural, casual, spontaneous, personal and joy of movement''.63 With the Report to the Storting,
Kulturpolitikk for 1980-åra, (cultural politics in the 1980’s) from the KUD in
mind, this corresponds with the general trends in the society worrying about the
development of the international elite sports. Simultaneously, the general development aid debate was characterised with a warning against cultural imperialist attitudes and practices, and hence, the sports development aid, which was
indeed cultural in its expression, was subject to potentially being cultural imperialist in its nature. In what seems to be a response to potential criticism and
cultural imperialist labelling, Berg further brought up two points. First he
stressed that Norway could assist the developing countries in preserving their
sports traditions. He stressed the importance of the developing countries’ own
traditions and terms to be at the base of any aid. Thus, he emphasised that
Norwegian sports should help the developing countries to shape a sport policy
closely adapted to the citizens’ needs for physical education, cultural identity
and traditions, as well as assist in potential increased and improved production.
Drawing on Houlihan’s point earlier and the potential cultural imperialist labelling, one must consider whether such interventions are homogenising sport
policies and sport practices or whether they have the capacity and sensitivity to
protect and promote diversity of interests in sport.64 In regards to the sports aid
discussion, this concern was addressed through Berg’s second point. Norwegian sport itself could benefit from such cooperation, through impulses from
traditional sports. ''We can learn a lot from the developing countries’ sports
traditions – new practices, spontaneity and the joy of movement''.65 He stressed
that the terms of the aid had to be defined by the recipient, an ideal clearly in
line with the general Norwegian development aid discourse of the time. Berg,
familiar with the NORAD rhetoric, obviously knew the importance of emphasising this in the potential sport development work. However, in the light of the
Sport for All project in Tanzania this point is quite interesting, as the idea of
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preserving something is rather challenging when simultaneously aiming to
introduce something new.

Health and welfare
Sports development aid was further presented as ''a counterbalance to the
negative critics that sports are exposed to''.66 Providing aid to developing countries could be a strategic move from the sports movement and contribute in a
positive way for sports itself, by showing that sport was more than hooliganism, violence, black money and the emerging number of doping scandals that
characterised the international sports debate. Again, this is clearly in line with
the Norwegian government’s sports politics at the time, warning about the
commercialisation and professionalism following the elite sports.
Thus, one of the main things that were to dominate the Norwegian sports development aid in its first years was the emphasis on mass sports. This was emphasised already in Berg’s article where he spoke for a reduction of the elite
focus that had characterized the previous sports development aid. He argued
that an emphasis on the elites could lead to brain drain in the developing countries, and stressed the need to decelerate the import of Western elite sports,
claiming that:
''We make our sports ideals the ideals for the developing countries. Elite sports have
status, and are prioritized. In the industrialised countries this can partly be justified
because mass sports are also granted economic means. In developing countries, elite
sports usually happen at the sacrifice of mass sports.''67

Berg stressed that active mass sports movements could become important
vehicles in the work towards social and economic levelling in developing societies, and that the Norwegian sports organisations should prioritise supporting
these movements. He further claimed that sports could benefit the developing
society as a whole, and could be used as an instrument for several welfare state
purposes;
''in health politics, to increase working life productivity, to promote national sentiment and unity in states that are ethnically, socially and religiously divided […] to
promote cooperation and respect for common rules of the community and to develop organisational apparatus.''68

The welfare state principles for supporting sports have been elaborated by
several researchers.69 Fred Coalter discusses the history of public policies for
sports in the United Kingdom, and argues that the motives for public investments in sport have been marked by a duality. On the one hand it implies extending social rights of citizenship, meaning each individual’s social right to
choose to participate in sports. On the other hand it implies using sports to
address a wide range of social issues; hence sports participation may lead to
social benefits for the individual, but also the collective society.70
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As mentioned, there was from the early post war years on a close cooperation between the Norwegian sports movement and the state through the Government office of sport, STUI. Not only did they emphasise the principle that
everybody should have the same right and opportunities to do sports, they also
included schools and cultural activities which were arenas in which sports
could contribute besides promoting health. It is therefore argued that the STUI
played a part in the cultivation of the Norwegian citizen and could be seen as
an important element in building the Norwegian social democratic welfare
state.71 This corresponds with what Coalter argues in the case of the UK. The
government’s interest in sport matters
''combines genuine concerns to improve the quality of life and health of the new urban working class with attempts to create a new civic culture and, by implication,
'citizens'''.72

The responsible citizen participates in sports for her own benefits, however,
the socio-economic benefits can not be underestimated, and hence one can say
that sports have actively been used in the building of the welfare state.
Since they did in fact use the welfare state idea to argue for providing sports
development aid to Tanzania, it is tempting to ask whether the Norwegian sport
movement considered itself in a unique position to transform a society to become a welfare state. Given that Norwegian sports politics had emphasised the
masses and that sports had served welfare state purposes in Norway for decades, it might be tempting to say that it was. Yet, taking on the challenge to
transform a country in to a welfare state is by no means an easy endeavour, and
that the sports movement stood for an important contribution within Norway,
does not necessarily mean that it would be as successful in Tanzania. However,
as health and welfare arguments fit well with the rhetoric of the sports politics
and therefore also sports propaganda of the time, arguing with societal development also seems to have been a clear strategy from the NOC chairman Ole
Jacob Bangstad as he emphasised the strong link that was believed to be between sports and the welfare state ideas.
''Our experience is that sport is a means to a better health and greater contentment
with all the positive aspects this bring to the society. This is something one should
allow other peoples as well and we should voice the idea to contribute to sports’ availability in corners of the world where it so far has been neglected due to material reasons.''73

There was a certain perception of what the health concept entailed, and an
idea based on own experiences that sports might help solving health issues in
the society. It is also evident that one seems to take for granted that the Tanzanian society can benefit from the same sport for health focus as the Norwegian.
However, it may be interesting to ask what NOC knew about the health situation in Tanzania in order to promote sports for health reasons. As the idea of
'sport for all' was a response to the trends in the European society with inactivity, lifestyle diseases and obesity as core problems, did the Norwegian actors
believe that the Tanzanian society at the time was subject to the same problems
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and thus needed exactly the same things as themselves? In a society struggling
with major financial issues, where the majority of the population lived far below the poverty line and basic needs were yet to be fulfilled, it is likely that
developing sports in the country would not have been first priority.
It is striking that the Norwegian actors did not assess the needs of the Tanzanian society for sports at the time, but that there was an assumption that the
benefits of sports was indeed universal and suited any particular society. Clearly one was aware of the challenges in working in a different milieu, and as
several people emphasised the terms of the recipient had to be complied with.
However, there seems to have been no discussions on whether sports development aid was compatible with any such terms, and this may imply a duality in
the Norwegian sports development aid rhetoric. In reading the documents we
do get an indication that the main reason for the NOC to emphasise health issues, mass sports and recipient terms is the fact that the NORAD, in their respond to support the project set certain criterions. These criterions obviously
corresponded with Norwegian public policies both on sports matters and of
course aid matters in general, and although it may have been inconsistent with
the NOC’s priorities if they themselves were solely to decide, it is evident that
this was an area which was not open to discussions.

The development aid system and sports
So, it may be tempting to ask; how were these ideas received in the Norwegian political system? And even more specifically, how did the development
aid agency NORAD think about sports as a means in development aid?
The 1970’s and 80’s Norwegian development aid were marked by rather
large and ambitious projects, especially on the African continent. Where previous aid projects had had technical development as their main goal, the 'new'
approach termed 'integrated development projects', tempted to change entire
societies. Hence, the foci were multiple and ambitious aiming for poverty reduction, women development, environment and human rights awareness and
opening up for voluntary organisations with aid projects working hand in hand
with the grass root level of society.74 In such a context a room for sports development aid could be given.
In the 1981 Report to the Storting from the Ministry of Education and
Church Affairs (KUD) in the Labour government, sports development aid was
recognised and brought to date. It stated that the KUD was positive to the idea
of integrating sport in the Norwegian aid programmes, and that they were prepared to contribute in a potential cooperation regarding sports development aid.
It was further emphasised that the engagement should primarily build on Norwegian aid principles, and hence, the KUD and the NORAD should be involved in the planning together with the sports organisations.75 Further, in a
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Proposition to the Storting from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (UD) in 1981 it
is stated that
''resolutions on principles has been made to stimulate to cooperation between Norwegian sports organisations and corresponding organisations in our main collaboration countries.''76

Both these public declarations came subsequent to Norway Cup held in July
1981 where a Tanzanian team had participated, and which consequently led to
discussions between representatives from the NOC and the NORAD. Much of
the reason for such political interest in the field was based on personal engagement and contacts. Minister of Education and Church Affairs at the time, Einar
Førde, showed a special interest, and was allegedly the main driving force behind granting the Tanzanian team the funds to participate in the tournament.77
In her opening speech Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland
recognised the Tanzanian team participating in Norway Cup and stated that this
had ''attracted entitled attention and is a new example of football uniting across
borders.''78 She further expressed that there was a certain interest from the political authorities to follow up on sports development aid.
''The intention is that this will not be a detached initiative, but that it will be followed up with an expanded cooperation between Tanzania and Norway in the area
of football. […] The practical arrangement must be framed by the sports organisations; however there is political interest from the government’s side to follow this
up. Maybe, sometime ahead, this can constitute a part of the regular Norwegian development aid.''79

Such political interest obviously encouraged the sports organisations to continue their sports development aid plans. However, any grants had to come
from the NORAD, which was Norway’s public implementing aid agency at the
time. Thus, NORAD’s role and influence on the sports development aid can not
be underestimated, as the fact is that without their support the implementation
of sports development aid would be unlikely.
As mentioned there are few sources indicating thorough NORAD discussions about the sports development aid. This may in itself be an interesting
finding as the lack of sources may indeed indicate a lack of discussion in the
public sphere and a lack of interest in the general development aid circles.
However through the sources that do speak of the sports development aid it
seems to be evident that in principle sports development aid was not an area of
priority. In March 1981 the idea of sports development aid was discussed internally, indicating that it probably would take a while before any applications
from Norwegian sports organisations regarding NORAD support to development projects would be under consideration. They also recognised that amongst
Norwegian sport leaders that were interested in the possibilities to support
sports in the developing countries, there seemed to be an understanding to the
fact that it first of all was important to obtain knowledge about potential cooperating countries before any suggestions of initiatives were launched. In an
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internal note in April 1981 NORAD’s opinions regarding sports development
aid is somehow expressed:
''[t]he field regarding sports and development countries does not attach great importance to NORAD apart from the positive signals and stimulus that has already
been granted.''80

However, any applications for support could potentially be assessed given
that they corresponded with guidelines and frames specified by the NORAD.
First of all the focus had to be on mass sports, in which a certain emphasis on
school sport could be of value. Secondly, the sports development aid had to be
concentrated to one of Norway’s main collaborating countries, and thirdly,
financial and administrative involvement from the Norwegian sports organisations themselves was a premise for support.81 The representation in Dar es
Salaam seems to have been very positive to the idea of a Sport for All project
in the city, as sports was an important cultural activity, could create positive
attitudes and serve a social purpose.82 NORAD representatives also emphasise
the fact that it was believed that Sport for All was not primarily a sports project, but a mobilising project aiming for particularly challenged groups.
Thus, we can see that the criterions put forward by Berg, which the NOC
eventually also used to argue for the sports development aid, clearly corresponded with the criterions of the NORAD, which again obviously corresponded with the development aid politics and rhetoric of the time.

Conclusion
Of the several motives for the Norwegian Confederation of Sports (NOC) to
engage in sports development aid, the most conspicuous one seems to have
been the perception that Norway, regardless of being a relatively small nation
in sports, considered herself as being in a forward position when it came to
matters like structure, institutions and organization, and hence, believed to have
something to provide to sports in a developing society like the Tanzanian. The
sports development aid was presented to be a positive alternative to the negative critics sports were exposed to. Providing sports development aid to developing countries could become a strategic move from the sports movement by
showing that sport was more than hooliganism, violence, black money and the
emerging number of doping scandals that characterised the international sports
debate. Hence, the focus had to be on mass sports, an emphasis clearly in line
with the public sports politics at the time, where the dangers of the elite sports
had been due to admonishments. Another motive that seems to have dominated
the debate, at least officially, was the idea that one through sports development
aid could help to build a welfare state. We have seen how this argument clearly
corresponded with the public sport policies in the European and Western societies at the time. As a part of a functioning welfare state, health issues was high190

ly regarded, and hence, also in arguing for the sports development aid health
matters seems to have been of great importance. Thus, the importance of sports
for health reasons seems to be highly valued. Whether or not the Tanzanian
society needed sport for the same health reasons as the Norwegian society
seems to have been less a matter of discussion.
Although one should not disregard any ideal intentions from the different initiative takers it is striking that in what seems to be an effort to meet potential
cultural imperialist critiques it is emphasised that Norway had a lot to learn
from the developing countries’ sport practices, which were described in romantic ways as being harmonious and passionate. One emphasised the need to embrace the cultural expressions of the traditional Tanzanian sports and to decelerate the import of Western sport practices that had characterised the previous
sports development aid.
However, the Norwegian sports development aid initiative must be seen in
the light of a period of changes in public aid policies and sport policies both in
Norway, the other Nordic countries and in the European and international society as a whole. As weighty international organisations like the Council of Europe and UNESCO had emphasised the need to support the developing states in
shaping their sport policies, there seems to have been an opening for the sports
organisations to act on the request. Obviously for the sports organisations such
emphasis could also spur their sport development aid plans, and would provide
a solid argument when public funds came to be distributed.
The fact that other Nordic countries, particularly Sweden, also initiated
sports development aid is likely to have been an important motive for the Norwegian involvement. What seemed to be a Nordic sports development aid trend
emerged in the early 1980’s and traditionally, though not surprisingly, the Nordic countries followed track of each other also here.
However, the most decisive argument for NOC to initiate a sports aid project
is that they could. As the political strategies of Norwegian development aid
made funds available for private organisations with development projects, there
was also an opening for an involvement in development aid for organisations
that had traditionally not been a part of the aid system. However, public aid
priorities of were more or less fixed, and thus needed to be met by the new aid
actors. This is reflected in the public documents: the rhetoric used in the sports
development aid discussions is clearly in line with the development aid jargon
at the time. Hence, also a sports development aid project could see the light of
day.83
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1 Rhetoric change has been evident in the development aid discourse. From de-

veloping country (U-land in Norwegian), developing world or the Third World
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being legitimate descriptions, one is now better off talking about the South, the
Partner or the cooperation country. However, as this is a historical analysis, the
common terms in this period, developing country and developing world, will
consistently be used in this paper.
Norway had distinguished themselves in winter sports, but for obvious reasons
this project could not deal with such sports.
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In the early 1980s, the Norwegian Confederation of Sports (NIF) initiated a
sports development aid programme known as the Sport for All in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. One of the objectives of the Sport for All was to strengthen women’s
participation in sports in Dar es Salaam, an objective much in line with
Norwegian domestic sport politics, as well as general aid policies at the time.
Through the case of the Sport for All, this paper illuminates what conceptions the
Norwegian initiative takers had of Tanzanian women and sport, and how a
women emphasis ﬁt the Tanzanian society at the time. The discrepancy between
the ideals of recipient orientation and women emphasis is questioned, and it is
argued that, in the case of the Sport for All, the NIF acted with a certain naivety.
It is suggested that Western liberal ideas that works well in the societies of their
origin may generate a cultural clash when meeting in a diﬀerent milieu.
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La naı̈veté norvégienne rencontre la réalité tanzanienne: le cas du Programme d’Aide de
Développement Sportif norvégien, Sport pour Tous, à Dar es Salam dans les années 1980
Au début des années 1980, la Confédération norvégienne du Sport (NIF) a introduit
un programme d’aide au développement du sport connu comme Sport pour Tous à
Dar es Salaam, en Tanzanie. Un des objectifs de Sport pour Tous était de renforcer
la participation sportive des femmes à Dar es Salaam, un objectif très conforme à la
politique sportive intérieure norvégienne, autant qu’aux politiques générales de
soutien de l’époque. A travers le cas de Sport pour Tous, cet article éclaire les
conceptions que les initiateurs norvégiens avaient des sportives tanzaniennes et des
femmes adaptées à la société tanzanienne de l’époque. Les divergences entre les
idéaux de cette position et le développement du sport chez les femmes sont
questionnées et débouchent sur la conclusion que dans le cas de Sport pour Tous, le
NIF a agi avec une certaine naı̈veté. Il est suggéré que des idées libérales occidentales
qui fonctionnent bien dans leurs sociétés d’origine puissent générer un choc culturel
quand elles sont diﬀusées dans un milieu diﬀérent.
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deporte bautizado como Deporte para Todos. Uno de los objetivos del programa
Deporte para Todos era reforzar la participación femenina en el deporte, un
objetivo muy concomitante con las polı́ticas deportivas nacionales en Noruega y
con las polı́ticas genéricas de ayuda al desarrollo de la época. Mediante el estudio
del programa Deporte para Todos, este artı́culo revela cuáles eran las
percepciones que tenı́an los promotores noruegos de la relación entre las mujeres
tanzanas y el deporte, y de qué manera un enfoque femenino encajaba en la
sociedad tanzana de la época. Se pone de relieve la discrepancia entre los ideales
de la orientación hacia el receptor y el enfoque femenino, y se argumenta que, en
el caso del programa Deporte para Todos, la NIF actuó con un cierto grado de
ingenuidad. Se concluye que las ideas liberales occidentales que funcionan bien en
sus sociedades de origen pueden generar un choque cultural cuando se implantan
en un contexto diferente.

Norwegische Naivität triﬀt auf tansanische Realität: das Beispiel des norwegischen
Sportentwicklungshilfeprogramms, ,Sport for All‘, in Dar es Salaam in den 1980er
Jahren
‘‘

In den frühen 1980er Jahren leitete die Norwegian Confederation of Sports
(NIF)‘‘ ein Sportentwicklungshilfeprogramm bekannt als Sport for All‘‘ in Dar
es Salaam, Tansania, in die Wege. Eines der Ziele des Sport for All‘‘ war es, die
Beteiligung von Frauen im Sport in Dar es Salaam zu stärken, ein Ziel, das zu
dem Zeitpunkt ebenso wie die allgemeine Entwicklungshilfepolitik deutlich im
Einklang mit der norwegischen Sportpolitik stand. Durch das Beispiel des Sport
for All‘‘, erhellt dieser Aufsatz, welche Vorstellungen die norwegischen Initiatoren
von tansanischen Frauen und Sport hatten, und wie ein Frauen-Schwerpunkt zu
der Zeit zur tansanischen Gesellschaft passte. Die Diskrepanz zwischen den
Idealen der Empfängerorientierung und dem Frauen-Schwerpunkt wird in Frage
gestellt, und es wird argumentiert, dass die NIF im Fall des Sport for All‘‘ mit
einer gewissen Naivität handelte. Es wird darauf hingewiesen, dass westliche
liberale Ideen, die in den Gesellschaften ihrer Herkunft gut funktionieren, einen
kulturellen Konﬂikt erzeugen, wenn sie einem anderen Milieu begegnen.
‘‘

‘‘

‘‘

‘‘
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. . .the full and complete development of a country, the welfare of the world and the
cause of peace require the maximum participation of women on equal terms with men in
all ﬁelds.1

Introduction
In 1983, the Norwegian Confederation of Sports (NIF) initiated a sports
development aid2 programme called Sport for All in the Tanzanian city of Dar es
Salaam. The programme aimed to develop sports structures in and around the city
and to assist the Tanzanian National Sports Council (NSC) in developing their
sports organisation. Sport for All operated with an ambitious aim to beneﬁt the
entire population of Dar es Salaam, but with a special emphasis on one of the main
target groups of the aid at the time – women. The emphasis on women was not
incidental but rather a response to the general development aid trends at the time.
From the 1970s, there had been particular emphasis on women in international
development aid, as women in development (WID) strategies were established,
speciﬁcally aiming at including women in programmes where they had traditionally
been left out. By the end of the 1970s, the more radical strategy of mainstreaming
emerged, aimed at making women’s issues the core of development strategies and to
make the aid speciﬁcally adapted to the needs of women. Norway joined the
international trend and was among the leading countries in developing WID and
mainstreaming strategies.3 These strategies were manifested in several arenas of
Norwegian aid, including that of sports.
One of the objectives of Sport for All was that the Tanzanian recipients should
be able to carry on with the programme when the Norwegian donors pulled out.
Thus, in order to facilitate sustainability, aid had to be on the terms of the
recipients. However, stressing aid on the terms of the recipient and simultaneously
encouraging the introduction of ideals unfamiliar to the recipient are contradictory. Through the case of the Norwegian Sport for All, this contradiction is
examined. An exploration is made in this paper of how an emphasis on women
became part of the sports development aid agenda. Three related questions are
dealt with: (1) which conceptions of Tanzanian women were manifest within the
NIF as donors of the sports development aid?; (2) why was sports considered a
suitable tool in reaching the women of Dar es Salaam? and (3) which dilemmas
may occur when aiming to create social changes – like speciﬁcally emphasising
women in sports activities – in an environment with considerable contrasts to one’s
own? This paper is thus a contribution to the literature on sports development aid
generally and, from the perspective of gender, the role of sport in development
politics speciﬁcally.
Methodology
This paper reports a single case study of Norwegian sports development aid in
Tanzania from 1983 to 1990. The study was carried out through a combination of
archive and documentary research supplemented by a series of interviews. Public
archives at the NIF, the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation
(NORAD)4 and the Norwegian Embassy in Dar es Salaam were visited and form
the empirical base of this study. The majority of written sources are project plans,
project reports, minutes from meetings, personal and formal correspondence as well
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as magazine and newspaper articles from important periods in the early sports
development aid. These include a seminar on sports development aid held in
Trondheim, Norway, in September 1980 (the ﬁrst sports development aid initiative
of its kind in Norway), an article series, Idrett og u-land (sport and developing
countries) in the liberal daily newspaper Dagbladet in April 1981, and publications
and newspaper articles during the week of the annual Norway Cup5 in July 1981. The
latter was considered interesting since this was the ﬁrst time a team from a
developing country6 participated in the tournament.
The documentary sources were supplemented with a series of interviews with
both Tanzanians and Norwegians involved directly and indirectly in the Sport for
All programme.7 A purposive sampling procedure was employed to assure the
inclusion of relevant perspectives on both the Norwegian and Tanzanian sides.8
Two ﬁeld trips resulted in 12 interviews with people from Tanzania. These were
identiﬁed on the basis of the archive sources. A few were also identiﬁed through
other interviewees and contacted during the author’s stay in Tanzania. The
interviewees were involved in Sport for All as programme participants, NSC
members, sports oﬃcers and government ministers. In Norway, 14 individuals
were identiﬁed, ranging from people in leading positions in the NIF and NORAD
to people speciﬁcally working with Sport for All in Tanzania in the 1980s. The
interviewees are crucial in order to answer the main questions relating to
Norwegian conceptions of Tanzanian women and sports, and those dilemmas
which may occur when aiming to create social changes in an environment
diﬀerent from one’s own.
As a single case study, no explicit comparison is made with other cases. As stated
by Yin,9 the use of single cases does not exclude analytical generalisation. However,
the conceptions and dilemmas studied here were framed within a speciﬁc historical
and cultural context. Consequently, empirical results may not be generalised so as to
apply in other contexts.
The Sports Development Aid Research Field
The literature on the history of sports development aid is relatively scarce, although
some researchers have addressed this subject.10 As Aaron Beacom argues, the
research gap and lack of historical literature on the ﬁeld relating to sports
development aid ‘is an error in the sense that it creates the impression that
development interventions are a relatively recent phenomenon and misses long
established characteristics of the process that help to explain its current challenges’.11
In recent years as the ﬁeld of sports development aid has become established,
related literature has mushroomed. Whereas previously, the literature largely
comprised analyses of contemporary situations and projects, it is now possible to
ﬁnd more critical voices of sports development aid, particularly in theoretical
literature regarding sport and social interventions.12 An important contribution to
the sports development aid ﬁeld was the publication Sport and International
Development edited by Roger Levermore and Aaron Beacom in 2009. This treatise,
which had the objective of placing ‘sport-in-development on the map in the
development literature, and to position it within the larger international development debates’13 views the ﬁeld from a variety of angles, mostly by analysing current
programmes and with only with minor historical references. In the recent
publication, Routledge Handbook of Sports Development edited by Barrie Houlihan
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and Mick Green, it is possible to observe the emerging interest in the sports
development aid ﬁeld where ﬁve papers are dedicated to the topic.14
As the sports development aid ﬁeld has grown, initiatives targeting women
speciﬁcally have expanded accordingly. Subsequently, analytical studies of women as
target groups in sports development aid have been given priority.15 However,
according to Hayhurst, MacNeill, and Frisby, despite increased attention to the issue
‘sport feminists have largely ignored the literature on international development,
whereas studies on sport for development typically fail to address gender’.16 Some of
the reasons for this may be found in Martha Saavedra’s discussion regarding
opportunities and dilemmas related to gender in sports development aid. Saavedra
states that ‘working at the intersection of gender and sport-in-development is
inherently political, and thus potentially contentious and risky’.17 She further points
out several dilemmas in the gender and sport development aid encounter, stating that
the ‘struggles over deﬁnitions, representation, unequal power, consent and morality
are continually waged’18 and ‘struggles over discourse, power, diﬀerence and morality
are intense where gender meets development’.19 These dilemmas or struggles are borne
in mind when discussing the issue of women’s inclusion in sports development aid.
Historical Context
Until the 1970s, women were more or less excluded from international development
aid and were seldom the core of development initiatives. In development aid women
had traditionally either played the role as mothers or as part of the underprivileged
poor who lacked health and education amenities.20 The work of the Danish
economist Ester Boserup in 1970 marked a change in focus on how to deal with
women in development aid, as she drew attention to the biased consequences of
development policies and processes in respect of women. She further argued that
economic development in general, and aid in particular, eroded much traditional
female autonomy and thus left many women ﬁnancially worse oﬀ than they were
before.21 Development identiﬁed as economic growth could have negative
consequences for women by increasing already existing inequalities between women
and men. This was especially evident in African low-technology countries where
women contributed to domestic activities, while the development aid emphasised
market-based agriculture and industry, and thus primarily beneﬁted men.22
Following this awakening concerning women’s issues, the United Nations declared
the year 1975 to be the International Women’s Year and further declared 1976–1985
to be the Decade of Women. The decade became important in bringing women’s
issues onto the development aid agenda. Subsequently, a number of national and
international forums were staged to discuss the negative impacts of development on
women resulting in the development of several WID strategies. A common goal for
many of these was ‘to bring women into mainstream development as active partners
in decision-making as well as development work’.23 Thus, from the outset, women’s
issues were highlighted and emphasised in the development processes. Nevertheless,
the WID school was criticised for being ﬁrmly situated within Western liberal
traditions and for its tendencies to assume that women were a homogeneous group.24
Sociologist Asoka Bandarage argued that ‘as a distinct blend of Modernization
theory and liberal feminism, it assumes that all women can be liberated within the
capitalist world system’.25 She further claimed that ‘WID is about poor women in the
Third World; it is not a force of those women themselves’.26
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The WID strategies of the 1970s must indeed be viewed in the light of the Second
Wave27 feminist movements marking the era. Western liberal feminists drew
attention to a variety of issues that aﬀected women’s daily lives on a global scale,
struggled for women’s liberation and argued that, in order to achieve equality
between women and men, it was necessary to change the fabric of society. Such
thinking also followed the development aid rhetoric, as change and equality became
common in the WID debate. The liberal feminist movement’s generalisation of
women’s subordination from the perspective of one particular group further led to
the emergence of ‘black feminism’. Black feminism had its origin in the social reality
of African-American women and their struggle for survival and liberation.28 Black
feminists questioned the relevance of liberal feminist theories for their own struggle,
arguing that the main feminist schools did not consider ethnic divisions among
women, and opposed the view that gender oppression was experienced equally by all
women regardless of race and origin.29 According to sociologist Anthony Giddens,
black women were not ‘central to the women’s liberation movement in part because
‘‘womanhood’’ dominated their identities much less than concepts of race did’.30
While feminism in the West started as a women’s movement and gradually
spread to intellectual discourse, African feminism emerged in the reverse order
originating in academic and political circles, later to encompass women’s movements. This resulted in African feminism being regarded as a concern for a privileged
few and therefore somehow unﬁt for the masses of women on the grass root.31
According to sport sociologist Prisca Massao, the main problem for African
feminists is to get acceptance for their causes and avoid being labelled as advocates
for a Western ideology not considering the circumstances of ‘real’ African women.32
But neither are African feminists a homogenous group. Whereas some speak for the
protection of African culture and criticise Western inﬂuence in Africa as a result of
colonialism, others protest against traditional African cultures that they regard
male-dominated and discriminatory towards women. However, common to African
feminism are their concerns and struggles that diﬀer widely from the concerns of
their feminist sisters in the West. A majority of African feminists consider their main
struggle to be against global economic exploitation, poverty and racism; a struggle
fought alongside – and not against – African men. Thus, as Massao emphasises in
regard to sport: ‘Factors like having a strong emphasis on the equal participation of
men and women in institutions such as sport are sometimes taken as irrelevant for
African women given their poor condition’.33 Consequently, we see that the struggle
for women’s rights is shaped by the social reality of the concerned, and thus the
realities of the struggle may be diﬀerent for African compared to Western women.
Women’s Liberation and the Norwegian Public
The WID strategies were widely adopted and implemented in Norway. A special
emphasis on women’s inclusion, particularly in politics as well as other spheres of the
society, was an incentive for emphasising this also in working with development aid
strategies. Throughout the 1970s, in the midst of the Second Wave feminist upsurge,
several political reforms to the beneﬁt of women saw the light of day.34 The focus on
women’s inclusion permeated several spheres of society and was also manifest within
the sports movement.
The NIF had adopted the slogan ‘sport for all’,35 a concept obviously including
women.36 The radicalism and women’s liberation that characterised society in
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general also played a role here, and in the sports movement women fought for the
same sporting opportunities as men. In practice, this opened up for women’s
participation in football and long-distance running among other arenas previously
considered male domains. The focus on women in Norwegian sport can be viewed in
the light of the sport feminism marking the era, when sports women from the
Western world started to articulate their demands for equality. As sociologist
Jennifer Hargreaves points out: ‘The dominant pressure in sports feminism is the
desire for equality of opportunity for women in comparison with men’.37 This liberal
feminism was a central feature, particularly in Western liberal democracies. Thus,
when adding the perspective of sports, the liberal sport feminism movement
emerged.38 Although far from fully emancipated, the liberal sports feminism
movement in Norway led to an awakening of women issues, and from the mid-1970s,
women were increasingly included both in sports, in practice, and in the various
sports administrative board rooms.39
Norwegian Entrance to Sports Development Aid
Several actors had already initiated sports development aid programmes in the
developing world during the inter-war period. These initiatives escalated particularly
after World War II and continued into the Cold War era. As Houlihan points out:
‘Both the USA and the Soviet Union and their respective allies saw sport as
providing an opportunity to court Third World states’,40 and as decolonisation
intensiﬁed on the African continent in the 1960s, so did sports development aid
initiatives. Domestic sports policies common in the donor states were transferred to
the newly independent states, and sports thus became an arena where the urge to
inﬂuence and spread one’s ideology was carried through.41 Early sports development
aid was mainly elite-oriented. Sending top coaches to recipient countries to assist in
developing talented athletes and competing against visiting teams was common
practice as well as oﬀering training in high standard facilities in the donor countries
for these athletes. Further, over the years, there was a considerable ﬂow of resources
in the form of expertise and an extensive focus on facility building in the recipient
countries. In the remotest corners of the world, it was possible to ﬁnd modern
stadiums and arenas for the beneﬁt of elite sports in the developing world.42
When the NIF entered the ﬁeld of sports development aid in the early 1980s, it was
emphasised from the beginning that the organisation clearly opposed the elite focus
that had characterised sports development aid thus far. As a matter of fact, they
actually seemed to be so scared of the elite sports label that they ignored the recipients’
wishes, which indeed included being assisted in developing elite sports. Instead, the
NIF embraced a diﬀerent type of sports development aid, focusing on grass root
initiatives and ‘sport for all’. Although sports development aid had been a political
strategy for several countries for decades, Sport for All in Tanzania was one of the ﬁrst
such programmes of the ‘new’ kind. The new sports development aid took on a less
apparent political role and joined the aid trends of the international society where
humanitarian issues and solidarity, at least from the outset, were the main motives.
There were several reasons for the NIF to become involved in sports development
aid ranging from a notion that they were in a forward position in sports (regardless of
lack of international results to show for) compared to the developing world to the
belief that a sports development aid initiative could contribute positively to sports
itself. Other dominating arguments included the potential for societal development
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inherent in sports development aid, and the building of a welfare state with special
emphasis on health beneﬁts.43 However, the main reason that the NIF was able to
implement a sports development aid programme was the ongoing changes in
Norwegian development aid policies that made funds available for non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) with development projects. Giving aid through NGOs made it
possible for donor countries to evade the recipient state’s political regime which was
often subject to discontent. At the same time, they could maintain control over the
aid, as the donor government priorities and regulations were reﬂected in the demands
made to the NGOs.44 That development aid projects focused on the agreed areas of
priority at the time – women, environment and human rights as well as recipient
orientation – were among these demands.45 Also the NIF had to yield to the demands
of Norwegian policy-makers when implementing the Sport for All. Under the label of
a mass sport programme, the Sport for All aimed to beneﬁt the entire urban
population of Dar es Salaam.
Tanzanian Women and Sports
Women were traditionally a marginalised group in Tanzanian sports, as it was
considered an activity for children and young people as well as men.46 Through
physical education (PE), girls and boys were considered equal; however, following
completion of basic education, young women were largely expected to take on the
role of wife and mother with domestic responsibilities, and consequently they were
under-represented in sport activities. According to sports sociologists Prisca Massao
and Kari Fasting, sociocultural factors like socialisation, ethnicity, race, religion,
social class, education and marital status contributed to the female marginalisation
in sports in Tanzania.47
One exception was the participation in the popular game of netball, a sport for
girls and women only, introduced when Tanzania was under British colonial rule in
the post-World War I era. The Tanzanian Netball Association CHANETA,
established in 1966, was an active participant in promoting woman sports, and
netball was widely played throughout the country.48 In fact, Massao and Fasting
states that ‘Netball was almost as popular for women as soccer was for men. Nearly all
primary schools in Tanzania had a netball court and the identiﬁcation of good netball
players began at primary schools’.49 Thus, as sport activities reached a peak in
Tanzania in the 1970s and early 1980s, women’s sports grew accordingly.50 However,
over the following years, Tanzania went through a number of economically
challenging periods, with a breaking point in the mid-1980s with ﬁnancial reforms
imposed by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.51 Although sports
were considered important, there was a lack of deﬁned politics in the area, and
consequently sports were not a priority in times of economic hardship.52 Women’s
sports were particularly aﬀected by the ﬁnancial retrenchments.53
In his article regarding sport and gender in Africa, sociologist Ali Mazrui (1987)
discussed what he claimed to be a general under-representation of women in African
sports.54 He claimed that, in East Africa, the triad with indigenous tradition, Islamic
ways and Western practices tended to exclude women from sports. Unless the nature
of the (competitive) sports changed to ﬁt with the conditions of women, he further
claimed they would continue being under-represented in sports.
In this regard, it is important to note that African sport, its institutional
environments and stratiﬁcations are marked by diversity. This is evident throughout
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the continent, between countries in the same regions and even locally. Thus, it is
fallacious to speak of Tanzanian women or even Tanzanian sport as homogeneous
groups. It is important to keep this diversity in mind in the following discussion
regarding the focus on women in early Norwegian sports development aid.
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Bringing Women into the Sport for All Programme
It is relevant to consider the reasons why women became one of the main target
groups of the Norwegian Sport for All as we go on to ask what was the conception of
Tanzanian women within the NIF as donor of the sports development aid.
Requirements by NORAD were decisive when it came to the framing the sports
development aid.55 It was emphasised from the start that the focus had to be on
mass sport and that the aid was to beneﬁt ‘as many people as possible’.56 In
documents from the NIF and NORAD archives from 1980 and 1981, it is indicated
that ‘the masses’ primarily were children and youth, and the means through
reaching them were PE and school sports. Girls and boys were considered equal in
both these arenas.57 However, the NIF preferably wanted to reach their target
groups through football which was primarily a boys’ sport.58 The fact that they
chose football as a prioritised activity indicates that girls and women were not the
primary focus at this stage. It is in connection with PE and school sports that we
ﬁnd the ﬁrst actual focus on women as a target group. When the representation in
Dar es Salaam was asked to give their recommendations to NORAD as to whether
to support the Sport for All, they argued that they fully supported the idea, but
emphasised that it was important that one of the two Norwegians who were to
implement the project was a woman. The reason for this was that 80–90% of
elementary school teachers in Dar es Salaam were women and thus including them
was of crucial importance.59
In the NIF representatives’ report from December 1982, the focus on women
was further stressed. In the pilot project, the objectives were to strengthen PE in the
school system, to prepare for the Sport for All with the aim of beneﬁting children
and youth and, in particular, to develop women’s sports activities.60 It was further
suggested that one of the objectives of the Sport for All should be to translate and
distribute sports literature of which there was a lack in Tanzania. In the
representatives’ comments to developing sports literature, the following is stated
about women’s sports: ‘It is of great importance that some of the literature
emphasizes women’s sports and women’s opportunities in sports, since this has not
been socially accepted yet among Tanzanians in general’.61 It is noteworthy that
there seems to be an awareness of the fact that women sports were not yet socially
accepted among Tanzanians. Nonetheless, women were still considered one of the
main target groups, and from NORAD’s side it was required that continuous
attention should be given to women through the Sport for All.62 In Norway’s
Strategy for Assistance to Women in Development published by the Ministry of
Development Cooperation in 1985, it could be read under the heading ‘Womenoriented Culture Assistance 1985–86’ that: ‘Assistance to sports events and training
and exchange, should be given according to a quota system to guarantee that
women take part on equal terms with men’.63 In a review of the Sport for All from
1986, the evaluation team noted that they considered the emphasis on women to be
well taken care of. ‘It is, however, very diﬃcult to assess the value of the activities,
especially in relation to the socio-cultural conditions’.64 It was concluded that ‘it
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cannot be expected that a fast change in attitude towards sport participation for
women would take place in a population with strong cultural traditions’65 and thus
claimed that there was a particular need for opinion-forming activities in the Sport
for All.
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The development of women sport in Norway shows clearly the importance of this in the
development of equal rights for both sexes to enjoy the values of sports activities. (. . .)
As opinion forming activities could be the direct arrangements for women in areas
where cultural tabus (sic.) are present. Activities where stamina and percerverence (sic.)
are main qualities comes easily to one’s mind, e.g. the Team imagine that a local ‘Grete
Waitz-race’66 could be one opinion-forming activity.67

It is interesting to see the perpetual reference to Norwegian women’s sports and
the underlying assumption that a ‘Norwegian model’ ﬁt the Tanzanian society
perfectly.
The focus on women was further strengthened in the ﬁnal phase of the
programme, as the NIF took the concerns of the 1986 project report into account by
suggesting the introduction of acceptable sports activities suited for women
including netball, traditional sports and ﬁtness and aerobic activities in the
surrounding villages and suburbs of Dar es Salaam.68 In an evaluation from 1991,
it was reported that through Sport for All, women had been involved in sports
activities as participants, coaches, leaders and referees.69
However, despite several attempts, the women of Dar es Salaam who the
Norwegian Sport for All set out to aid through sport activities proved diﬃcult to
involve.70 Several explanations were given for this, most of which dealt with the idea
that sport conﬂicted with the traditional role of women in Tanzania, that Tanzanian
women generally married at a young age, that sport was not considered ‘womanly’
or decent as well as religious restrictions that prevented women from participating in
sports.71 This was problematised by a NIF representative in a speech at the
Norwegian School of Sport Sciences (NIH) in 1985:
It is not considered appropriate that women practice sports; husbands does not want to
see their wives in such settings, displayed in public. – religious/ethical conceptions in
some circles limits the use of practical sports equipment for women. Women should not
show their legs, even more so their thighs.72

The way Tanzanian women were portrayed by the NIF did not diﬀer much from
the way the Norwegian general public envisaged the life of women in Africa.
Drawing on the extensive focus on women’s role in developing countries during the
1970s and 1980s related literature regarding the situation of women blossomed.73
African women were portrayed as hardworking with a special responsibility for the
family and the up-bringing of children as well as practical domestic responsibilities.
Marriage at an early age was pictured to be the main goal for girls, and thus they
were given great responsibility in the household from childhood on. According to
anthropologist Marianne Gullestad, these kinds of perceptions were much in line
with established Norwegian stereotypes where African men were considered lazy and
the women hard working breadwinners.74 On the basis of these perceptions, it is
interesting to observe that the idea of women’s inclusion in a Norwegian sports
development aid programme blossomed. What were the reasons for the NIF
determining to aid Tanzanian women on sport issues? As they seemed to believe that
they were more or less excluded from the sports arena to begin with, how did they
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argue for the suitability of such an emphasis in the development aid? This issue is
considered in the following.
Aiding Tanzanian Women with Sport: A Creation of Needs?
In April 1981, the liberal daily newspaper Dagbladet published a series of articles,
Idrett og u-land (sport and developing countries) in connection with the sports
development aid debate.75 A number of situations were highlighted in order to
illustrate the conditions of Tanzanian sports that were presented as being oldfashioned and far behind Norwegian sports. Headings like ‘Sport is in lack of
everything here!’, ‘Tanzania only has eight sports ﬁelds’ and ‘Wish I had a stationary
bike – says Tanzania’s only sports doctor’ clearly provided evidence of the need of
sports development aid to Tanzania. Norway, it was argued, could contribute in a
positive way to get a Tanzanian sport organisation in total lack of voluntary
contributions on the right track ﬁnancially and organisationally,76 and Norwegian
aid, money and equipment were presented as the solution for a system described in
rather pitiful ways.77 Women’s sports were also described in less ﬂattering terms in
the article series. In a sensational and catchy heading, one could read ‘Women are
forbidden to wear shorts – bare breasts allowed’.78 A perception of the situation of
women in Tanzania as totally opposite to the conditions at home was presented as a
problem:
The problem for women in Tanzania is connecting with the perceptions of wrong and
right that characterizes the country. Here it is not accepted that women show their
thighs in public. Quite the contrary to our perception though, is it that bare breasts are
accepted. Nursing mothers are seen everywhere in Tanzania, but women in shorts are
not accepted. This is also reﬂected in the practising of sports, since women preferably
should practice sports wearing skirts.79

The sub-heading of the article further stated that ‘Tanzanian sport needs
women’s liberation’.80 The fact that Tanzanian women married and had children
at an early age was also presented as problematic for sports. It was claimed that it
was impossible to plan ahead and to have long-term goals in sport since these
often clashed with conceptions of woman’s role in society. Since sustainability was
hard to achieve, this was especially evident in the establishment of national teams.
The article concluded, as it started, with depressing words for women: ‘In Tanzania
the struggle for equal rights, also in sports, has far from begun’.81 The idea of
women’s liberation in sport was not directly articulated in the documents from the
Sport for All period. As a matter of fact, apart from what we saw above regarding
potential problems concerning their inclusion,82 there seems to have been little
discussion about why it was important that women were included as a recipient
group.
Whether sport was an appropriate arena for women liberation may obviously be
discussed, and in regard to Tanzanian women and sport, one may assume that the
struggle for liberation would primarily be fought in other arenas. This leads us to
question whether a sports development aid programme focusing on women’s inclusion was considered as a need in Tanzanian society at the time.
When confronted with this, the Tanzanian interviewees are somehow unanimous.
As the Director of the Sport Development Department at the Ministry of
Information, Culture and Sport put it:
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The programmes were ok because the principles in sports are the same whenever it is.
(. . .) But the women were not involved adequately for them to know that they were
doing it for their health or whatever, not for the Norwegians. Because it was as if that
the Norwegians made us believe that this is important for us. But it was not, that is why
we’re not doing it.83
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The dilemma of the need to prioritise sports was also emphasised by another
interviewee who referred to a visit by a Norwegian university professor to Dar es
Salaam. He had stayed with a former NSC Secretary General, Mr Kirimbai, in the
Kimara district, approximately 15 km outside Dar es Salaam city centre.
They were walking down to the car and he mentioned something like: ‘These people
actually don’t need sport-for-all. Cause what do we want it for? We want it for health.
And they are walking from Kimara to the city and back, so what will sport-for-all or
exercise one hour in the gym or the running track do to him or her? When she can walk
for 3 to 4 hours with a load on her head or bicycle?’ So maybe people didn’t see it [the
need for sports] in that way at that time. Because the majority of the people were already
into physical exercise, people were quite healthy. Maybe at the time of Sport for All,
even in the cities it was not needed. I remember when I started here [at Dar es Salaam
University] in 1993 the car parks were empty. The majority walked. (. . .) Maybe at that
time those who were in a position to inﬂuence people thought: ‘what are we going to tell
them? They’re already exercising!’ (. . .) When a Swede says: ‘Now I’m going to exercise’
he or she really means it because he knows that: ‘I’ve been sitting all the time, so I really
need it’, but the majority here, at that time, thought: ‘what are you telling me to do?
Walk 7 kilometres?’84

Another interviewee emphasised that the focus on women in sports was
understood to be strange in a setting like Dar es Salaam:
Women didn’t know or want to take part in sports activities. They did it at school, but
not after school. In the streets you never found women doing sports activities (. . .) It [the
focus on women] was a bit strange, but since it was organised by a woman, the worries
were less. But if it was men going around calling for women to take part, it would have
been diﬀerent.85

When asked whether he thought that the Tanzanian recipients would have
chosen the same recipient groups if they were to decide for themselves, he further
said that ‘it would have taken time because traditionally we thought women could
take part while they were small girls in school but after leaving school we think that
sports is over with them’.
However, the Secretary General of the netball association CHANETA claimed
that the programme suited Tanzanian society at the time.
The activities which we were taking on ﬁt our culture and living, and we could go hand
in hand with the project. I think the concept ﬁt with the Tanzanians, because it worked.
People participated fully, and it was proﬁtable and meaningful to us. One could say
that; since it was programmed in Norway how could it ﬁt with Tanzanians? (. . .) But
things could still go well!86

It might not be surprising that it is a woman who is mostly positive to the
inclusion of women in sports in Tanzania, especially given her position in
CHANETA, which was one of the few arenas for girls and women to practice
sports in Tanzania. Also, other female interviewees were positive towards Sport for
All, and like the CHANETA Secretary General, they were also involved in sports to
begin with.87
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Despite this we see that sports appeared to be aﬀorded lower priority for the
women of Dar es Salaam. Consequently, we get a clear indication that it was the NIF
which created this need for sports, not through consulting the recipient part, but
through their own existing perceptions of Tanzanian women’s lack of such.
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Suitable Aid on the Recipient’s Terms?
This leads to the question of whether sports development aid was a suitable
approach given the cultural context in the recipient society. We have looked upon
the NIF’s perceptions about Tanzanian women’s situation. In this context, it was
conspicuous that sport was chosen to be one of the arenas to reach the women of
Dar es Salaam.
Besides the aforementioned potential problems regarding their inclusion,88 there
was little discussion within the NIF concerning why it was important to include
women. Apart from it being a demand from NORAD, many of the reasons can
possibly be found in the internal changes and politics of the NIF. The NIF had
adopted the slogan ‘sport for all’, meaning that everybody, regardless of gender, age
or ability, was to be included in Norwegian sports. With this followed an emphasis
on a new form of sports propaganda aiming to include the masses.89 A part of the
new sports propaganda was the TRIM campaign initiated in the late 1960s, which
was a direct eﬀort to include and adapt sport activities to those groups which
traditionally had not been part of Norwegian sports thus far. As a result, a number
of women and men of all ages and abilities not previously involved in sports were
undertaking jogging, aerobics and the like.90 In implementing Sport for All, the
concept of TRIM was considered an appropriate approach. Even the logo of
the programme pictured Trimian, the mascot of the TRIM campaign, indicating the
obvious closeness to the NIF’s focus and priorities.
One initiative in Sport for All that speciﬁcally aimed at women was a so-called
‘Keep Fit’ seminar held by a representative from the Norwegian Gymnastic
Federation in 1986. The NIF’s textbook Trimutdanning (TRIM education) including
warm-up, endurance and strength training and mobility exercises had been
translated to Swahili. This was used at the seminar and given to the seminar
participants together with a pamphlet with ideas for further exercises. They were also
given cassettes with music from the various dances they had learned (samba, disco,
jenka (!) and aerobics). The ‘Keep Fit’ seminar attracted an even number of women
and men and was apparently a success, although the representative doubted that it
would bring extended eﬀects due to the participants’ level of skills, knowledge and
possibilities.91 In her report from the seminar, she wrote:
The participants’ rhythm skills exceeded all expectations. There was however a great
lack of coordinated movement skills, especially in the upper body. Their own dances
were on full foot with the body falling in a forward position. The hips and the legs are
primarily in the movement, but the upper body is passive. This manifested itself with the
understanding of the mobility of the upper body. Many other movements and stretching
exercises had to be repeated again and again.92

It is interesting to see how the level of skills is entirely measured from a
Norwegian point of view and used as the main argument for the probable
discontinuation of the programme. How ﬁtting the activity was, was not questioned
as can be illustrated in the following quote: ‘Endurance training was a trial in the
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tropical heat, but I’ve rarely seen such eﬀort and will. When I didn’t give up, and I
rarely do, (the heat didn’t bother me too much) then they weren’t giving up either’.93 It
is likely that endurance training was not a prioritised activity for the people of Dar es
Salaam, given the hot and humid weather conditions. Neither were all the activities in
the ‘Keep Fit’ seminar experienced as ‘normal’ or appropriate under the circumstances.
This was explored by anthropologist Anne Leseth in her study of movement culture in
Dar es Salaam a few years later.94 In her study of a ‘Young Keep Fit’ (YKF) group95
for women, she found that the ‘Keep Fit’ context resulted in contrasting experiences for
the participants. Although the participants liked to exercise, many of the movements
were not considered to be decent and were, thus, embarrassing.96 The principle of the
aid being on the recipient terms is clearly challenged here.
In the speech at the NIH by the NIF representative in 1985, this was further
illustrated. After giving a number of reasons why it was challenging to include
women in sports in Tanzania because of religious restrictions and the fact that legs
and thighs should not be publicly exposed, he ended up asking: ‘How then can
rhythmic gymnastics be practiced for instance?’97 The question of whether it was
possible to practice rhythmic gymnastics without a certain type of outﬁt did not lead
to a discussion about the suitability of rhythmic gymnastics per se. Rather, it appears
to be an attempt to show how strange and inconvenient the situation for Tanzanian
women was in regard to practicing sport. Possibly such statements would reinforce
the arguments for the need of sports development aid to Tanzania.
Transferring a Foreign Idea – Dilemmas and Considerations
This leads to the third main question in this analysis. What dilemmas may occur
when aiming to create social change such as speciﬁcally emphasising women in
sports activities in an environment which contrasts signiﬁcantly with one’s own?
Political scientist Martha Saavedra points out that the paradox often occurring
when emphasising women in sports development aid has to do with the fact that the
world of sports may be a ‘bastion for male privilege and power, an important arena
for asserting a particular kind of male dominance over women (and some men) as
well as furthering EuroAmerican hegemony vis-à-vis the Global South’.98 As we have
exempliﬁed, the focus on women as well as some of the activities introduced through
Sport for All did not correspond with what seemed to be the terms of the Tanzanian
recipients. Much of this had to do with the fact that sports institutions in Tanzania
was largely male-dominated and hence there were fewer local demands for sports
targeting women than there were for sports targeting men. The NIF, therefore, faced
a dilemma between wanting to promote opportunities for women at the same time as
being responsive to local conditions.
When the former NIF representatives were asked about the focus on women in
Sport for All, they said that they had hardly questioned it. Regardless of the fact that
they did not know much about the situation of women in Tanzania, they accepted it
because it was NORAD’s decision, and if one wanted money one had to meet the
demands.99 They were, however, aware that they lacked knowledge about the
situation for women in Tanzania and saw early on that the relationship between
women and the rest of the population was diﬀerent from that at home. This would
obviously lead to challenges in the practical work related, for example, to culture and
religion. In 1989, the NIF sent an application to NORAD regarding continued and
expanded support to also include Zambia and Zimbabwe. With regard to the
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inclusion of women in sports, one could read: ‘To include the women has been a slow
process in Tanzania (Muslims), but it is expected to be easier in the next two
countries, where the number of Muslims is considerably lower’.100 Also, in the
mapping of potential problems characterising Zambian sports, the following is
written about women: ‘There are few problems here. Zambia is not bothered with
many diﬀerent religions (Muslims)’.101 However, when asked about the participation
of Muslim women in Sport for All, and speciﬁcally in road races that were arranged
on several occasions, one of the NIF representatives said that they never discussed
the issue of Muslim women’s participation or exclusion from the programme. She
did not remember that there were any adult Muslim women participating but
thought it was likely that young Muslim girls were participating since they were more
relaxed with regard to what they could wear.102 The representative further said that:
We appealed to everyone; we had no direct approaches in regards to including Muslims,
because that was not an issue. We worked in schools, and I can’t remember a single
pupil that you could see was Muslim because they were wearing school uniforms.
Maybe in private schools, where Islam was practiced strictly [you could see it]. (. . .) I’m
certain that we did not take any eﬀorts in particular to include Muslim women, and I
cannot remember even having discussed it or it being an issue at the time.

Appealing to everyone, yet not including Muslims, is an interesting contradiction. It
seems as though the issue of whether the activities adapted to women ﬁt with their
religious convictions were secondary. We are given the impression that as long as sports
were practised, any such adaptions were not even questioned. Historian Hamad Ndee,
building on Mazrui’s point of the triple heritage of play, states that:
Attitudes within Islamic culture towards dance, rules of dress and religious practices
bred negative attitudes towards modern sport among Muslims [in Tanzania]. As part of
the indigenous population was gradually Islamized, it too developed such attitudes,
which over time became deeply ingrained and inﬂuenced (and still inﬂuence)
participation in modern sport.103

Ndee claims that this was particularly evident in regard to women’s sports.104 In
the light of this, the focus on women in Sport for All somehow seems strikingly naive,
as such a focus seems to have been at odds with the social reality of women in Dar es
Salaam.
In Karin Stoltenberg’s report to NORAD Kvinners stilling i utviklingsland
(women’s position in developing countries) from 1978, it was emphasised that the
principle of aid on the recipient’s own terms somehow hindered the aid from
reaching the main target group, women. Due to women’s general position in
developing countries, a development project would not focus solely on women if
proposed by the recipients. Hence, she argued that NORAD should not pressurise
eﬀorts that seemed important from the Norwegian point of view but had no fertile
soil in the recipient country’s social and political reality. Any such eﬀort could
possibly entail cultural imperialism.105 As we have seen, in the case of Sport for All,
the importance of women’s inclusion came above all from the Norwegian donors
and, thus, seems to have been less based on Tanzanian reality. Although the requests
of the Tanzanian recipients have not been subject to discussion in this paper, it is
unlikely that they would have prioritised women if they were to solely decide the
terms and conditions of Sport for All. This is supported in documents in the NIF
archives indicating that the Tanzanian recipients requested aid for the beneﬁt of the
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elite sports.106 The general development aid debate at the time was characterised by a
warning against cultural imperialist attitudes and practices, and thus the sports aid,
which was indeed cultural in its expression, was subject to potentially being cultural
imperialist in its nature. In Norwegian discussions prior to the Sport for All
programme, a warning was given about the cultural imperialist labelling.107
Nevertheless, with regard to the suggestions of ‘opinion-forming activities’
mentioned above, the evaluating team appeared rather defensive. On the issue of
the opinion-forming activities being culturally imperialistic, they argued that, based
on international knowledge regarding the question of women rights, ‘the Team is of
the opinion that in this particular connection opinion forming activities should take
place without being called cultural imperialism’.108 However, when especially aiming
to reach women and create changes in an environment with considerable diﬀerences
from their own, the cultural imperialist label is diﬃcult to avoid.
That sports development aid may be an expression for cultural imperialism has
been debated among scholars.109 In his study of international organisations’
promotion of ‘sport for all’ in Europe, Barrie Houlihan asked whether the
promotion was ‘a force for the homogenisation of sport policy and sports
practice’.110 He concluded that the ‘sport for all’ campaign was indeed homogenising
and that well-established Western sports were promoted at the expense of local
sporting traditions.111 The dilemma of modern sport at the expense of traditional
sports is also discussed by cultural sociologist and historian Henning Eichberg. He
claims that non-recognition of bodily practices (sports) is what creates cultural
poverty. ‘Neo-colonial hegemony tends to make the ‘‘others’’ poor by generously
giving them ‘‘sport development aid’’ – and applying a policy of non-recognition
(. . .) Poor are those practices which the power refuses to recognise’.112 In relation to
the Sport for All, such non-recognition seems to have been evident. In their eagerness
to aid Tanzania in the area of sports, the NIF directly transferred sport practices and
ideas, for instance, the TRIM and ‘Keep Fit’ concepts, that worked well in Norway
but were somehow unfamiliar in Tanzania. However, even though the NIF acted
intentionally and with the purpose of instigating their own system, these examples
may be expressions of Norwegian naivety rather than cultural imperialism.
Conclusion
Sport for All in Dar es Salaam was a product of its time, and the focus areas of the
programme were more or less given from the start. In order to be supported by
NORAD, the NIF had certain criteria to comply with, which also had to be met at
the receiving end. These criteria included an emphasis on women and the idea of the
aid being on the recipient’s terms. There was little room for the NIF to prioritise
diﬀerently.
This paper has aimed to illuminate those conceptions the Norwegian initiative
takers had of Tanzanian women and sport, and how a women emphasis was in
accordance with Tanzanian society at the time. Three main questions were raised
which illustrated some of the dilemmas and considerations that emerged when trying
to include women in the Sport for All programme.
First, it was argued that aiding women through Sport for All was a creation of
needs. Within the NIF, there was a conception that Tanzanian women needed sports
development aid. Nevertheless, there seems to have been little discussion as to why
Tanzanian women needed sports. Further, it was indicated that sports development
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aid would essentially liberate Tanzanian women. Here, references to domestic
policies and priorities became evident, as the discussions as to whether this focus
ﬁtted Tanzanian society at the time seem to have been secondary. From Tanzanian
interviewees, it was indicated that the women emphasis was somehow unfamiliar in
the Tanzanian society at the time, and it was pointed out that the need for sports
somehow seemed more important from a Norwegian than a Tanzanian point of
view. Second, and in line with the above, the discussion also involved whether
sport was a suitable tool for reaching the women of Dar es Salaam. It was
demonstrated that, on several occasions, the NIF was organising activities which
were unﬁtting for women in Dar es Salaam, like stretching exercises and dances
that were not perceived to be decent and therefore made them feel embarrassed.
Third, it was asked whether a transfer of Western ideals, like women’s inclusion
in sports, to a society with fundamental diﬀerences from one’s own may
potentially lead to a cultural imperialist labelling. It was argued that, in the case
of Sport for All, the NIF acted with a certain naivety in its eagerness to aid
Tanzanian women, as they seem to have overlooked potential dilemmas occurring
in regard to the Tanzanian cultural context.
Consequently, this paper has questioned the contradiction between the ideals of
recipient orientation and women emphasis in the sports development aid to
Tanzania. It is argued that in the meeting point between these, dilemmas arise. When
two apparently progressive liberal and democratic Western ideals were transferred to
a society unfamiliar with them, they generated a cultural clash as was the case with
the Norwegian Sport for All in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
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